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Introduction

Opening the black box of localized knowledge spillovers

Focusing on the uneven distribution of economic activities in space (Krugman 1991,

Martin and Sunley 2001, Boschma and Frenken 2006), economic geography is today a

major research discipline for understanding unequal prosperity and development across

countries, regions and cities (World Bank 2009). During the last couple of decades the

uneven distribution and the spatial clustering of innovative activities have attracted

considerable interest. This question has not only concerned academic research, but it

has also inspired policy makers all over the world, �from OECD and the World Bank

to national government [. . . ] and regional development agencies�(Martin and Sunley

2003, p.6).

We largely observed this interest at a European level during our participation to

the EURODITE1 project. This project follows the idea developed during the Lisbon

European council in March 2000, and it considers the importance of regional issues

striving to foster a European knowledge based economy. Labeled �Regional Trajecto-

ries to the Knowledge Economy�, this project was composed of twenty-eight partners

across thirteen di¤erent countries in Europe to provide a better understanding of spa-

tial clustering of knowledge and innovative activities (for a review of the EURODITE

empirical studies, refer to Jeannerat and Kebir 2010).

At a national level, among others interested in cluster-based policies, like the Ger-

man "kompetenznetze" initiative, the French government has recently established such

1This project was funded by the FP6 of the European Union for the period of 2005-2010. More
details can be found on the EURODITE web site: www.eurodite.bham.ac.uk
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a competitiveness cluster policy2. It aims at promoting the successful competition of

France in a globalized economy facing the �nomadism�of �rms (Zimmermann et al.

1995, Zimmermann 2001). As de�ned by the French government, a �competitiveness

cluster�is supposed to foster collaborations between companies, research centers and

education institutions on a given territory3. Since 2005, 71 clusters4 have been es-

tablished in order to foster growth and employment by ensuring innovation, but also

French regions�international attractiveness.

Interesting and promising ideas related to spatial clustering of innovative activi-

ties stands on the existence of agglomeration externalities that are not available to

�rms located outside clusters. Rather than focusing on individual �rms, the origi-

nal idea of Alfred Marshall (1920) is precisely to study and explain bene�ts resulting

from agglomeration of �rms. Thus, a cluster or more properly an industrial district

in Marshall�s words is a place where co-localized �rms can bene�t from agglomeration

economies. Three major types of agglomeration economies are distinguished in the

literature. Firstly, �rms engaged in related activities can bene�t from agglomeration

through the presence of a large pool of specialized suppliers. Secondly, another source

of externalities is provided by an access to a high-skilled labour market. Thirdly, spa-

tial clustering is supposed to enhance the di¤usion of localized knowledge spillovers.

The thesis will be more concerned by the understanding of this latter kind of agglom-

eration externality.

A large body of literature tried to identify if localized knowledge spillovers are

more likely to happen with industrial specialization or diversi�cation (Glaeser et al.

1992). Specialized regions are supposed to provide intra-industry knowledge spillovers

(Marshall-Arrow-Romer externalities) through the mutual learning of �rms which be-

long to the same industry. In contrast, following the seminal contribution of Jane

Jacobs (1969), diversi�ed regions are supposed to provide a variety of knowledge well

suited to the creation of new ideas, fresh knowledge and innovation. More recently,

the concept of related variety (Frenken et al. 2007, Boschma and Iammarino 2009)

2In french: "pôles de compétitivité"
3O¢ cial website of the French government : http://competitivite.gouv.fr/politique-des-poles-

471.html
4Last governmental decision (CIADT), May 11th , 2010.
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proposed an intermediate approach, allowing to di¤erentiate when complementarities

exist between diversi�ed sectors (related variety), and when it is not the case (unre-

lated variety).

Since the seminal contribution of Ja¤e (1989), empirical literature has provided

evidence for both specialization and diversity, but often concludes to the existence

of localized knowledge spillovers (Feldman and Massard 2002). Therefore, the recent

success of localized knowledge spillovers literature has been followed by a strong wave of

criticism and scepticism because it usually does not consider the channels of knowledge

di¤usion. As such, it has often been described as a black box (Breschi and Lissoni

2001), and numerous scholars have claimed that empirical research should now focus on

networks. Indeed, together with labour mobility (Faggian and McCann 2006, Breschi

and Lissoni 2009) and spin o¤ (Zucker et al. 1998, Klepper 2002), organizational

and individual networks are the main channels of knowledge spillovers (Boschma and

Frenken 2006).

Following this literature, the main objective of this thesis is not only

to consider co-location, spatial clustering or geographical proximity, but

to analyze the main vectors of knowledge creation and di¤usion. This

thesis thus focuses on relations between actors in order to contribute to the

opening of the black box of localized knowledge spillovers. By consequence,

it aims to provide a better understanding of knowledge �ows, innovation

processes and technological change.

Knowledge networks in economic geography: from
clusters to the relational turn

What are Knowledge Networks?

As mentioned above, the thesis aims at contributing to the understanding of uneven

distribution of innovative activities, and as such to a partial opening of the localized

knowledge spillovers black box. Thus, it analyzes knowledge networks rather than
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other forms of networks. Most approaches in economic geography are concerned with

the fact that relations between organizations or individuals enhance innovation or

knowledge creation, without referring however explicitly to knowledge networks. A

�rst step to contribute to understanding knowledge networks is to provide an analytical

distinction with other forms of networks, because it is crucial to identify what they

are not (Holton 2005).

A lot of confusion and a lack of precision surround the term network in economic

geography (Sunley 2008). Hess (2008, p.452) summarized recently that: �the term

�network�has become a ubiquitous metaphor, lacking precision, being applied to every-

thing and therefore becoming void of explanatory power�. This quite rude statement is

induced by the fact that very di¤erent patterns of interactions are sometimes confused

under the same terminology in economic geography. However, actors can display very

di¤erent objectives when they establish relations (Callon 1999). Three major kinds

of networks can be analytically distinguished according to the essential motive of in-

teractions of actors: knowledge networks, production networks and social networks.

Knowledge networks are characterized by relations created by actors in order to access

external knowledge. It is obviously recognized that knowledge can �ow not only in

knowledge networks properly, but also in the other kinds of networks, as shown by the

junction areas of the circles in �gure 1. However, because knowledge accessibility is

not the essential motive of actors to create relations in social and production networks,

actual knowledge �ows are considered as a side e¤ect of their action.

The distinction between knowledge networks and production networks is crucial in

economic geography. It refers to a major recent �nding that innovation and knowledge

creation activities are more localized than manufacturing and production activities

(Audretsch and Feldman 1996a). The important idea in this analytical distinction is

that access to knowledge is not the aim of actors (mainly organizations) who develop

relations in production networks. In fact, production networks can rather be de�ned

as �the nexus of interconnected functions and operations through which goods and

services are produced and distributed�(Dicken 2003, p.21). Thus, this is more or less

a set of vertical relations that are considered. Organizations continuously exchange

knowledge with their suppliers, and mutual learning is the base of productive activity,

12



Figure 1: Di¤erent kind of networks

but they do not select them with the �nal intention of accessing their knowledge, but

to their productive capacity.

In the de�nition we propose, social networks refer to the set of personal relations

of individuals. Thus, social networks are by nature composed by individuals, and not

organizations. Social networks are constituted by family members, friends, alumni

relations or even professional relations (Grossetti 2005). In economic sociology, social

networks were mainly used to study how personal relations help to perform on the

job market (Granovetter 1985). Here again it is obvious that knowledge circulates

in social networks, and has strong implications for clusters and knowledge networks

e¢ ciency (Saxenian 1994, Castilla et al. 2000, Grabher and Ibert 2006). Said di¤er-

ently, friends exchange knowledge, but they do not become friends in order to access

external knowledge.
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To sum up, we are able to distinguish knowledge networks, production networks and

social networks according to the purpose of actors when they develop relations (access

to knowledge or other incentive). The de�nition of knowledge networks proposed in the

thesis recognizes that knowledge is a systemic and complex good highly dispersed in the

global economy (Antonelli 2006, Sorenson, Rivkin and Fleming 2006). Taking relation

as the unit of analysis, it follows a commonly accepted de�nition of networks (Gulati

1998). Thus, knowledge networks can be de�ned as a set of direct and indirect relations

that organizations or individuals develop in order to access external knowledge.

For a long time, the nature of this external knowledge has been an important issue

in economics (Foray 2004). Indeed, the seminal contribution refers back to Kenneth

J. Arrow (1962), who considered that knowledge had the same characteristics than

public goods (Samuelson 1954). Non-rivalness and non-excludability of knowledge has

inspired intellectual property rights (Ostrom 2003), but also in some extent theories of

localized knowledge spillovers which have been described above. However, evolutionary

scholars (Nelson and Winter 1982, Dosi 1988), inspired by Polanyi (1966) have shown

that these public good properties of knowledge should be in reality moderated by

the existence of the tacit dimension of knowledge, oppositely to codi�ed knowledge.

Thus, the literature in economics of knowledge considers to a large extent that tacit

knowledge is not as easily transferable as codi�ed knowledge, and would require face

to face interactions (Howells 2002). This distinction may be useful, but it has to be

considered with caution because it has led to large shortcomings between nature of

knowledge, localized knowledge spillovers and spatial clustering (Breschi and Lissoni

2001, Johnson, Lorenz and Lundvall 2002, Grossetti and Bès 2002, Gertler 2003).

Tacit dimension of knowledge is especially involved in organizational routines (Feld-

man 2000, Levitt and March 1988, Nelson and Winter 1982) and know-how of indi-

viduals. This kind of knowledge is inherent to the actor, and it is especially di¢ cult

to explain and duplicate (Nonaka 1994). Consequently, it has strong implications on

the di¤usion of knowledge, and precisely on the di¤erent existing ways to transfer

knowledge (Cowan, David and Foray 2000). Meanwhile, codi�ed knowledge refers for

example to patents or scienti�c publications (Cohendet and Llerena 1999), and it is

easily transferable between actors of the network. It seems fairly obvious that the
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structure of knowledge networks may be in�uenced by the nature of knowledge in-

volved in relationships (Trippl et al. 2009). The degree of tacitness will decrease the

rewards of collaborations for organizations. Thus, in the case of a perfect tacit knowl-

edge, there will be no incentive to collaborate, because despite e¤orts, time, frequency

of interactions and the money engaged, knowledge will stay stuck to the organizations

through their routines, or to the individuals through their know-how.

The content of relationships is determinant but often neglected in network re-

searches (Brass et al. 2004). Thus, the thesis will try to consider in some extent

the nature of knowledge involved in relationships. However, di¤erentiating tacit from

codi�ed knowledge is very di¢ cult in empirical studies, and it is extremely hard to

evaluate the di¤erent hypothesis concerning the di¢ culty of knowledge transfer. By

consequence, when the thesis will investigate the nature of knowledge, it will relate

to the distinction between exploration and exploitation. As put by March (1991,

p.71): �Exploration includes things captured by terms such as search, variation, risk

taking, experimentation, play, �exibility, discovery, innovation. Exploitation includes

such things as re�nement, choice, production, e¢ ciency, selection, implementation,

execution�. Thus, the distinction between exploration and exploitation contributes to

a better understanding of innovation processes (Nooteboom 2002), and it is a very

promising approach to consider the way patterns of interaction are organized accord-

ing to the nature of knowledge. It is expected that knowledge exploration requires

more geographical concentration (Audretsch and Feldman 1996b).

Knowledge networks are an important research object in economic geography, al-

though it appears sometimes more or less implicitly. More precisely, knowledge net-

works are deep-rooted in the cluster literature (Porter 1998). Clusters are obviously

immediately recognized for their geographical content, i.e. the spatial concentration

of di¤erent kinds of organizations and the resulting agglomeration e¤ects. However,

networks in general, and knowledge networks in particular, can be considered as the

corner stone of this literature.
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Knowledge networks in the cluster literature

Martin and Sunley (2003) remind us rightly how networks are crucial in the Porter�s

de�nition: �A cluster is a form of network� (Porter, 1998, p.26). Networks are om-

nipresent in the cluster literature because one of the most important patterns is the

embeddedness of actors in local knowledge networks (Maskell and Malmberg 1999).

Moreover, it is not only true for the famous cluster concept drawn by Michael Porter,

but also for other models that have theorized spatial clustering (Martin and Sunley

2003). Indeed, some of them have historically preceded the cluster concept (Moulaert

and Sekia 2003). Starting from a critical review of 64 empirical studies, Staber (2001)

shows that relations among organizations are the critical point of knowledge creation

in industrial districts (Beccatini 1979, Brusco 1982). Then, the innovative milieu liter-

ature (Aydalot 1986, Camagni 1991) has stressed the importance of the environment,

and networks appear through the �support space� concept. Storper (1997), mean-

while, talks about �relational assets�of regions, while Saxenian (1994) insists on the

di¤usion of knowledge in dense social networks of Silicon Valley, involving individuals

from �rms and universities. Finally, knowledge networks are mainly considered in

the learning regions (Florida 1995, Asheim 1996) and in regional innovation systems5

(Cooke 2001), according to the �learning by interacting� (Lundvall 1992) mode of

knowledge production. However, even if knowledge networks are the implicit corner

stone of the cluster literature, its metaphorical approach has led to the underestimation

of the relational dimension, comparatively to the spatial component.

Moreover, even if knowledge networks are crucial in the cluster literature, it can

also be considered as quite a metaphorical concept (Grabher 2006, Sunley 2008, Hess

2008). One of the most prominent critics was provided by Grabher (2006) in his article

dedicated to map the travel of network from economic sociology to economic geography,

claiming according to Glückler (2007, p.620) that �the use of networks in economic

geography has been rather selective, often metaphorical and little formalized�. It

is true that it can precisely be assimilated to a metaphor for three crucial reasons.

The �rst reason is linked to its generic term and its lack of precision. This semantic

problem is confusing. As described in the cluster literature, it is true that networks
5Originally at the national level (Lundvall 1992, Nelson 1993, Edquist 1997)
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are su¢ ciently vague to encompass any kind of relationships. There is a confusion

between the di¤erent networks used behind the term, and the cluster literature refers

in reality to a multiplexity (Lazega and Pattison 1999) of relations. The second reason

is that the existence of networks is often postulated rather than demonstrated. In fact,

clusters studies and the resulting networks representation are drawn from emblematic

images like the Silicon Valley, the road 128, the third Italy or Batten-Wattenberg. It

is claimed that relations are important, but it is hard to map this relational structure.

The third reason is maybe also the most problematic use of network in economic

geography, because knowledge networks are supposed to deliver knowledge, but little

is told about these transfer mechanisms. Especially it is not perfectly clear why

networks are important for innovative activities and knowledge creation, or what are

the advantages or constraints related to central or speci�c positions held by actors for

knowledge accessibility.

This knowledge network metaphor is not only a deviation from literal language

according to Aristotle. It has also played an important seminal role in economic ge-

ography, leading to further concrete empirical researches about knowledge networks.

Indeed, if we follow the work of Mary Hesse (1980, chap. 4) concerning the role and

function of metaphorical approaches in science, the knowledge network metaphor in

the cluster literature has been more or less an image that has provided a certain coher-

ence to the abstract Marshallian idea that �knowledge is in the air�. Thus networks,

relations among actors, or other face to face interactions have provided concrete coher-

ence to this idea in the cluster literature. The introduction of social network analysis

theories and tools in economic geography will be a step further towards the formaliza-

tion of the knowledge network metaphor in the cluster literature.

The formalization of the network metaphor and the relational
turn in economic geography

However, even if it was true that knowledge network was quite metaphorical in the

cluster literature, it has moved to a very concrete research object with the recent in-

troduction of social network analysis in economic geography (Ter Wal and Boschma

2009a). Indeed, what was missing in this literature was principally a better under-
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standing of the in�uence of networks, and a comprehension of network structures. The

introduction of social network analysis theories and tools provided a strong analytical

framework for the study of knowledge networks in economic geography. The under-

lying rationale of social network analysis (Wassermann and Faust 1994) originates

from sociology and graph theory, and aims to give a very concrete representation of

what networks are, i.e. a structure resulting from relations among actors. It has been

applied especially in economic geography from economic sociology (Grabher 2006),

taking relations as the unit of analysis, and as such leading to the relational turn.

The use of knowledge networks in economic geography originates from the embed-

dedness concept, developed by Mark Granovetter. It considers the network as a �form

of organization�(Powell 1990), together with the market and hierarchy (Williamson

1975). This approach emphasizes on the "particular institutional contexts in which

actors are embedded" (Grabher 2006) to understand knowledge creation processes. In-

deed, taking relations as the basic unit of analysis has strongly contributed to formalize

the knowledge network metaphor in economic geography, because the particular way

relations are organized leads to a speci�c observable structure. As such, the present

dissertation focuses on the relational structure (Deroïan 2002, Zaheer and Soda 2009)

and relative positions of actors (Burt 1992) to consider knowledge accessibility issues.

This is also the basis of recent empirical approaches of knowledge networks in eco-

nomic geography, using social network analysis to bypass the knowledge metaphor

within clusters, and to study the local interaction structure in which knowledge �ows

(Giuliani and Bell 2005, Boschma and Ter Wal 2007, Vicente et al. 2010).

The �rst author that used the term network literally in order to describe this archi-

tecture of relational pattern is the anthropologist John Barnes (1954), followed by his

colleagues of the Manchester School, Elizabeth Bott and Clyde Mitchell. These sem-

inal anthropological studies were decisive for researches considering that the relevant

unit of analysis are the relations between actors rather than their attributes (White

et al. 1976, Wassermann and Faust 1994, Scott 2000). However, the idea behind net-

works theory seems even less recent. It originally appeared in the vision of the society

by modernists, like Marx, Durkheim, Weber or Comte, as constructed by interactions

between individuals and social structures. Especially, it is largely acknowledged that
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this distinction between social forms based on relations and social forms based on

attributes originates from Georg Simmel (Grabher 2006).

This idea of structure of knowledge is important because innovation is less and

less the case of an isolated individual. Relations are considered as the fundamental

unit of analysis, but also as resources (Pfe¤er and Salancik 1978) that actors use

strategically (Jackson and Rogers 2007) in general. It is especially important for

knowledge access, in a world where knowledge is complex and disseminated. Indeed,

knowledge networks researches in economic geography aims at understanding collective

learning and knowledge creation by focusing on relations, inter-personal and inter-

organizational, as crucial vehicles for knowledge �ows (Breschi and Lissoni 2009).

However, the idea that relations are a form of resources for actors is mainly developed

in the literature of social capital (Bourdieu 1980, Coleman 1988, Putnam 1995).

Thus, by connecting to others, actors can have access to resources without possess-

ing or buying them. Actors use their centrality in a network to innovate more (Gay

and Dousset 2005, Schilling and Phelps 2007). Recent studies demonstrated that eco-

nomic performance is an outcome of relationships (Granovetter 1985) built by actors

that aims to be in a strategic position (Burt 2004). The theory of the strength of weak

ties relies to the idea that weak ties are less likely to lead to network closure and thus

more likely to bring novelty. In this sense, �new�external knowledge access is related

to the number of weak ties, understood as bridges between social capital of actors. A

similar statement is formulated in the structural hole theory (Burt 1992), explaining

that there is a structural hole when an actor, called the broker, links two nodes that

are not connected directly. Theoretical developments on the role of brokers (Freeman

1979, Jackson and Wolinski 1996, Bala and Goyal 2000) have strongly contributed to

insights in economic geography, especially about knowledge gatekeepers (Giuliani and

Bell 2005, Morrison 2008, Rychen and Zimmermann 2008).

Bridging clusters6 is the basis of the small world theories, developed following

the �small world experiment� of Stanley Milgram in 1967, and formalized later by

Watts and Strogatz (1998). It is another important tool for explaining that knowledge

networks, as other human networks, are characterized paradoxically by clustering (i.e.

6In a relational sense, not geographical
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relational concentration) and short distance to other actors. Thus, actors can use

bridges to reach di¤erent pools of knowledge. The small world theories have thereby

been applied to represent spatial clustering of activities (Zimmermann 2002, Rychen

and Zimmermann 2008).

Introduction of social network analysis theories and tools has contributed to sub-

stantiate knowledge networks in economic geography, providing a concrete analytical

and methodological framework. It increased the explanatory power of the concept

of network, and it provided insights that were missing in the cluster literature, espe-

cially about the impact of network on innovative performance of individuals (Ter Wal

and Boschma 2007), but also about the interaction structure of clusters (Giuliani and

Bell 2005). Social network analysis, by emphasizing the importance of relations as

vehicles of knowledge di¤usion, provided a concrete representation of what knowledge

networks are and led to the relational turn in economic geography (Boggs and Rantisi

2003). The thesis will strongly use theories and tools from social network analysis to

construct conceptually and analyze empirically the structure of knowledge networks.

Since the introduction of social network analysis in economic geography, a mas-

sive use of network as a conceptual category and as a social organization has been

observed (Thompson 2003). It represents a new turn in economic geography, labeled

recently relational turn (Boggs and Rantisi 2003). The relational turn, or even the

recent attempt to reconceptualize economic geography through networks as a new

paradigm, i.e. relational economic geography (Bathelt and Glückler 2003), relates

also more generally to the recent emphasis on networks and social interactions in eco-

nomics (Arthur 1989, Arrow 1998, Kirman 1998, Manski 2000, Bernard and Vicente

2000, Zimmermann and Deroïan 2001). This is especially important for economic ge-

ography, because it refers back to a fundamental debate between places and networks

for knowledge transfer, learning and innovation (Castells 1996, Rallet and Torre 1999,

Sheppard 2002, Boschma and Frenken 2006). Focusing on places, the �rst approach

follows the Marshallian industrial atmosphere discussed above. By consequence, it

develops the idea that the decisive process for knowledge accessibility is the location

process (Suire and Vicente 2009a), i.e. being on the right place (Ter Wal and Boschma

2009a), in order to access to local things (Porter 1998). In contrast, the foundational
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unit of analysis of the second approach is the network (Dicken et al. 2001), and the

decisive process to access to knowledge is the right position on the overall network

structure.

The thesis adopts a relational approach of spatial clustering of innovative

activities. As such it analyses knowledge networks, de�ned as a set of

direct and indirect relations that organizations or individuals develop in

order to access external knowledge. By consequence, the di¤erent chapters

study not only bi-lateral relations between actors, but also the interaction

structure in which they are embedded. Thus, the overall research goal

of the thesis is to analyze the structure of knowledge networks, either in

clusters or in global technological �elds.

Research question

As said above, the relational turn expresses what networks promised to bring to eco-

nomic geography by taking relations between actors as the major unit of analysis. This

conceptual shift would enable a better understanding of knowledge creation, innova-

tion processes and technological change. Despite this high potential, relational turn

and networks have been recently invited to combine with other theoretical framework

(Grabher 2006, Sunley 2008, Hess 2008). As Sunley (2008, p.11) puts it: �a focus

on interpersonal and organizational networks cannot provide a holistic paradigm for

economic geography. Instead, the pressing task is to blend and combine network ap-

proaches with other institutionalist and evolutionary approaches�. More importantly,

according to the distinction operated by Borgatti (2010), a "theory of networks",

rather than to a "network theory" is missing in economic geography (see �gure 2). In

this sense, it seems crucial today not only to explain economic outcomes with network

variables, but also to understand where the structure of knowledge networks comes

from. Elements for such a theory have only very recently begun to emerge in economic

geography (Boschma and Frenken 2006, Glückler 2007, Boschma and Frenken 2009,

Ter Wal and Boschma 2009b), and especially the literature on evolutionary economic
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geography (Boschma and Frenken 2006) emphasized the importance of proximity to

understand knowledge networks (Boschma and Frenken 2009). The present disser-

tation follows this emerging literature, and the main research question will be to

determine the in�uence of proximity on the structure of knowledge networks.

Figure 2: A Theory of Networks

Thus, it will combine network theories and models with the proximity framework

in order to o¤er an original approach of the relation between places and networks.

The French Group �Proximity Dynamics� initiated such an approach, providing an

analytical framework of productive and innovative activities during the last couple of

decades (Bellet et al. 1993, Gilly and Torre 2000, Rallet and Torre 2001, Pecqueur

and Zimmermann 2004, Bouba-Olga and Grossetti 2008, Carrincazeaux, Grossetti

and Talbot 2008, Massard and Mehier 2009). This original analytical approach and

the starting idea may appear in some extent surprising and paradoxical. Indeed, it

aims to consider space as central in economic theory, but not as a starting point of

the analysis in economic geography (Gilly and Torre 2000). Space is somewhat a

social construct of actors themselves, a result more than a postulate. This approach

seduced recently others European scholars, contributing themselves to improve the

operationability of the proximity concepts (Coenen, Moodysson and Asheim 2004,
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Morgan 2004, Boschma 2005, Knoben and Oerlemans 2006, Lagendijk and Lorentzen

2007, Boschma and Frenken 2009, Paier and Scherngell 2008, Ter Wal 2009). Thus,

geographical proximity must be understood as one proximity dimension among others.

As summed by Boschma (2005, p.63): �In the school�s view, proximity meant a lot

more than just geography�. This framework is extremely helpful for the understanding

of knowledge networks in economic geography, because it contributes to analyze the

in�uence of a plurality of non geographical dimensions.

Thus, the thesis supported in this dissertation is the following: the

structure of knowledge networks is determined by di¤erent dimensions of

proximity between actors. These forms are geographical, cognitive, social,

organizational and institutional proximity. By consequence, the main is-

sues of the thesis will be to combine the proximity framework with social

network analysis theories and tools in order to study the interplay between

proximity and structural dimensions. A particular interest will be devoted

to the analysis of the structure of local (clusters) and global knowledge net-

works (technological �elds), but also to model the dynamic of knowledge

networks to precisely isolate and evaluate the respective in�uence of these

�ve di¤erent dimensions of proximity.

To achieve this objective, the present dissertation will analyze the structure of

knowledge networks in a particular technological �eld. In the lines of Owen-Smith

and Powell (2004), and White et al (2004), a �eld corresponds to a macrostructure

of interconnected organizations which can be typi�ed by common interests, in our

case the bene�ts related to the development of a speci�c technology. As such, these

common interests can concern organizations belonging to highly diversi�ed industrial

sectors. Since we adopt the idea that external knowledge accessibility stemming from

relations is the main unit of analysis, we will consider that technological �elds are

characterized by a set of fragmented pieces of knowledge, disseminated among directly

and indirectly connected organizations. Testing our theoretical propositions has thus

required to identify a particular technological �eld, and to gather relational data in

order to study its knowledge network structure, either locally and globally. Bene�ting
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from the dense empirical material collected for the work package n� 57 and the work

package n� 68 of the EURODITE project, the thesis analyses the in�uence of proximity

on the structure of knowledge networks along a logical chain of three empirical chapters

dedicated to the GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite Systems) technological �eld.

GNSS is a standard term used to describe systems that provide positioning and

navigation solutions, like the American GPS, the European GALILEO, the Russian

GLONASS or the Chinese BEIDOU. These technologies were mainly developed in the

aerospace industry, for military reasons. Nowadays, in the technological and symbolic

paradigm of mobility, GNSS are technologies which �nd complementarities and inte-

gration opportunities in many other technological and socio-economic contexts. The

principal civil market is constituted of applications for transport, health, emergency

or social services. Knowledge networks in the GNSS are by consequence particularly

interesting to study, because this industry requires collaborations between public and

private organizations, from di¤erent sectors, and so it is characterized by a large vari-

ety of knowledge background (Vicente et al. 2010). The principal problem for studying

empirically the structure of knowledge networks, but it is also true for other forms of

networks, is the access to reliable relational data. Di¤erent options are proposed in

the literature.

The �rst one would be to use co-patenting (Hagedoorn 2003) to identify collab-

orations and to construct knowledge networks (Breschi and Lissoni 2004, Balconi et

al. 2004, Cantner and Graf 2006, Hussler and Rondé 2007). In this case, individuals

or organizations are linked if they have applied for a patent together. Based on a

large survey on European invention, Giuri et al. (2007) have shown that only 6% of

patents on average are patents applied for by more than one organization. Moreover,

this method was not relevant in our case because organizations of the GNSS industry

apply for very few patents each year, and less than 10 co-applied patents were found

from 2002 to 2007. Similarly to patents, co-publications have been used to construct

networks of scientists in the sociology of science originally and today in economic

7Balland P.A. and Vicente J. (2009) "Territorial Knowledge Dynamics" work package report,
WP5, EURODITE Project.

8Balland P.A. and Vicente J. (2009) "Firm Knowledge Dynamics" work package report, WP6,
EURODITE Project.
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geography (Largeron and Massard 2001, Ponds et al. 2007, Hoekman et al. 2010,

Frenken et al. 2010). In this case, this choice would have overemphasized academic

actors, while GNSS is a technological �eld involving a considerable part of companies,

from satellite construction and ground infrastructure to applications. A last interest-

ing approach to gather relational data is the survey methodology (for details about

this method see Ter Wal and Boschma 2009). It consists to ask directly to actors

with whom they are linked. This method is very often used in sociology to construct

friendship networks, but it is more suitable for ego-networks or small networks. In

economic geography, it is more used for cluster-based studies (Giuliani and Bell 2005,

Boschma and Ter Wal 2007) than for global knowledge network studies.

The empirical part of the thesis follows another method, and it will study R&D

collaboration networks. More precisely, in the thesis, knowledge networks relational

databases are constructed from R&D collaborative projects (Roediger-Schluga and

Barber 2006, Autant-Bernard et al. 2007, Scherngell and Barber 2010, Frachisse

2010). A reason for this choice stands not only on the quality and the homogene-

ity of relational data, but it is also suited for the GNSS industry for essentially two

reasons. Firstly, since the end of the 1950s, space organizations are used to working

on collaborative projects. Each satellite is a project in itself and a unique product

that cannot be produced in a standardized production chain. Secondly, space orga-

nizations are accustomed to working under funded programs, since space exploration

has always been a very strategic issue for countries and now also for Europe. These

projects include regional, national and European level, and as such we will reconstruct

knowledge networks at di¤erent geographical scale. The di¤erent databases used in

the thesis will be described in more details in the empirical chapters.

Outline of the thesis

Studying the e¤ect of di¤erent dimensions of proximity on the structure of

knowledge networks will be conducted in four chapters in this thesis. All four

chapters are based on working papers or published articles. Two of them (chapter 2
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and chapter 3) are the product of research collaboration activities. Chapter 1 is

based on a single authored working paper, presented at a seminar in Toulouse in July

20109. Chapter 2 is based on a journal article co-authored with Jerôme Vicente and

Olivier Brossard, forthcoming in Regional Studies10. Chapter 3 is based on a working

paper co-authored with Raphaël Suire and Jerôme Vicente, published in Papers in

Evolutionary Economic Geography11. Chapter 4 is based on a single authored journal

article, forthcoming in Regional Studies12.

The �rst chapter develops the general theoretical framework dedicated to the in-

terplay between proximity and knowledge networks, and the three others focus on

di¤erent empirical studies that highlight this complex relationship. The three empir-

ical chapters analyze the GNSS technological �eld with di¤erent and complementary

approaches, trough a sequence based on a logical progression. While the �rst one

(chapter 2) aims to study the structural, cognitive and geographical properties of

knowledge network in a single cluster analysis, the second one (chapter 3) goes further

by extending the study towards a multi-cluster analysis, in order to �gure out the

spatial and structural organization of this technological �eld. While the two former

display a static network analysis, the third essay (chapter 4) models the dynamic of

the GNSS global knowledge network to estimate precisely the in�uence of the di¤erent

dimensions of proximity. These four chapters are detailed further.

9Balland P.A. (2010) Proximity and Knowledge Networks: theoretical perspectives in Economic
Geography, LEREPS seminar, Toulouse, July.
10Vicente J., Balland P.A. and Brossard O. (2010) Getting into Networks and Clusters: Evidence

from the Midi-Pyrenean Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) Collaboration Network, Re-
gional Studies, forthcoming.
11Balland P.A., Suire R. and Vicente J. (2010) How do Clusters/Pipelines and Core/Periphery

Structures Work Together in Knowledge Processes?, Papers in Evolutionary Economic Geography
10-08, Section of Economic Geography, Utrecht University.
12Balland P.A. (2010) Proximity and the Evolution of Collaboration Networks: Evidence from

R&D Projects within the GNSS industry, Regional Studies, forthcoming.
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Chapter 1

Chapter 1 analyzes theoretically the complex interplay between proximity

and knowledge networks. This chapter discusses in what extent the proximity

framework o¤ers decisive elements for the understanding of interactive learning and

innovation activities that can contribute to develop a theory of knowledge networks in

economic geography. Moreover, it details the underlying principles of the proximity

framework in general, and it articulates the main typologies of proximity dynamics

(institutionalist, interactionist and evolutionary) and the di¤erent related proximity

dimensions. It is argued that the so-called evolutionary approach13 o¤ers an appro-

priated framework for the analysis of knowledge networks. As such, it distinguishes

among cognitive, geographical, social, organizational and institutional proximity. It

investigates the question of whether actors displaying the same knowledge bases, be-

longing to the same spatial area, with common relationships, belonging to the same

organizational group or sharing the same values are more likely to exchange knowl-

edge. This theoretical framework about proximity dynamics will be used in the three

empirical chapters of the thesis to analyze the structure of local knowledge networks

(chapter 2), but also the structure of global knowledge networks (chapter 3), and

�nally its evolution (chapter 4).

Chapter 2

Chapter 2 contributes to understanding the patterns of the structure of

local knowledge networks, together with proximity attributes. This chap-

ter analyses the knowledge interaction structure of a particular cluster (the Midi-

Pyrenean GNSS clusters). It studies the way by which the cluster is embedded in

a wider knowledge network, from relational data gathered through the construction

13In the thesis, we will use the term "evolutionary approach" to refer to the concept of proximity
in �ve dimensions proposed by Boschma (2005). This terminology has been used in a recent publi-
cation (Boschma and Frenken 2009) and it permits a clear distinction with the institutionalist and
interactionist approaches. However, we recognize that it would have been also convenient to refer to
a "cognitive approach�. This latter will not be used in order to avoid confusion and keep consistency.
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of a nested system of publicly funded projects (European, national and regional lev-

els). Methodologically, the proximity framework will be combined with social network

analysis theories and tools, in order to measure structural characteristics and discuss

the results according to the interplay between structural, cognitive and geographical

dimensions of knowledge �ows. The �ndings con�rm previous works in the empirical

literature, in particular concerning the role and position of public research organiza-

tions and standardization agencies, the links between cognitive proximity and geo-

graphical proximity, and the central role of knowledge and geographical gatekeepers

in the cluster structuring. New �ndings emerge and are more discussed, in particular

concerning the links between structural equivalence between co-located organizations,

proximity and the management of knowledge spillovers. However, this chapter is lim-

ited to a single cluster analysis, even if its originality arises from the study of its

embeddedness in a larger technological �eld. That is why the following chapter will

start from the GNSS technological �eld at the European level, in order to identify its

geographical, cognitive and structural organization at a wider scale, and to �gure out

a multi-clusters structure.

Chapter 3

Chapter 3 analyses the patterns of the structure of global knowledge net-

works with proximity attributes. This chapter is based on a study of the knowl-

edge interactions structure of the European GNSS technological �eld. Using a rela-

tional database of R&D collaborative projects of the 5th and 6th European Framework

Programs, it proposes an original methodology, studying both the properties of the

network of organizations and the properties of the network of projects. It shows that

knowledge bases of organizations and the nature of knowledge phases involved in re-

lationships are critical factors of the interplay between structural and geographical

patterns of knowledge networks. More precisely the results are discussed in the light

of the mutual in�uence of the cognitive, structural and geographical dimensions on

knowledge production and di¤usion. The main outcome of this chapter is the coex-

istence of a relational core-periphery structure with a geographical clusters-pipelines
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one. This �nding is discussed showing the process by which an emerging technology

can be turned into a standard. However, the proximity approach is limited in this

chapter, as in the previous one, to the static interplay between structural, geographi-

cal and cognitive features of knowledge networks. A step further is required to evaluate

and isolate the precise in�uence of the �ve dimensions of proximity on the evolution

of the GNSS knowledge networks.

Chapter 4

Chapter 4 analyses the in�uence of proximity on the evolution of global

knowledge networks. This chapter tests empirically to what extent di¤erent forms

of proximity determine collaboration choices of organizations, as developed theoreti-

cally in chapter 1. Contrary to chapter 2 and chapter 3, the �ve proximity dimensions

are directly de�ned and propositions are elaborated in order to discuss their expected

in�uence. The stochastic actor-based model SIENA (Snijders 2001) is used to model

the knowledge network dynamic as a realisation of a continuous-time Markov chain and

to estimate parameters for underlying mechanisms of its evolution. Relational data-

bases are constructed from R&D collaborative projects, funded under the European

Union 6th Framework Programme within the navigation by satellite industry (GNSS)

from 2004 to 2007, extracted from chapter 3. Estimated parameters for underlying

mechanisms of its evolution show that geographical, organizational and institutional

proximity turned out to have a highly signi�cant impact on collaboration choices.

However, cognitive and social proximity have a positive but not signi�cant in�uence.

An extended analysis of the results is detailed in the conclusion.

The di¤erent empirical chapters �gured out that the structure of knowledge net-

works is determined by di¤erent dimensions of proximity between organizations. In-

deed, the proximity framework contributed to de�ne crucial attributes that revealed

the interplay between structural, cognitive and geographical patterns of local knowl-

edge networks. Then, it has also allowed the identi�cation of the co-existence of a

core/periphery and cluster/pipelines structure of global knowledge networks. Finally,

the in�uence of the di¤erent forms of proximity on the evolution of knowledge networks
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has been evaluated, and geographical, organizational and institutional proximity was

found to have a positive impact. Showing the in�uence of proximity, the present dis-

sertation aims to contribute to an emerging theory of knowledge networks in economic

geography, as outlined by Boschma and Frenken (2009).
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Chapter 1

Proximity and Knowledge
Networks: theoretical perspectives
in Economic Geography

In introduction to this dissertation, we formulated the thesis that the structure of

knowledge networks is determined by di¤erent forms of proximity between actors. The

�rst chapter will elaborate the theoretical framework supporting this thesis, by dis-

cussing the way geographical, cognitive, organizational, social and institutional dimen-

sions matter for knowledge creation and di¤usion. As such, this chapter provides

conceptual developments about the interplay between di¤erent forms of proximity and

knowledge networks. This theoretical framework will be used in the following three em-

pirical chapters to analyze the local structure of knowledge networks (chapter 2), the

global one (chapter 3) and its evolution (chapter 4) in the GNSS industry.
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1.1 Introduction

Economic geography has recently been the locus of a passionate debate (Martin and

Sunley 1996, Overman 2004, Boschma and Frenken 2006) in reaction to its recent mul-

tiple turns (Bathelt and Glückler 2003), like the cultural turn (Amin and Thrift 2000)

or the institutional turn (Martin 2000). The last one, i.e. the relational turn, is proba-

bly one of the most important, as it proposes to consider relations among organizations

or individuals as the key unit of analysis (Boggs and Rantisi 2003). It refers back to

a fundamental debate between places and networks in economic geography (Castells

1996). Some scholars even consider that it justi�es reconceptualizing economic geog-

raphy around this idea, within a relational economic geography (Yeung 2005, Bathelt

and Glückler 2003). Together with the wide use of knowledge networks over the past

decade (Thompson 2003), this major conceptual shift has the potential to bring to eco-

nomic geography a better understanding of knowledge creation, innovation processes

and technological change. In this vibrant academic context in economic geography,

one of the most important research questions today is to understand where networks

come from, and especially to study the relation between proximity, i.e. their similarity

in terms of attributes, and knowledge networks (Boschma and Frenken 2009).

For more than a decade, the proximity framework has provided an interesting and

original approach for the understanding of interactive learning and innovation (Bel-

let, Colletis and Lung 1993, Gilly and Torre 2000, Rallet and Torre 2001, Pecqueur

and Zimmermann 2004, Boschma 2005, Carrincazeaux, Lung and Vicente 2008). The

underlying rationale of the proximity framework aims to consider space as central in

economic theory, but not as a starting point of the analysis (Gilly and Torre 2000),

inducing that geographical proximity has to be understood as one proximity dimension

among others. This idea has led to plurality of non geographical proximity dimensions

that have di¤erent meanings in the group. Indeed, various de�nitions and typolo-

gies of proximity have been discussed in order to provide a better understanding of

coordination processes of economics activities (Kirat and Lung 1999).
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Thus, the literature is mainly composed by three main approaches1, the institu-

tional approach (Bellet et al. 1993), the interactionist approach (Rallet and Torre

2001) and the evolutionary approach (Boschma 2005). These three strands of the

literature o¤er a crucial place for interactions, but approach the problem di¤erently.

These three approaches are in some extent complementary, because the �rst one fo-

cuses on the institutional context of interactions (Kirat and Lung 1999), while the

second one considers how interactions are organized (Rallet and Torre 2001), and the

last one starts from the organizational diversity and as such enhance the cognitive

dimension (Boschma 2005). This chapter will adopt the typology resulting from the

evolutionary approach of proximity dynamics (Boschma 2005), because it not only

stands on the two previous one, but it also develops a crucial analytical distinction

for the analysis of knowledge networks. In fact, by distinguishing analytically �ve

dimensions of proximity, it introduces cognitive and social proximity, while it clari�es

in some extent the others.

Thus, proximity is de�ned according to �ve dimensions: geographical, cognitive,

organizational, institutional and social. It furnishes an interesting theoretical frame-

work to explore the relation between proximity and knowledge networks. This complex

interplay raises in reality two questions that will be addressed in the chapter. The �rst

one is close to the homophily concept developed in sociology (Lazarsfeld and Merton

1954, McPherson, Smith-Lovin and Cook 2001) that states that attributes-similar ac-

tors are more likely to interact than non similar. Indeed, it discusses the idea that

di¤erent forms of proximity in�uence the formation of linkages and thus the resulting

structure of knowledge networks (Autant-Bernard et al. 2007, Boschma and Frenken

2009, Broekel and Boschma 2009, Ter Wal 2009, Balland 2010). Second, it develops a

more neglected idea in the literature, that relations between actors have also the ca-

pacity to modify attributes of actors. Thus, it also provided theoretical developments

concerning the in�uence of knowledge networks on the evolution of proximity dimen-

sions. This statement contributes to avoid postulating a linear and unidirectional

causality and permit to introduce a more realistic circular one.

1The 4th Proximity congress held in Marseille in June 2004 was dedicated to the debate between
interactionist and institutionalist approaches of proximity dynamics. We consider that Boschma
(2005) initiated a third one, the evolutionary approach.
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Section 1.2 begins by assessing the relevance of the proximity framework to ana-

lyze knowledge networks in economic geography according to four issues. Section 1.3

exposes the three main proximity approaches and discusses the motivations to choose

the evolutionary one. Section 1.4 introduces the evolutionary approach of proximity

dynamics, distinguishing geographical, cognitive, organizational, institutional and so-

cial dimensions of proximity. In section 1.5, it is shown that proximity considerably

in�uences knowledge networks. Yet section 1.6 provides insights about the inverse

mechanism, where knowledge networks shape proximity between actors. A discus-

sion about some implications to analyze the local structure of knowledge networks

(clusters), but also the global one (technological �elds) and its evolution conclude the

chapter.

1.2 A proximity approach of knowledge networks

This section will discuss the approach adopted by the proximity framework concerning

di¤erent key issues for the analysis of knowledge networks in economic geography.

Indeed, knowledge networks are de�ned as a set of direct and indirect relations that

organizations or individuals develop in order to access external knowledge. This simple

de�nition implies to account for four issues. Firstly, as relations are a key unit of

analysis in the de�nition, the �rst issue is related to the combination of interactions

and space, i.e. networks and places. Secondly, considering that actors create relations

in order to achieve a speci�c goal, i.e. to access knowledge, asks the question of

their rationality. Thirdly, the mechanisms of knowledge transfer understood as a

process of creation and dissolution of ties is, by nature, a dynamic process and it

addresses the conceptual approach of time (static or dynamic). Fourthly, because

actors of knowledge networks are de�ned as individuals and organizations, and not

only nodes, their heterogeneity in terms of attributes matters a lot. The proximity

framework adopts an original approach related to these four key issues that gives a

useful perspective to analyze knowledge networks in economic geography.
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1.2.1 Places and Networks

An important issue to understand knowledge networks in economic geography is to

combine a-spatial concept (network) with geography. This is precisely the seminal

ambition of the proximity framework, trying to conceptualize the link between a geo-

graphic notion and a relational one2 (Rallet and Torre 2001). The proximity approach

adopts a research perspective where space is central in economic theory, but it is

not the starting point of the analysis (Gilly and Torre 2000). It is somehow a social

construct of actors themselves (Bouba-Olga and Grossetti 2008). These scholars re-

verse in some extent the approach at work in economic geography, by considering that

space is more a �nal result of interactions than a starting postulate (Pecqueur and

Zimmermann 2004). Accordingly, geographical proximity must be understood as one

proximity dimension among others, which leaves room for interactions in an analysis

trying to endogenize space in economics. Indeed, interactions play a central role be-

cause �The notion of proximity is associated with an essentially relational conception

of economic and social reality à la Bourdieu. It is simultaneously the economic or ge-

ographical separation of individual and collective players with di¤erent resources, and

the relationships which bring them together [or which estrange them from each other]

in the resolution of an economic problem (production of goods or services, technolog-

ical innovation, etc.).�(Gilly and Torre 2000, translated and cited by Carrincazeaux

et al. 2008). It is especially important for the understanding of spatial clustering

of innovative activities. By consequence, the place accorded to interactions in the

proximity framework provides an original and useful approach to combine knowledge

networks, as a-spatial concept, and geography.

1.2.2 Rationality of actors

In knowledge networks, actors develop strategies (Snijders 2001, Jackson and Rogers

2007) in order to access external knowledge. Discussing the level of rationality of ac-

tors in their creation and dissolution of links is by consequence an important issue.

Rationality in knowledge networks can be understood as the capacity of individu-

2In their article, Rallet and Torre (2001) refer to geographical and organized proximity.
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als to choose the best partners, in terms of knowledge resources (Nooteboom 2000)

and cooperation behavior. The latter is especially important to avoid unintended

knowledge spillovers (Brossard and Vicente 2010). It is especially important because

organizations face a crucial trade-o¤ between knowledge accessibility and knowledge

appropriation when they start collaborations (Deroïan 2008).This choice has impor-

tant consequences for the quality of the collaboration output. Rationality relates to the

perception of individuals or organizations of the state of their relational environment,

and how they are able to draw strategies from that. In fact, knowledge networks are

often complex relational structures, with a multiplicity of nodes localized all over the

world. This matter of fact makes often di¢ cult for actors, especially small ones, to be

informed about all their potential partners (De Federico 2004). The approach of the

proximity framework considers that actors do not display a pure rationality in their

strategic actions, inversely to models of the new economic geography, standing from

the neoclassical framework (Zimmermann 2008). Conformal to this idea, understand-

ing economic behavior and consequently how actors choose their partners, is conceived

according to a bounded rationality framework (Simon 1972, Nelson and Winter 1982,

Simon 1991) in the proximity approach. More precisely it is described as a �situated

rationality�and conscience of this environment is often limited to a local environment

or to their neighborhood (Vicente 2000, Pecqueur and Zimmermann 2004). This ap-

proach not only considers that actors have a limited conscience of their environment,

but also that they base their choice on their proximity with others (Bouba-Olga and

Grossetti 2008).

1.2.3 Conception of time

Another crucial issue for analytical frameworks analyzing knowledge networks in eco-

nomic geography is the conception of time. In fact, networks are dynamic by nature

(Snijders et al. 2010), because actors can enter or leave the network, while ties are

continuously created and dissolved between them. Generally, the composition of the

network change less rapidly than ties, i.e. there is a greater stability of the set of nodes

than the set of relations. Even if most of the empirical studies on knowledge networks

account for the structure of the network at a particular moment, in a static sense (Bell,
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den Ouden and Ziggers 2006) it is important to consider that theories of network are

di¢ culty reducible to equilibrium state. Accordingly, network changes are close to

an evolutionary, iterative process. Told di¤erently, changes in the network are made

step by step, and it is an important issue to face for the modeling of the evolution of

knowledge networks (Balland 2010). As revealed by the name of the French research

group (proximity dynamics), the proximity framework stands on this dynamic idea

to understand formation of space and interactions (Gilly and Torre 2000). Thus, this

dynamic approach is particularly relevant to understand the evolution of knowledge

networks (Glückler 2007) and the change of nodes. Moreover, this dynamic approach

is applied not only for interactions, but also for proximity between actors, likely to

evolve. Co-evolution of knowledge networks and proximity will be detailed further in

the chapter.

1.2.4 Heterogeneity of actors in knowledge networks

Heterogeneity of actors has attracted a considerable interest in economics since the

seminal contribution of Nelson and Winter�s (1982) evolutionary economic theory,

relating to the fact that actors are heterogeneous in term of competencies. More im-

portantly, the conception of actors is in complete rupture with neoclassical economics,

and �Models can thus no longer rely on assuming a �representative agent�, but have to

account for heterogeneous �rms. This variety provides the fuel for selection processes,

which causes some �rms to prosper and grow and others to decline and possibly exit�

(Frenken 2006, p.5). Heterogeneity of actors is crucial for knowledge networks (Giu-

liani 2007). More precisely actors can di¤er in terms of absorptive capacity, and in

term of knowledge bases which can lead to a certain level of diversity among them.

For example, empirical studies have already shown that organizations with a high ab-

sorptive capacity are more likely to establish collaborations (Giuliani and Bell 2005,

Boschma and Ter Wal 2007, Morrison 2008). This point has important implications

on the structure of knowledge networks, especially for the change in network com-

position discussed above (actors entering or leaving the network), but also for the

role and position of actors (Ter Wal and Boschma 2009b). Moreover, the diversity of

actors in�uences the dynamic of the overall knowledge network by providing speci�c
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potential opportunities for collaboration (Ferrary and Granovetter 2009). In the prox-

imity framework, this is explicitly expressed through the cognitive proximity dimension

(Boschma 2005), but also more implicitly in previous contributions of the proximity

framework (Kirat and Lung 1999, Rallet and Torre 2001). More generally, the degree

of similarity of nodes attributes is precisely the basis of the proximity approach.

Thus, the proximity approach does not only consider heterogeneity of actors ac-

cording to their knowledge bases. Indeed, it has developed a multiplicity of other

dimensions extremely rich for the analysis of knowledge networks (Bellet, Colletis and

Lung 1993, Rallet and Torre 2001, Pecqueur and Zimmermann 2004, Boschma 2005).

The following section discusses these di¤erent approaches and typologies.

1.3 Institutionalist, interactionist and evolutionary
approaches of proximity dynamics

As suggested in introduction to this chapter, the literature provides three di¤erent

approaches of proximity dynamics: institutionalist, interactionist and evolutionary.

Di¤erences among these three approaches do not relate to geographical proximity, but

concerns the more complex understanding of non geographical dimensions of proxim-

ity (Torre and Rallet 2005). Our purpose is not to survey here the institutionalist and

interactionist approaches, which are the most developed in the French group �Proxim-

ity Dynamics�(for a critical survey, refer to Carrincazeaux, Lung and Vicente 2008).

This section is more interested in discussing the relevance of adopting the evolution-

ary approach of proximity dynamics for the study of knowledge networks. This choice

is more based on an analytical purpose than on substantive divergence. Indeed, the

evolutionary approach (Boschma 2005) is strongly based on theoretical developments

provided in the institutional and the interactionist approaches (�gure 3). The evo-

lutionary approach di¤ers principally by adding two crucial dimensions for analyzing

knowledge networks. Indeed, it has been show recently that the similarity of the

knowledge bases of actors is a crucial determinant of knowledge exchange, i.e. cogni-

tive proximity (Nooteboom 2000, Wuyts et al. 2005, Nooteboom et al. 2007). The
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second dimension stresses the importance of social embeddedness of actors, i.e. social

proximity (Grossetti and Bès 2001, Gertler 2003, Breschi and Lissoni 2009). These two

ideas are present in the institutionalist and interactionist approaches, but embedded

in other proximity dimensions, while it appears crucial to consider them separately for

the understanding of knowledge networks3 (Brossard and Vicente 20104).

Figure 3: Di¤erent proximity dimensions and di¤erent approaches of proximity dy-
namics

3The importance of cognitive and social proximity for understanding knowledge networks will be
developed in section 1.4

4Brossard and Vicente (2010) employ �relational proximity�instead of the �social proximity�, but
the two forms of proximity can be understood in a rather similar sense in their approach.
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1.3.1 Institutionalist approach

As said above, institutions are highlighted in this �rst typology (Bellet et al. 1993,

Kirat and Lung 1999), where three types of proximity are de�ned: geographical, orga-

nizational and institutional proximity. More recently, Gilly and Lung (2004), Talbot

and Kirat (2005), Carrincazeaux et al. (2008) and Kechidi and Talbot (2010) have

reasserted an approach in three dimensions5 . In fact, this approach takes a macro-

perspective, where the analysis focuses on the context of interactions. It considers the

particular importance of �the rules of the game�(Zimmermann 2008). A particular

interest is devoted to the historical, political, cultural or territorial context in which

interactions are developed. By consequence, this approach is less concerned in essen-

tial motives of interactions at a micro perspective. Thus, institutionalist approach

of proximity dynamics refers only in an implicit way to social proximity and cogni-

tive proximity. These notions appear in some extent in this typology, as embedded

respectively in institutional proximity and organizational proximity (�gure 3).

The main concept is institutional proximity, understood in a large sense. As de�ned

by Carrincazeaux Lung and Vicente (2008, p.3), following Kirat and Lung (1999) and

Gilly and Lung (2004), institutional proximity �rests on the players�sticking to shared

rules of actions �explicit or implicit rules (habitus) �and, in some cases, to a shared

system of representations, and even values�. This approach of institutional proximity

can be quali�ed as a holist one, as it takes a macro-perspective. Thus, it is not

only a combination of institutional proximity as de�ned latter in a strict sense by

Boschma (2005), but also of social proximity, as already stressed by Vicente, Dalla-

Pria and Suire (2007). Indeed, �institutional proximity raises the problems of the

embeddedness of interrelations between actors� (Kirat and Lung 1999, p.27). Put

di¤erently, institutional proximity re�ects both rules and collective action. Indeed in

this approach coordination potential or interaction likelihood is driven by institutional

proximity (Gilly and Torre 2000).

5Pecqueur and Zimmermann (2004) and Zimmermann (2008) distinguish also these three dimen-
sions. However, they operate actually a double distinction between spatial and non spatial proximity
(organized) in a �rst time, and then they distinguish organizational and institutional dimensions in
organized proximity. Their approach is considered as interactionist but their typology is close to the
institutionalist one.
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The other non-geographical dimension is organizational proximity. As it is de�ned,

it seems to consider cognitive proximity, but this notion appears to be underspeci�ed

for an appropriate analysis of knowledge networks. Indeed, in the de�nition of Car-

rincazeaux et al. (2008), organizational proximity �refers to complementary resources

held by players that could potentially participate in a common productive process,

within the same organization (�rm, group), or within a set of interacting organizations

(cooperation network, industry, local productive system)�. It refers to the support of

relations as de�ned latter by organizational proximity in the evolutionary approach,

but also to the idea of complementary resources. In this sense cognitive proximity is

considered and embedded in the organizational proximity dimension (Boschma 2005).

However, it does not encompass the level of detail proposed initially by Nooteboom

(2000), and required for the analysis of knowledge networks.

1.3.2 Interactionist approach

Interactionist approaches of proximity dynamics derivates from a growing research

strand in economics (Kirman 1998) de�ned in opposition to neo classical statement

that suppose that actors takes it decision isolated from others economic actors (Zus-

covitch 1998). Furthermore, there is always a part of uncertainty of results of these

interactions (Fillipi and Grossetti 2004). The interactionist approach of proximity

dynamics has been developed following the idea that it is crucial to focus on inter-

actions, rather than on the context of interactions. In this sense, it prefers generally

to avoid references to institutional proximity (Gilly and Lung 2004). This approach

operates a crucial analytical distinction between a geographic dimension of proximity

and a relational one (Rallet and Torre 2001). According to the di¤erent interactionist

typologies, geographical proximity is distinguished to organized proximity (Torre and

Rallet 2005, Zimmermann 2008) or again to socio-economic proximity (Bouba-Olga

and Grossetti 2008).

Organized proximity can be de�ned as "the ability of an organization to make

its members interact" (Torre and Rallet 2005, p.49). In this case, relational forms

of proximity are both resources and constraints (Bouba-Olga and Grossetti 2008) to

access knowledge. In fact, the authors integrate the di¤erent institutional, cognitive,
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organizational and social proximity as de�ned by Boschma (2005) in the single �orga-

nized�proximity form. Organized proximity is composed by two sub dimensions, the

�logic of belonging�and the �logic of similarity�.

The �rst sub dimension of organized proximity relates to the �logic of belonging�.

This category implies that �cooperation will, a priori, develop more easily between

researchers and engineers belonging to the same �rm, the same technological consor-

tium or the same innovations network�(Torre and Rallet 2005, p.50). In this sense

it considers the belonging to a structure6 in a very large sense, without postulating

its form. Indeed, it �designates any structured unit of relations. It might take any

form of structure, e.g. a �rm, an administration, a social network, a community and

a milieu.� (Torre and Rallet 2005, p.58). Thus, this large de�nition encompasses at

the same time social proximity (reference to social network) and organizational prox-

imity (reference to technological consortium or �rm) as de�ned in the evolutionary

approach.

The second sub dimension of organized proximity relates to the �logic of similarity�.

This dimension is identi�ed when actors: �share a same system of representations, or

set of beliefs, and the same knowledge�(Torre and Rallet 2005, p.50). This is again

a broad category, similar to the cognitive resources de�ned by Bouba-Olga and Gros-

setti (2008). Indeed, it includes a reference to institutional proximity de�ned by the

evolutionary approach with the idea behind �system of representations�, as stressed

by Carrincazeaux et al. (2008). However, it also refers to �the same knowledge�, and

in this sense it relates to the underlying rationale at work with the concept of cognitive

distance de�ned by evolutionary scholars.

1.3.3 Evolutionary approach

This approach originates from evolutionary economics (Nelson and Winter 1982), and

it is a part of the evolutionary economic geography framework (Boschma and Frenken

2006). The evolutionary approach of proximity dynamics can be considered as an ex-

tension of the evolutionary framework, especially to the concept of cognitive distance.

6Rallet and Torre (2005) use the term "organization"
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Indeed, Boschma and Frenken (2009, p.3) stressed that: �The concept of proximity in

�ve dimensions as de�ned by Boschma (2005) can thus be regarded as an extension of

the evolutionary approach which focuses on cognitive proximity primarily: proximity

is required in some (but not necessarily all) dimensions to get �rms connected and to

enable interactive learning and innovation among them�. Thus, it distinguishes �ve

dimensions: geographical, cognitive, organizational, institutional and social proximity.

Cognitive proximity is the key element for the understanding of knowledge networks,

but it is argued that heterogeneity of actors should not only be understood according

to their knowledge bases, but also to other dimensions that have been developed in

the proximity framework.

Indeed, the relation between cognitive proximity and knowledge networks is essen-

tial, because cognitive proximity is the only prerequisite form of proximity for learning

and interactions (Boschma 2005). It induces a speci�c status of cognitive proximity in

the evolutionary approach of proximity dynamics, but also of social proximity, while

institutionalist and interactionist approaches refer to this idea more implicitly.

Moreover, this analytical distinction reduces the level of complexity of each dimen-

sion, allowing a more straightforward operationalization of proximity dimensions (see

Balland 2010 for a measurement attempt of these �ve forms). It is particularly inter-

esting in the present research context. Indeed, the most recent congress on Proximity,

held in Poitiers in October 2009 discussed on the operationalization of the proximity

concepts as one of the major issue for further researches of the �Proximity Dynam-

ics� group. As summarized by Vicente, Dalla-Pria and Suire (2007, p. 66) relating

to the evolutionary approach, this: �clear theoretical distinction leads to a better

understanding of the weight of each of them in empirical analysis�.

The theoretical debate on the various forms of proximity, the di¤erent typologies

and their resulting conceptual relationship would have certainly required a more thor-

ough discussion, but this is not the purpose of this chapter. This section aimed to

introduce the evolutionary approach and its relevance for the analysis of knowledge

networks with respect to the institutionalist and interactionist approaches. Detailed

de�nitions of the di¤erent dimensions are discussed further in a speci�c sense, i.e.

related to knowledge processes.
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1.4 An evolutionary approach of proximity dynam-
ics

The evolutionary approach provides an analytical distinction between �ve forms of

proximity: geographical, cognitive, organizational, social and institutional proxim-

ity. Geographical proximity relates to the spatial distance between actors. Cognitive

proximity refers to the degree of similitude of their knowledge bases. Organizational

proximity considers the membership to the same group. Social proximity relates to

their common relationships. Institutional proximity is understood as their similarity

in terms of institutions (norms, values, incentives). All these �ve forms of proximity

have strong implications on underlying process of knowledge creation and di¤usion.

The de�nition of these concepts proposed in this section follows globally the typology

provided by Boschma (2005), but it is also inspired by the seminal institutionalist or

interactionist approaches.

1.4.1 Geographical Proximity

Geographical proximity is de�ned very similarly in the three approaches. It refers to

the spatial separation between actors (Gilly and Torre 2000), and the main implication

is related to the di¤usion of knowledge, especially on the transfer and absorption of

tacit knowledge (Howells 2002). In its simplest form, geographical proximity is de�ned

by the physical distance that separates two organizations or individuals. Thus, it can

be measured by a metric system, with the absolute distance in miles or kilometers, or

again by using travel times. It can also be complexi�ed when geographical proximity

refers to the actors�perception of their spatial area (Bouba-Olga and Grossetti 2008).

Thus, even if it is a hard task to postulate and to de�ne this perception, geographi-

cal proximity is �nally often expressed according to the administrative boundaries of

their country (Ter Wal 2009) or their regions (Balland 2010). Geographical proximity

is in this sense closer to a perspective of co-localization of the organizations. However,

more recently, authors have interestingly distinguished co-localization and geograph-

ical proximity. This analytical distinction contributes to precise that organizations
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can share geographical proximity without being co-located for the time of a meeting,

a visit or even a conference, by activating temporary geographical proximity (Torre

2008).

1.4.2 Cognitive Proximity

Cognitive proximity refers to the degree of similitude of the knowledge bases of or-

ganizations (Nooteboom 2000), and it is a crucial issue to communicate and transfer

knowledge (Knoben and Oerlemans 2006). Cognitive distance has become a key con-

cept in recent evolutionary economics, and it has provided major advances in learning

and innovation processes. Nevertheless, this notion is complex to manipulate. In fact,

organizations collaborate in order to access to (new) external knowledge, which re-

quires a certain degree of cognitive distance between both partners. Thus, it leads

to a trade o¤ between novelty (cognitive distance of knowledge bases) and an easy

communication (cognitive proximity of knowledge bases). This complex equation has

been partly solved by empirical and theoretical researches demonstrating the existence

of an optimal level of cognitive distance (Nooteboom 2000). This optimal cognitive

distance ensures both novelty and e¤ective communication between actors.

1.4.3 Organizational Proximity

Organizational proximity is de�ned by the membership to the same group. As such,

the degree of strategic interdependence induced by this membership reduces uncer-

tainty about the behaviour of the future partner (Boschma 2005). This concept is a

key concept, especially in a globalized knowledge economy, but it is often left aside

and rarely studied empirically. Another insight of the evolutionary approach consider-

ing organizational proximity is not only to distinguish cognitive proximity, but also to

disentangle it from certain forms of networks. In the institutionalist and interactionist

approaches, organizational proximity refers to a relational space, in opposition to a

geographical one. This relational space is indeed de�ned by interactions of di¤erent na-

ture (Rallet and Torre 2001), even social or knowledge networks. With our de�nition,

we propose to distinguish organizational proximity and knowledge networks. In some
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extent, organizational proximity refers to the distinction operated initially by Simmel

(1890) between groups and webs of a¢ liations (Grabher 2006). The degree of organi-

zational proximity is de�ned by the degree of autonomy and control induced by their

link (Boschma 2005). Thus, it can be understood as a speci�c form of proximity, for

example among research centre of the same university, or in the industry, among �rms

of the same corporate group, i.e. within parent companies, the subsidiaries and their

di¤erent establishments, or again between individuals of the same organization. In this

sense, two competitors share the lowest possible degree of organizational proximity,

while parent companies share the highest. Thus, in this approach two organizations

can share an organizational proximity without any innovative, collaborative or social

interactions.

1.4.4 Institutional Proximity

Institutional proximity is de�ned by the similarity of informal constraints and formal

rules shared by actors (North 1990), where common representations, routines and in-

centives have a strong implication on the e¢ ciency of knowledge transfer (Knoben and

Oerlemans 2006). Institutional proximity, as de�ned especially in the institutionalist

approach is theoretically extremely rich, but also precisely extremely hard to apply in

empirical researches. In this de�nition, institutional proximity is thus composed by

formal institutions, like laws and rules, and informal institutions, like behaviour codes.

It is a complex notion, because it is close to the sociological notion of habitus, which is

a way of conduct, constructed involuntary through the socialization process of individ-

uals and organizations. Following researches on science-industry collaborations (Levy,

Roux and Wol¤ 2009), institutional proximity can also be considered as the belonging

to the same institutional form. This approach has already produced very helpful in-

sights in economic geography, as proposed by Ponds et al. (2007). More precisely, the

authors applied the triple helix model (Etzkowitz and Leydesdor¤2000), to distinguish

among the industry, the research but also the government institutional form. We can

also add the �public�as a fourth helix (Leydesdor¤ and Etzkowitz 2003), in order to

introduce the in�uence of non-pro�t organizations in knowledge creation. Organiza-

tions embedded in the same institutional form share in some extent common formal
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and informal institutions. Indeed, both formal and informal institutions in�uence the

coordination process of organizations (Kirat and Lung 1999). Institutional proximity

reduces con�icts and facilitates communication and knowledge transfer, especially for

actors that share and develop complex knowledge.

1.4.5 Social Proximity

Social proximity refers to the degree of common relationships, where friendship and

trust are central, and it is supposed to di¤use informal knowledge and to facilitate

collaborations (Boschma and Frenken 2009). Social proximity can focus on the per-

sonal level, and it is inspired by the Granovetterian theory of embeddedness. It is

very relevant for the understanding of mechanisms that provide the di¤usion of tacit,

sometimes more or less secret knowledge. Individuals embedded in a social network

know each other personally (Granovetter 1985), and it determines their accessibility

to new jobs opportunities, but also to strategic information exchange and technical

advices (Breschi and Lissoni 2003, Grossetti and Bès 2001). Social proximity relates

also to a concept developed by sociologists, more precisely to structural approaches

in sociology (Davis 1970). In this de�nition, it is supposed that the degree of social

proximity between actors decreases with their geodesic distance, i.e. the shortest path

between two organizations or individual in the overall knowledge network. More pre-

cisely, social proximity is considered via the inverse of the geodesic distance separating

two actors (Boschma and Frenken 2009). In this approach, social proximity is close to

the structural mechanism of transitivity (Holland and Leinhardt 1971) which leads to

network closure according to Boschma and Frenken (2009).

1.5 How Proximity shapes knowledge networks?

This section details how proximity shapes knowledge networks. The proximity liter-

ature has always considered that proximity matters for interactions (Gilly and Torre

2000, Pecqueur and Zimmermann 2004, Boschma 2005). However, it is only very

recently that the proximity framework has been linked explicitly to the structure of
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knowledge networks (Boschma and Frenken 2009). More precisely, it has been ex-

plicitly articulated with the evolution of the structure of knowledge networks. In-

terestingly, this approach takes a micro-perspective (proximity) to explain a global

phenomenon (knowledge networks). Indeed, it is conform to the basic idea of evo-

lutionary economics to explain macro-outcomes from the �rm, or more generally the

organization. More precisely, elements presented here aim to assess theoretically why

organizations are more likely to select partners with whom they share one or several

forms of proximity (see �gure 4). The idea that organizations prefers to start collab-

orations and share knowledge with similar actors follows the concept of homophily in

sociology (McPherson et al. 2001). In fact proximity is not only a promising theory

for economic geography, but it can certainly feed other scienti�c �elds interested in

network morphogenesis (Cohendet, Kirman and Zimmermann 2003).

Figure 4: In�uence of proximity on nodes�linkages
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1.5.1 Geographical proximity in�uence

Geographical proximity is supposed to enhance face-to-face interactions (Boschma

2005) and thus to in�uence knowledge networks. In fact, beyond material reasons, like

reducing transport cost or providing the utilization of same technological platforms,

strong relation exist between geographical proximity and knowledge (Audretsch and

Feldman 1996a). Indeed, since more or less twenty years, the e¤ect of geographi-

cal proximity on knowledge di¤usion has been evidenced in economics (Ja¤e 1989).

The main underlying mechanism is that tacit knowledge, a key driver of innovation

processes, is less likely to be transferred within distant collaborations (Howells 2002).

Consequently, actors prefer to start collaborations when they are geographically close

(Autant-Bernard et al. 2007, Broekel and Boschma 2009, Balland 2010). However,

even codi�ed knowledge seems in�uenced by geographical proximity (Ja¤e et al. 1993).

More generally, it is very di¢ cult to isolate the e¤ect of geographical proximity, and

all empirical studies catch �nally other forms of proximity, especially social proximity.

Thus, a consensus seems to emerge around the statement that geographical proximity

plays a crucial, but more indirect role in knowledge transfer, by strengthening the

other dimensions of proximity (Boschma 2005).

1.5.2 Cognitive proximity in�uence

Cognitive proximity is necessary to communicate and transfer knowledge between

partners (Knoben and Oerlemans 2006). Thus cognitive proximity has a complex,

but crucial in�uence in shaping knowledge networks if we consider the existence of

an optimal cognitive distance (Nooteboom 2000). Consequently, actors will prefer

starting collaborations and exchanging knowledge when they are close to this optimal

level of cognitive. This optimal cognitive distance ensures both novelty and e¤ective

communication between actors. More importantly, cognitive proximity is certainly

the most decisive dimension observed by organizations when they select their future

partners (Antonelli 2000, Boschma and Frenken 2009). Thus, contrary to other forms,

it is certainly the only one for which a certain level of distance is absolutely necessary.

On the contrary, if the set of actors of the knowledge network is too cognitively close,
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they will not have collaborations opportunity, and therefore no potential for network

growth.

1.5.3 Organizational proximity in�uence

Organizational proximity in�uences knowledge networks formation because it reduces

uncertainty about the behaviour of the future partner (Boschma 2005). Indeed, be-

cause knowledge is today a strategic resource for competitiveness and innovation,

behaviour of both partners is extremely important for knowledge networks. Actors

prefer to start collaborations when they share a high degree of organizational proxim-

ity because it is easier to avoid unintended knowledge spillovers (Brossard and Vicente

2010). Thus it reduces uncertainty and contributes to a more straightforward �ow of

knowledge. Accordingly, it can also reduce costs of collaboration by providing eas-

ier exchange of engineers, working groups or meetings. Finally, relevant information

about knowledge bases of both partners is also more easily available, as described

above with the de�nition of cognitive proximity, which is crucial for a good cognitive

matching and an e¢ cient collaboration.

1.5.4 Institutional proximity in�uence

Institutional proximity allows organizations to realize an e¢ cient transfer of knowledge

(Knoben and Oerlemans 2006). Thus, institutional proximity in�uences the structure

of knowledge networks because actors are more likely to collaborate with others that

share the same norms or values. Institutional proximity facilitates communication and

coordination, especially for organizations that share and develop complex knowledge

around collaborative projects. For example, taking the emblematic example of scien-

ti�c and industrial institutional forms, Ponds et al. (2007) argue that �the incentive

structure regarding knowledge production in academia and industry is con�icting: in

academia actors want to maximize di¤usion of their knowledge, while actors in in-

dustry want to minimize di¤usion of their knowledge�. Consequently, actors prefer in

general to avoid con�icts linked to di¤erences in norms and values, and it is easier to

share knowledge when partners display an institutional proximity.
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1.5.5 Social proximity in�uence

The relationship between friendship and trust is central to understand the in�uence of

social proximity on knowledge networks. In fact, actors prefer to collaborate with oth-

ers when they share social proximity, because it is supposed to di¤use informal knowl-

edge and facilitates collaborations (Saxenian 1994). Social proximity refers mainly to

reputation and trust e¤ects, created not only by friendship but also by experiences

of past collaborations, repeated contacts between partners or partners in common.

Boschma and Frenken (2009, p.9) reminds exactly in what extent social proximity can

be assimilated to a transitivity e¤ect (Holland and Leinhardt 1971): �the role of social

proximity in the formation of network links relates to the concept of closure [...] clo-

sure simply means that if two actors have a social distance of two, they have a higher

probability of getting connected�. Thus, friendship, but mostly reputation and trust,

contributes to provide the di¤usion of informal knowledge that leads organizations to

prefer to start collaborations with which they share social proximity.

As detailed in this section, proximity strongly determines the structure of knowl-

edge networks. Thus, all the �ve forms of proximity have strong implications on

knowledge creation and di¤usion. However, proximity theories provide an interesting

intermediate approach in the structure/agency debate. In fact, proximity is above

all a social construct of actors themselves. They can decide strategically to modify

their location choice, or their corporate links. Indeed, the chapter will demonstrate

in the next section that proximity between actors can evolve more or less voluntary,

and that proximity change is strongly in�uenced by knowledge networks. As already

mentioned, too much proximity may be ine¢ cient for knowledge creation and innova-

tion (Boschma 2005), even if it contributes to the development of knowledge networks,

which constitutes the �proximity paradox�(Boschma and Frenken 2009, Broekel and

Boschma 2009). The next section will precisely argue that it is the in�uence of knowl-

edge networks on proximity that reinforce proximity e¤ects and thus can lead to this

proximity paradox.
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1.6 How Proximity is in�uenced by knowledge net-
works?

Proximity between actors is not frozen in time, and it is likely to evolve. In this last

section, the chapter argues more precisely that knowledge networks might consider-

ably in�uence proximity if a long term period is considered7 (see �gure 5). This idea

has not been yet developed in economic geography, mainly because proximity between

organizations is of a certain level of inertia, that lead to more or less short term sta-

bility. In contrast, creation or destruction of relations can happen very quickly, even

between organizations that we have assumed very opposite to collaborate (Vicente et

al. 2010). However, we argue that in�uence of knowledge networks on proximity dy-

namics has strong implications in economic geography, especially if we consider a long

term perspective. The major implication is the question of lock-in. This question was

�gured out by Boschma (2005), who claimed that too much proximity may be not only

disadvantageous for organizations, but it can also lead to lock-in phenomena. Here,

we consider that these lock-in phenomena is induced by the in�uence of knowledge

networks on proximity.

1.6.1 Geographical proximity evolution

Geographical proximity between actors is likely to evolve according to the degree of

mobility of organizations and individuals in space, especially in a global issue con-

text, with a greater mobility across countries and regions (Krugman 1980). Indeed,

organizational and labour mobility is the sin equa non condition of the existence of

agglomeration driving forces (Krugman 1991), and it has been the object of an exten-

sive literature in economic geography. Recently, the importance of networks on the

locational choice of organizations has been �gured out (Suire and Vicente 2007). In

the same way, spin o¤ generally emerges where dense knowledge interactions already

7Even if this section is important to fully understand the complex relation between proximity and
knowledge networks, this is not the object of the study in this thesis. The empirical chapters focus
on the in�uence of proximity on knowledge networks. Moreover, the short term period used, and the
way proximity has been operationalized did not permit to detect proximity evolution.
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Figure 5: In�uence of nodes�linkages on proximity

exists (Klepper 2002). Indeed, knowledge networks in�uence the geographical prox-

imity between actors because they can bene�t to come closer to each other in order

to facilitate knowledge exchange, as speci�ed above. In this case, this is an explicit

and more or less rational choice dedicated to a speci�c strategy. However, there is ob-

viously an important short term stability concerning geographical proximity between

organizations if we consider co-location. On the contrary, if we consider temporary ge-

ographical proximity (Torre 2008) or workers exchanges, the evolution of geographical

proximity can very quickly happen. This mechanism can lead to well know negative

e¤ects of agglomeration activities (Torre and Carron 2005), including congestion ef-

fects, lock-in or again too much competition among actors, that would have been less

important if knowledge relationships had remained at a certain geographical distance.

1.6.2 Cognitive proximity evolution

The obvious basic idea of mutual learning is the evolution of cognitive proximity be-

tween actors. Gradually, as they interact and exchange knowledge, individuals learn
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from each other (Lundvall and Johnson 1994), and doing this they reduce their cogni-

tive distance. Thus, repeated interactions can bene�t to partners, because they become

more likely to communicate and provide an e¢ cient knowledge transfer. However, if

there is an existence of an optimal level of cognitive distance (Nooteboom 2000), one

can fairly asks if actors should not bene�t to stop interacting at a certain moment. It

is surprising that this question has not attracted more attention in economic geogra-

phy, while cognitive lock-in is crucial to avoid (Boschma 2005). Whereas the e¤ect of

knowledge networks on the geographical proximity between actors revealed a choice

of actors, this mechanism of cognitive rapprochement induced by interactive learning

is intrinsic of collaborations activities, and independent of the will of partners.

1.6.3 Organizational proximity evolution

The expansive �nancial capital mobility in recent years has considerably a¤ected the

likelihood of organizational proximity to evolve rapidly. Financial capital is certainly

the most �volatile� production factor, and it is certainly able to move considerably

more quickly than the manufacturing units of production and workers (Colletis 2004).

Knowledge networks can a¤ect the mobility of �nancial capital in order to bring ac-

tors organizationally closer. This question to produce internally or externally has

been treated in a productive context (Williamson 1975), mainly for a cost saving pur-

pose. However, this question is also crucial in terms of knowledge interactions, that

can create strategic knowledge and unintended knowledge spillovers that need to be

controlled by a �nancial interdependence. Firms interacting originally can become

members of the same industrial group in order to protect and manage knowledge cre-

ation and knowledge exchanges of alter. It is typically the case when actors interact to

create knowledge, between SMEs, when big actors plan to buy SMEs or even between

big competitors, like shown in the GNSS industry (Balland, Suire and Vicente 2010).

However, it can lead to an ine¢ cient situation for knowledge di¤usion in the overall

network.
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1.6.4 Institutional proximity evolution

As de�ned in our theoretical framework, institutional proximity displays both a certain

inertia and a certain capacity to evolve. For example, when referring to formal rules,

or legal framework in a country, it seems di¢ cultly likely to change8. At least this

institutional change will occur slowly and will be in�uenced only slightly by knowledge

networks. However, at both organizational and individual level, knowledge networks

can also contribute to create common values, common goals to achieve, or even com-

mon though or ethical practices. These practices are central for the process of knowl-

edge creation. Finally, when referring to the institutional form, obviously it is stable

at an organizational level, but two individuals can get closer if one moves from a form

to another. Basically it is the case if an engineer decides to move from a �rm to uni-

versity after science-industry collaborations. Knowledge interactions may in this case

reveal patterns of knowledge creation that might more correspond to norms and values

of the individual. An excess of institutional proximity created by knowledge networks

might be the cumulative development of a way to create knowledge, for example the

debate between fundamental and applicable knowledge.

1.6.5 Social proximity evolution

Inversely to the precedent dimension of proximity, social proximity between actors

is obviously in constant evolution. Mostly based on feelings, friendship is strongly

likely to change over time, even in short term periods (De Federico 2004). Here again,

knowledge networks, as other work-related environment, are characterized above all

by human interactions. This is a strong way to develop social proximity between

actors. As detailed above, our conception of social proximity is strongly related to

network theories developed in sociology. It is mainly based on the embeddedness con-

cept (Granovetter 1985). Knowledge networks are a way to create especially weak

ties, to use the famous concept of Granovetter (1973). Oriented toward the goal to

explain knowledge networks, a lot of empirical studies have in fact already shown that

8However, actors can still move from one country to another, and as such modify their legal
framework or informal constraints.
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knowledge networks create social proximity. In fact, it has been shown that organi-

zations that have previously collaborate in the past have more chance to collaborate

again (Autant-Bernard et al. 2007, Paier and Scherngell 2008). It demonstrates at the

same time that social proximity lead to collaborations, but also that social proxim-

ity originates from these past collaborations. In�uencing too much social proximity,

knowledge networks face the risk to privilege habits, friendship and prior acquaintance

collaborations rather than looking for an optimal cognitive matching (Cowan, Jonard

and Zimmermann 2006).

1.7 Conclusion

The chapter has elaborated the theoretical framework supporting the thesis that the

structure of knowledge networks is determined by di¤erent forms of proximity between

actors. It has been shown that the approach adopted by the proximity framework

concerning di¤erent key issues, i.e. the relation between space and interactions, the

rationality assumptions, the conception of time, and the heterogeneity of actors is

particularly relevant for the analysis of knowledge networks in economic geography.

Moreover, articulating the institutionalist, interactionist and evolutionary approach

of proximity dynamics, it pleaded for an analytical distinction in �ve dimensions

(Boschma 2005). As such, it discussed the way geographical, cognitive, organiza-

tional, social and institutional dimensions matter for knowledge creation and di¤usion

and provided conceptual developments about the interplay between di¤erent forms of

proximity and knowledge networks.

Thus, the chapter explored the relation between proximity and knowledge networks

as a long term recursive mechanism. As such, it demonstrated not only the in�uence of

proximity on knowledge networks, but also more originally the in�uence of knowledge

networks on proximity. These �ve dimensions can be considered as forms of resources,

facilitating relationships and knowledge transfer. Indeed, proximity decreases relation

cost and increases mutual advantages of collaboration. As such proximity favour the

growth of networks by making actors connected. By consequence, networks are charac-

terized by both strongly connected actors when they are close, and poorly connected
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actors when they are not, even if it is not the best cognitive combination. Then,

because knowledge networks in�uence proximity, it can lead to lock-in phenomenon.

Actors become more and more proximate, which can in a �rst stage of the dynamic

reinforce the growth of the network, but also decrease the diversity and the valuable

opportunity for collaborations according to too much proximity (Boschma 2005).

More importantly, the theoretical framework developed in the chapter has strong

implications for the understanding of the structure of knowledge networks. It will be

used in the present dissertation to understand knowledge networks at three di¤erent

levels: micro, meso and macro. Indeed, it can be applied to analyze the local structure

of knowledge networks (cluster level), but also the global structure of knowledge net-

works (technological �eld level) and �nally the evolution of the structure of knowledge

networks (organizational level).

Even if it has been only recently putted theoretically (Boschma and Frenken 2009),

it is a direct application of the link between the proximity framework and knowledge

networks to analyze precisely the evolution of the structure of knowledge networks

(Glückler 2007). The framework developed above is in this case used through an

approach taking a micro-perspective, explaining why organizations are more likely

to select partners with whom they share one or several forms of proximity (Ter Wal

2009, Balland 2010). Thus it refers to a pure dyadic representation of proximity, where

the evolution of the structure is explained by collaboration choices of organizations

(Autant-Bernard et al. 2007) and where the major issue is to understand what happen

when each of the �ve dimension of proximity control for each other.

However, it is interesting to note that the proximity framework originally developed

by the French Proximity Group was supposed to provide a better understanding of

the coordination of economic activities (Kirat and Lung 1999). Thus, it did not really

take a micro-perspective approach, but it was principally designed for the regional

level (Gilly and Torre 2000). In this conceptual framework, proximity does not refer

to a pure dyadic representation of proximity/distance between actors, but more to

the combination of proximity/distance between actors, and their implications on the

global coordination of clusters. Thus, proximity can be used to explain how clusters

can bene�t from proximity e¤ects for their proper dynamic and their life cycle (Suire
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and Vicente 2009b, Crespo 2010). It refers back indeed to the question of proximity or

distance of knowledge bases of actors (Glaeser et al. 1992). The framework developed

in the chapter can be actually used to study the local knowledge network structure,

i.e. the interaction structure of clusters, and how a certain level of proximity between

a set of actors can engender local phenomenon of knowledge creation.

If we consider recent claims to avoid isolating clusters (Martin and Sunley 2003,

Crespo 2010), another interesting implication of the proximity framework is to under-

stand global technological �elds or scienti�c domains as knowledge networks. Thus, a

proximity approach contributes also to avoid postulating clusters (Balland et al. 2010)

and to consider a set of interrelated actors that share di¤erent level of proximity, not

only geographical. This framework can also be used to analyze macro phenomena

without starting from clusters. It can explain how proximity e¤ects contribute to

shape the global structure of knowledge networks, within technological �elds or scien-

ti�c domains, especially in certain stage of their dynamic (Boschma and Frenken 2006,

Ter Wal 2009). This is a very promising research area, where proximity framework

can contribute a lot. This framework allows understanding how global technological

�elds can bene�t and perform from proximity e¤ects.
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Chapter 2

Getting into Networks and
Clusters: Evidence from the
Midi-Pyrenean GNSS
Collaboration Network

Chapter 1 discussed theoretically the complex relationship between proximity and knowl-

edge networks. The development of this theoretical framework will allow the construc-

tion and the analysis of clusters from collaborative knowledge relations embedded in

wider networks in a particular technological �eld, and to highlight their resulting struc-

tural patterns. It enables a better understanding of the in�uence of particular organiza-

tions, considering the heterogeneity and complementarities of their roles and positions.

Thus, this chapter provides empirical achievements in the Midi-Pyrenean GNSS cluster

by focusing on the interplay between structural, cognitive and geographical dimensions

of knowledge �ows.
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2.1 Introduction

In the Economics of Knowledge, clusters and networks are subject to a growing inter-

est due to the increased observation of collective knowledge processes (Cooke 2002)

and their spatial concentration (Porter 1998) in many technological �elds. Nowadays

knowledge processes are composite ones, i.e. they combine many interacting pieces of

knowledge coming from di¤erent cognitive domains. In this chapter we propose that

knowledge networks and clusters come from the complex aggregation of relational

strategies (Powell and Grodal 2005, Cowan, Jonard and Zimmermann 2007) between

organizations embedded in Composite Knowledge Processes (CKPs). The second as-

sumption of this work is that space matters even if it does not signify that geographical

proximity between organizations is the panacea for knowledge creation and di¤usion.

We follow thus an emerging literature which is cautious about the univocal role of

geographical proximity in collective knowledge processes (Breschi and Lissoni 2001,

Bathelt, Malmberg and Maskell 2004, Rychen and Zimmermann 2008, Crevoisier and

Jeannerat 2009). If �rms combine internal and external knowledge, they also combine

local and distant interactions according to a set of critical parameters related to their

place in the knowledge value chain, the extent of their geographical market and the

respective absorptive capabilities of their partners. In order to propose a better under-

standing of collective knowledge processes, within and across places, and within and

across cognitive domains, the chapter focuses on the interface of clusters and networks.

Network analysis tools (Borgatti et al. 2002) are well suited to identifying clusters

and networks in Regional Science (Ter Wal and Boschma 2009, Rychen and Zim-

mermann 2008), in particular when their structural features are coupled with non-

structural ones (Owen-Smith and Powell 2004). Indeed, the geographical location and

cognitive features of the �players�can have an in�uence on the structural form of the

�web�of knowledge �ows. This chapter contributes to these developments, with an

empirical focus on a particular CKP: the GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite Systems)

technological �eld. GNSS cross several knowledge segments - from orbital infrastruc-

ture to a wide set of on-ground applications, and also traverse several industrial sectors

such as telecommunications, tourism, security, transport and so on. This technological
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�eld is thus a composite one (Antonelli 2006) due to the extent of knowledge combi-

nations such technologies generally require before their potential di¤usion. We use an

emerging methodology which initially consists of publicly funded collaborative R&D

projects, hence providing a wide view of knowledge relations, especially in emerging

technological �elds (Autant Bernard et al. 2007). This data collecting process aims to

identify how a local cluster could be embedded (or not) in a technological �eld. There-

fore we only consider collaborative GNSS R&D projects including �players�from one

of the GNSS industry�s major European regions: the Midi-Pyrenees Region (MP). The

MP is not a random choice. This French Region is an important European region for

the space and aeronautics industry that nowadays combines its cumulative knowledge

process in this sector with moves towards the emerging civil mobility, positioning and

navigation technologies which are supported by the EGNOS and GALILEO European

Programs.

The chapter is organized as follows: Section 2.2 summarizes the main issues that

concern the links between collaboration networks and economic geography. In so do-

ing we discuss how network analysis helps show that clusters are embedded in larger

networks. We propose a set of theoretical arguments that combine structural, ge-

ographical and cognitive properties in the identi�cation of a particular cluster. Sec-

tion 2.3 presents the technological �eld of GNSS, the relational data with the variables

(attributes of the nodes) and the selection routine for knowledge relations (the ties

between the nodes). In particular, we focus especially on the relevant network bound-

aries. In order to do this we follow the same protocol as Owen-Smith and Powell

(2004), emphasizing how a cluster is embedded in a technological �eld. Our starting

network focuses on collaborative R&D projects in the GNSS technological �eld and

thus aggregates the organizations located in the MP, the relations among them and all

organizations in any location that have a network tie with MP-based organizations.

Section 2.4 discusses the visualization of our particular network and of two relevant

sub-networks (the local cluster and the cluster/pipeline structure). Section 2.5 in-

vestigates a set of quantitative results that relate to some descriptive statistics and

traditional indexes from network analysis. Section 2.5.3 discusses the results in a more

qualitative way according to three main focuses: (i) the structural and geographical
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organization of knowledge �ows, (ii) the in�uence particular nodes have within the

structure and (iii) the heterogeneity and complementarities of their position and role

in the network.

2.2 Networks and clusters as a web of Composite
Knowledge Processes (CKP)

2.2.1 Starting from CKP and collaboration networks rather
than places per se

Since the development of Porter�s ideas on clusters - Porter (1998, p.78) de�ned clus-

ters as �geographic concentrations of interconnected companies and institutions in a

particular �eld�, several bodies of work have stressed the coexistence of di¤erent types

of clusters (Markusen 1996, Iammarino and McCann 2006). We suggest that clus-

ters, as the aggregation of interacting organizations in the same geographical location,

have to be studied from the perspective of a larger network. Places and networks

are meso-structures which do not necessarily link together every time. However, they

can intersect when we assume that they are the �locus�of the dynamics of a peculiar

technological �eld (White et al. 2004).

Technological �elds are more or less coherent structures representing CKPs, i.e.

processes in which dispersed and fragmented inputs of knowledge are combined for

the purpose of the production of knowledge outputs (Antonelli 2006). At the micro-

economic level, organizations produce new knowledge merging internal and external

knowledge, and they combine arm�s length and network relations (Uzzi 1997) in order

to manage both their knowledge appropriation and accessibility. At the meso-economic

level, the aggregation of these knowledge relations gives rise to a network which features

a set of structural properties (Powell and Grodal 2005). For instance, if a technological

�eld features strong arm�s length relations and strong competing pressure the network

density will be weak; on the contrary, organizations that improve their conditions of
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knowledge accessibility by multiplying knowledge partnerships will appear more cen-

tral than other organizations in the network. Starting from a CKP and gaining access

to its network is thus a relevant approach if one wishes to dispute the notion that

knowledge would escape �into the atmosphere�. Knowledge spreads via networks and

via the intended e¤ort by agents to connect fragmented bits of knowledge (Breschi

and Lissoni 2001).

2.2.2 Structural/geographical/cognitive features of networks
and clusters

Because the structural features of networks can vary according to the technological

�eld, it is not surprising that local clusters similarly vary in their structural form,

but it is necessary to understand why networks can have a local dimension which is

stronger or weaker and how this local element is structurally connected with its outside

environment.

Literature on economic geography and economics of knowledge has produced in-

teresting results. The basic idea is that clustering processes occur when the composite

knowledge process requires the combination of cognitively distant but related pieces

of knowledge (Nooteboom 2005, Boschma 2005). Between high specialization and

high diversi�cation, fragmented pieces of knowledge coming from more or less distant

knowledge domains can be interconnected around an emerging technological window or

standard (Vicente and Suire 2007). Since knowledge spillovers can be both intended

(the intentional e¤ort to share knowledge) and unintended, geographical proximity

causes ambivalent e¤ects on innovation. When cognitive distance is large enough and

knowledge assets are complementary, geographical proximity favours intended knowl-

edge spillovers as long as organizations are involved in a relation.

The gap between their respective knowledge bases which can impede accessibility

is reduced by the potentiality of frequent meetings, whereas their di¤erent respective

core activities moderate the risk of under-appropriation. Inversely, the co-location of

�rms endowed with close knowledge capabilities, even if it is in their mutual interest

to cooperate, can engender unintended knowledge spillovers and a climate of mistrust.
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For this situation, Bathelt, Malmberg and Maskell (2004) and Torre (2008) showed

that pipeline structures and temporary proximity correspond better to this kind of

relation.

The question is how do we include these issues in the classic structural approach

for networks? In line with Owen Smith and Powell (2004), we suggest adding non-

structural dimensions, i.e. geographical and cognitive dimensions. Indeed, the in-

troduction of non-structural dimensions leads to a more complete view on (i) how

the compositeness of the knowledge process a¤ects the structural properties of the

network and their resulting geography and (ii) how the knowledge �ows in the struc-

ture are conditional on the heterogeneous and complementary roles and positions that

organizations achieve through their relational strategies.

2.2.3 Social Network Analysis and localized collaboration net-
works

Social Network Analysis (SNA) (Wasserman and Faust 1994) is particularly suited to

the examination of such issues. Among others, the work of Owen-Smith and Powell

(2004) on the Boston Biotech cluster, Giuliani and Bell (2005) on the Chilean wine

cluster, Boschma and Ter Wal (2007) on the South Italian footwear district, and

Morrison (2008) on the Murge sofa district, constitute the �rst attempts in improving

knowledge of the interaction mechanisms at work in clusters.

SNA provides concepts and tools that highlight the structural properties of local-

ized collaboration networks. First of all, at the meso-economic level the basic SNA

density measures outline the existence or the non existence of a cluster and how the

latter is embedded in a technological �eld. A �rm�s agglomeration that displays a weak

density of local knowledge relations will be more of a �satellite platform�(Markusen

1996) than a cluster per se, i.e. a local structure which is more or less cohesive. On the

contrary, an excessive density of local relations in a cluster can engender redundancies

and, because relations mean costs, a slump in e¢ ciency for organizations. Moreover,

the study of network densities can be re�ned by matching the location and the knowl-

edge base of the organizations. These measures are thus suited to identifying how
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the di¤erent knowledge bases of the CKP are connected and give an overview of how

cluster and pipeline relations coexist in the production and the di¤usion of knowledge

(Bathelt, Malmberg and Maskell 2004).

In addition to densities, one of the most used structural properties is network

cliquishness, i.e. groups of organizations that are more closely linked to each other than

to other organizations. These properties can be �emergent�when they derive from the

aggregation of bi-lateral relations, but they can also be �presupposed�when cliques

strictly represent groups of n-lateral relations. The more the network is constructed

from n-lateral relations, the more it has chance to display cliquishness properties, as

in the studies of Autant-Bernard et al. (2007). In this case, the analysis can focus

on nodes as in most network analysis, but due to the strong presupposed network

cliquishness it would be pertinent to consider the bipartite (or bi-modal) network, i.e.

a network that takes into account the ties between two sets of nodes at two di¤erent

levels - the ties between organizations and projects1.

In doing so, additional properties can be studied by exploring how collaborative

projects rely on each other through a¢ liated actors and provide a particular structure

of preferential interactions that in�uences knowledge di¤usion. In particular, cliquish-

ness properties, if they are salient, show that knowledge does not spread in a random

way throughout the network but into sub-groups of organizations which can be more

or less connected with each other if some of the organizations act as a bridge within

the structure (Burt 1992).

Moreover, the existence of cliques in a network can be explained by the neces-

sity for some organizations to protect themselves from the risks of knowledge under-

appropriation. Because knowledge spills over via interaction structures rather than

via a pure corridor e¤ect (Breschi and Lissoni 2001), organizations with close knowl-

edge capabilities maintain a high level of knowledge accessibility by connecting to the

network at the same time as they limit the risks of unintended knowledge spillovers

by positioning themselves in cliques that are more or less disconnected. Conversely,

1In the following empirical analysis, the bi-modal network will be used for the study of cliques
since it permits avoidance of the over-estimation of cliquishness that can occur when we consider
collaborative projects in which many organizations are involved instead of bilateral relations.
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other organizations such as public research organizations can employ an inverse rela-

tional strategy by connecting disconnected organizations, since they are naturally less

a¤ected by these risks.

These structural properties result from the role and position that organizations

develop through their relational strategies. Knowledge relations in a network are not

randomly distributed. First of all, as corroborated by many monographs on clusters,

organizations have very di¤erentiated positions: in terms of in�uence and power, in

the knowledge dynamics at work in a cluster and in a technological �eld. The �hub

and spoke� structure of agglomerations observed by Markusen (1996) is a good ex-

ample of such in�uence and power. In this type of structure, a very central �rm is

tied to all the others, while these others are poorly connected to each other so that

the knowledge trajectory is strongly associated with the strategy of the main �rm.

SNA, by proposing a set of centrality indexes for organizations in a network, furnishes

suitable tools for dealing with this topic. Moreover, in a knowledge network that tra-

verses both a technological �eld and a geographical location, the knowledge dynamics

can be driven from inside as well as outside the cluster, in particular when outside

companies succeed in forming a limited number of, but very strategic, relations with

�insiders�. Lastly, in addition to their central position, organizations embedded in a

network can adopt di¤erent roles according to the way in which they position them-

selves in relation to others. A network is generally represented by non-overlapping

categories of organizations so that the in�uence and power of an organization depends

on their centrality but also on their ability to broker relations between categories of

organizations. In adherence with Gould and Fernandez (1989), we follow the notion

that �communication of resources that �ows within groups should in general be dis-

tinguished from �ows between groups� (p. 91). For instance, as demonstrated by

Rychen and Zimmermann (2008), if we consider cluster insiders and clusters outsiders

as non overlapping groups, two central insiders will have a di¤erent role if one is mostly

tied to insiders whereas the other is mostly tied to outsiders. In the �rst case, the

organization will be considered as a �coordinator�. As observed by Owen-Smith and

Powell (2004) in the Boston biotech cluster, this role is typical of the one played by

public research organizations. In the second case, the organization will be considered
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as a �gatekeeper�(Allen 1977), i.e. an organization that derives its in�uence from its

ability to act as an intermediate for knowledge between non-connected insiders and

outsiders. Many cluster studies show that clusters take advantage of the existence of

gatekeepers (Rychen and Zimmermann 2008), i.e. the key organizations that ensure

the embeddedness of the cluster into the technological �eld. If we extend these roles

from geographical space to knowledge space, we can also assume that organizations

di¤er in their ability to coordinate knowledge in a group of organizations having sim-

ilar knowledge capabilities, for example, for the purposes of standardization, whilst

other organizations will prefer to have a gatekeeper strategy by connecting non con-

nected organizations developing complementary knowledge bases in order to position

themselves as the missing link for the CKP.

2.3 Context, data and methodology: the GNSS
technological �eld

This section summarizes the context, the data and the methodology. After an overview

of the key role of the MP Region in the GNSS technological �eld, we present the re-

lational dataset, constructed from an original aggregation of collective R&D projects.

We thus discuss its representativeness and present the variables. Finally, we present

the methodology of the empirical analysis, based on the identi�cation of the struc-

tural properties and the key role and position of the main players using the standard

UCINET tools (Borgatti et al. 2002).

2.3.1 The composite knowledge process

GNSS is a standard term for the systems that provide positioning and navigation

solutions from signals transmitted by orbiting satellites. In the past decades these

technologies were mainly developed by the defense industry (missile guidance) and the

aircraft industry (air �eet management). The knowledge dynamics were cumulative,

based on incremental innovations dedicated to the narrow aerospace industry market.

Nowadays, these technological dynamics present the characteristics of a CKP. Indeed,
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Figure 6: The composite knowledge process in GNSS

in the technological and symbolic paradigm of mobility, GNSS represents technologies

which �nd complementarities and integration opportunities in many other technolog-

ical and socio-economic contexts (see �gure 6).

The GNSS �eld is a worldwide technological �eld which combines clusters and

pipelines. Indeed, considering the European level, Balland, Suire and Vicente (2010)

have identi�ed seven main GNSS clusters in the regions of Midi-Pyrenees, Upper

Bavaria, Ile de France, Inner London, Community of Madrid, Lombardy, and Lazio. In

this study we only focus on the knowledge relations starting from (and inside) the MP

so as to explain how CKPs combine local and non local relations. The choice of the MP

is not random. Indeed, the MP has a concentration of more than 12,000 jobs dedicated

to spatial activities and was recently identi�ed by the French government as being the

worldwide �competitiveness cluster�in aerospace and on-board systems (Dupuy and

Gilly 1999, Zuliani 2008). The MP is a historical leader in Europe for the design and

creation of space systems and homes the main actors working on the two major GNSS

European programs, Egnos and Galileo, such as the CNES (National Centre of Spatial

Studies), EADS Astrium and Thales Alenia Space (TAS). In particular, the coexistence

within the same place of the two major competing companies EADS Astrium and TAS

is a remarkable point. It should be interesting to study how organizations that display

a weak level of cognitive distance co-exist in the same place, and how each one manages
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the intended and unintended knowledge spillovers through its position in the relational

structure of the cluster.

2.3.2 An aggregative method for Collaborative Knowledge
Projects

Data sources

An intensive amount of deskwork enabled us to list all the main regional organiza-

tions involved in the GNSS technological �eld, from space and ground infrastructures

to applications and related services, and from large �rms to SMEs and research units.

In doing that we constructed a database of 30 collaborative projects in which these

organizations are involved (see table 1), ensuring a �snowball e¤ect�by bringing to-

gether other �rms that consequently add complementary pieces of knowledge to the

CKP, inside and outside the region, through these collaborative R&D projects. The

data aggregation decision tree starts with two main sets of sources: regional sources2

(through the review of websites dedicated to GNSS), and European sources3. Once

the collaborative projects were identi�ed in a nested system of publicly funded collab-

orative projects , all the websites of the projects were visited in order to have a look at

their work package organization and hence remove non relevant knowledge relations

(see table 1).

Ties selection process

Our relational database brings together projects which di¤er in size. These depend

greatly on the geographical scale of the funding, bearing in mind that regional and

national projects bring together fewer units than European Projects (3 to 14 partners

in regional and national projects, 18 to 57 partners in 4 of the European projects).

Selecting the ties consists of cleaning up the relational database by removing pair-wise

relations between partners who are not involved in the same work packages for the

2http://www.navigation-satellites-toulouse.com/?lang=en, http://www.aerospace-valley.com/en/
3http://www.galileoju.com/, http://www.gsa.europa.eu/
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Project Partners Geographic scale

SITEEG 14 Midi-Pyrenees Region

SSA-CAPYTOL 9 Midi-Pyrenees Region

TRANSCONSTROL 4 Midi-Pyrenees Region

TELEMED-AERO 9 Midi-Pyrenees Region

TSARS 2 Midi-Pyrenees Region

OURSES 9 France

FILONAS SDIS 31 10 Midi-Pyrenees Region

Géo Marathon 3 Midi-Pyrenees Region

SPSA 3 France

LIAISON 32 (17) European Union

Sinergit 8 France

CityNav 7 Midi-Pyrenees Region

WI AERO 3 Midi-Pyrenees Region

AIR NET 4 European Union

CIVITAS MOBILIS 9 Midi-Pyrenees Region

AVANTAGE 4 Midi-Pyrenees Region

BINAUR 5 Midi-Pyrenees Region

Egnos bus 2 Midi-Pyrenees Region

Terranoos 2 Midi-Pyrenees Region

TONICité 3 Midi-Pyrenees Region

Fil Vert 2006 4 Midi-Pyrenees Region

Astro + 21 European Union

ACRUSS 4 Midi-Pyrenees Region

Geo-urgences 4 Midi-Pyrenees Region

CTS-SAT 4 Midi-Pyrenees Region

Safespot (WP2) 57 (11) European Union

Harmless 10 European Union

M-Trade 10 European Union

Agile (WP 4, 5, 6, 7) 18 (13) European Union

GIROADS 13 European Union

Note: Numbers given in parentheses are the number of partners

considered in the study according to the selection routine

Table 1: GNSS projects
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whole of the project, and maintaining pair-wise relations between the project leader

and all the partners. Moreover, when the leader of the project is outside the region,

we only consider the work packages in which MP organizations are involved.

Comments on the relational database

Such a methodology implies comments relating to both its advantages and its lim-

itations. Firstly, starting from publicly funded projects is certainly a non-exhaustive

way of capturing all the relations between �rms, but the advantage is that our analysis

thereby resides on a clear de�nition of what a knowledge relation is and avoids the

vagueness of the nature of the relations we can perceive when we understand relations

uniquely through interviews. In particular, the density of relations can be approx-

imated objectively by using an index referring to the number of projects in which

organizations are involved pair-wise. Nevertheless, our data can be perceived as being

representative of the knowledge process of GNSS in (and from) the Midi-Pyrenees for

the period 2005-20084 :

(i) GNSSs are emerging technologies which concern applications dedicated to public

utilities such as transport security, environment observation, telecommunications and

so on. In this way, GNSSs are among the priorities for policy makers, whatever their

geographical scale.

(ii) Considering that public funding is conditional on �requests for tender�, the

organizations in our database are those which have succeeded in obtaining the funding

due to their legitimacy in this technological �eld. This legitimacy results from their

experience in past relations, so our relational database is strongly representative of

the knowledge trends in the technological �eld.

Secondly, using projects as a starting point is dependent on the geographical scale

of the public funding, which can be regional, national or European. Nevertheless, this

limitation can be transformed into a convenient advantage since these three scales of

funding are distinguished. The aggregation of these projects and their transformation

4All the collaborative projects are included in this period, even if some of them started before and
others �nished after this base period.
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Collaborative projects Organizations

Number of projects 30 Number of organizations 130

Number of organizations per project 7 Number of project per organizations 1.67

Standard error 4.1 Standard error 1.66

Minimum 2 Minimum 1

Maximum 17 Maximum 12

Table 2: Basic descriptive statistics of collaborative projects and organizations

into a uni�ed network structure thus ensures a representative view of the embed-

dedness of regional organizations into the European GNSS �eld. Consequently, our

protocol follows the multi-level governance system that typi�es research funding in

Europe and constitutes the current �circuitry of network policy�(Cooke 2002). As a

perfect exhaustiveness is di¢ cult to reach, it is possible that marginal data are miss-

ing. Data concerning knowledge relations, in which local organizations are involved

and that are supported or funded at the regional level, but by another region, could

be missing. Nevertheless, a test conducted from the public information available on

the organizations�websites con�rmed that these missing data are marginal. More-

over, the results of one of the major Midi-Pyrenean requests for tender in Navigation

Satellite Systems (VANS), which includes 5 collaborative R&D projects from within

our database, show that the MP organizations represent 80% of the selected partners.

Similarly, ULISS, the French requests for tender on EGNOS and Galileo applications,

restricts the eligibility to organizations located in France.

Table 2 presents some basics statistics relating to the relational database, whereas

�gure 7 shows the degree distribution of ties in the network and takes the form of a

quasi rectangular hyperbola, i.e. a few nodes concentrate a large part of the relations

in the structure.

2.3.3 Spatial attributes and knowledge features

Spatial node attributes

Each node is geographically labeled with a very simple binary feature, �inside�or

�outside�the MP Region. Our protocol is thus similar to Owen-Smith and Powell�s
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Figure 7: Degree distribution

(2004), who considered the Boston cluster and the �Boston+ cluster�, i.e. the Boston

cluster augmented with all organizations in any location that had a network tie with

Boston-based organizations. We are thus only interested in one of the extremities of

the pipelines. Interconnecting the clusters means gathering larger data of knowledge

relations as tested by Autant-Bernard et al. (2007) and Balland et al. (2010) with

data from the European Framework Programmes, but without any consideration of

nationwide and region wide programs and funds.

Knowledge attributes

Each node is labeled according to its main technological segment. This di¤erentia-

tion of nodes aims to highlight the composite dimension of the knowledge process. The

deskwork undertaken on projects has led to the classi�cation of each node according

to four knowledge segments (KS):

(i) The infrastructure level with all the spatial and ground infrastructures; (ii)

The hardware level, including all the materials and chipsets which receive, transmit or

improve the satellite signal; (iii) The level of software, including all the software appli-

cations that use navigation and positioning data; (iv) The whole of the applications
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and services segment, which concerns many heterogeneous agents and socioeconomic

activities where navigation and positioning technologies are introduced (or should be

introduced in the future).

This attribute-based classi�cation requires further comment. Obviously it would

be more suitable to construct this classi�cation from technological features, for ex-

ample, patent codes, as the literature invites us to do (Nooteboom 2000, Breschi and

Lissoni 2001). However, in our case this task is di¢ cult and to some extent inappro-

priate because we want to take into account the whole of the knowledge value chain.

Indeed, patenting activities primarily concern the major elements of the infrastructure

segments and hardware segments. Software segments and �applications and services�

segments cannot be patented, or at least only marginally. One reason is that this

knowledge process is in an emergent phase. Other reasons are speci�c to each of these

two last segments. The software segment is included in the copyright system and the

�applications and services�segment contains various kinds of practical knowledge and

speci�c professional expertise which are not patented.

Our classi�cation is thus based on the standard classi�cation of network industries

(Shy 1999). This classi�cation is useful in the sense that it ensures a clear distinction

between the knowledge capabilities developed in each segment, at least for the �rst

three classes. It has also led to discussion on how the technological complementarities,

the production of systemic goods and the standardization process are organized in this

technological �eld.

2.3.4 Empirical methodology

We used UCINET 6 (Borgatti et al. 2002) and Netdraw visualization standard tools

in order to study our network, its structural properties and the role and position of

the key organizations in the network. The weighted relations matrix5 (MP+ Network)

was used to draw the network including geographical and knowledge attributes. From

5The cells Cij are de�ned as follows:
- Cij=0 if i and j do not collaborate in any GNSS project
- Cij=1 if i and j collaborate in one GNSS project
- Cij=n if i and j collaborate in n GNSS projects
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this matrix we were able to draw three other matrixes: the dichotomized matrix, the

matrix of relations between local nodes (MP Network), and the bi-modal matrix that

enabled us to draw the simpli�ed MP+ Network.

2.4 Basic descriptive statistics and visualization of
the GNSS network

Figure 8 displays the MP+ Network, while �gure 9 and �gure 10 focus on two dis-

tinctive zooms, the �MP network�and the �simpli�ed MP+ network�which display

cliques and the main pipelines between the insiders (triangles) and the outsiders (cir-

cles). Moreover, these images display (i) the tie strengths, corresponding to how many

times two nodes are connected pair-wise and (ii) the four GNSS segments, from the

infrastructure segment (black) to the applications and services segment (white).

2.4.1 The MP+ network

The MP+ network (�gure 8) represents all the nodes and ties resulting from the ag-

gregation of all the collaborative R&D projects. At �rst glance the network exhibits

interesting meso-economic properties, such as cliques, and also visible key actors that

seem to have a strong in�uence within the GNSS knowledge process. The density of

the MP+ network is 0.0944, that is, 9.44% of all possible ties are activated out of

the 8385 (130x129/2) non re�exive and undirected possible ties. This network is also

highly clustered since its unweighted clustering coe¢ cient is 0.844 while the weighted

coe¢ cient remains high (0.490). The average geodesic distance is 2.39 indicating that

knowledge should circulate easily in the network. Generally, a short global separation

between organizations and high local clustering de�ne �small world�networks (Watts

1999). Nevertheless, in our particular network this result should be interpreted cau-

tiously; as previously stated, our network is a bipartite one according to Newman et

al. (2001) de�nition because the nodes are involved in collaborative projects that de

facto create a strong cliquishness. If our network exhibits a �small world�e¤ect we

may be able to neutralize this natural cliquishness e¤ect (see below).
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Figure 8: MP+ Network

2.4.2 Identi�cation of the relevant sub-networks

Considering the size and the strong density of the MP+ network, it would be elucida-

tive to extract relevant sub-networks in order to have a better view of the geographical

and cognitive features of the network as a whole.

Figure 9 shows the MP network, i.e. all the geographical outsiders have been

removed from the database. Cliquishness is also observable, and the centrality and

in�uence of some nodes have been highlighted. At this stage the apparent density

of ties in the local structure reveals the existence of a Midi-Pyrenean GNSS cluster

with a particular web of knowledge �ows. Obviously, the density of this network

(16.45%) is higher than in the MP+ network and the geodesic distance between nodes

decreases (2.22). These results are of little signi�cance since all the local ties have

been considered, while the ties between �outsiders�have not been taken into account

for the MP+ network similarly to Owen-Smith and Powell (2004).
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Figure 9: MP Network

Figure 10 displays the �simpli�ed�MP+ network. In order to avoid this bias in

the cliquishness and in the clustering of the MP+ network it is thus more pertinent to

consider the methodology employed in the analysis of bipartite networks (Robins and

Alexander 2004), which consists of counting the diamonds6 instead of the triangles7

. In line with this methodology, two or more organizations form a clique if they are

connected pair-wise in at least two projects, and all the organizations that exhibit

this feature are replaced within a new matrix. The network we obtain now displays

cliquishness properties arising from preferential relations in the overall structure than

from the collection of projects per se.

The resulting graph in �gure 10 has a noticeably smaller number of organizations

6A diamond appears when two organizations connected to a project are also connected to another
project

7A triangle is a triad which appears each time three organizations participate in the same project,
which happens very often in networks of events.
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Figure 10: Simpli�ed MP+ Network

(26) and displays interesting structural properties. At �rst glance, this �gure suggests a

strong cohesiveness for the local cluster and the beginnings of global pipelines that are

concentrated on a small number of local nodes. To be more precise, the density of the

network is 20% and the clustering coe¢ cient is 0.818 while the weighted coe¢ cient

remains high (0.566). The average geodesic distance is 2.191. All these properties

suggest that this simpli�ed MP+ network, which neutralizes the natural cliquishness

e¤ect of the former, exhibits a �small world�structure (Watts 1999) that combines a

high level of network cohesiveness with a high level of knowledge accessibility.

2.5 Structure, role and position in the GNSS col-
laboration network: main results

2.5.1 Preferential interactions

It may be useful to assess whether or not the network reveals the presence of preferen-

tial interactions between organizations sharing similar or complementary knowledge.

That is why we have computed the E-I index, which was proposed by Krackhardt and
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Stern (1988), to measure the group embedding on the basis of a comparison between

the numbers of within-group ties and between-group ties. This E-I index is de�ned by

the following formula:

� 1 � E � I = Nb�Nw
N

� +1 (2.1)

where:

Nb =
P

iN
i
b

Nw =
P

iN
i
w

With being N i
b the number of ties of group i members to outsiders, and N

i
w the

number of ties of group i members to other group i members, and N is the total

number of ties in the network. The resulting index ranges from �1, when all ties are
internal to the group (homophily assumption), to +1, when all ties are external to the

group (heterophily assumption).

If we restrict our attention to the network of local nodes �the MP Network �we see

that organizations from the Midi-Pyrenees GNSS network have a marked preference

for composite interactions between di¤erent knowledge segments (Table 3) and that

this knowledge heterophily is statistically signi�cant. This result con�rms the concept

of CKP which has been referred to above, in which pieces of knowledge coming from

di¤erent knowledge environments are combined and managed in a dense network of

co-localized organizations. The two knowledge segments which have the highest pref-

erence for outward interactions are the infrastructure and hardware segments. The

cross-density matrix shows that infrastructure nodes have relations with all the other

segments and that the hardware group interacts frequently with the infrastructure

group. The CKP is thus a speci�c one - it is mainly driven by infrastructure �rms

involved in collaborative projects with �rms and labs coming from the hardware, the

software or the �applications and services� segments. This con�rms the idea that

the di¤erent partners in GNSS innovative projects are grouped around infrastructure

(satellite and telecommunications) �rms seeking to foster their technological standards
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by developing a wide range of applications for these standards. It is thus necessary to

interact frequently with geographically close partners in order to bridge the cognitive

gap.

If we move from the local knowledge relations to the subset of knowledge relations

between insiders (MP organizations) and outsiders (non-MP organizations) (table 4),

the knowledge heterophily remains8 , but with a weaker degree, in particular because

of the very low level of heterophily that features the relations of the organizations of

the infrastructure knowledge segment at the European level . Indeed, if the devel-

opment of new applications and services requires local knowledge relations that span

cognitive domains, these innovations will have more chance to be turned into trad-

able and mass-market products if the infrastructure platform rests on interoperable

and interconnected infrastructures at the European level. The high level of internal

relations in the infrastructure segment corresponds thus to the incentives built by the

European Commission for the cooperation on standards.

2.5.2 Actor similarities and equivalences

In the early stages of technological dynamics such as GNSS the problem is one of

de�ning a standard and �nding applications that will ensure its di¤usion. This might

generate an intense competition between incumbent �rms seeking to impose their

standards, and geographical proximity might be a problem in this case because of

the risk of unintended knowledge spillovers between rival �rms. In the Midi-Pyrenees

GNSS network we have two strong competitors in the infrastructure segment [Thales

Alenia Space (TAS) and EADS Astrium] and in addition there is the French Spatial

Agency (CNES) which is also a key player in the domain of satellite building. The way

they position themselves in this context of intense competition is an important issue

in the e¢ ciency and stability of the GNSS cluster. Do they frequently interact or do

they, on the contrary, try to avoid any contact by di¤erentiating their neighborhood

as much as possible? To answer this question it is necessary to analyze the cliques

or quasi-cliques present in the network. The more organizations belong to the same

8but with a weaker degree of signi�cance since the p-value of the permutation test is slightly
superior to 10%.
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1. TAS Tesa CNES

2: TAS Rockwell Collins France CNES

3. TAS CNES EADS Astrium

4. TAS CNES Skysoft

5. TAS Pole Star Sodit CETE/ZELT

6. TAS M3 System Pole Star Sodit

7. TAS M3 System Tesa

8. TAS Hitec Telespazio GMV

9. TAS Hitec GMV TTS Italia

10. TAS Navteq GeoConcept

11. TAS Telespazio Indra Espacio

12. TAS GeoConcept ENTEOS

13. Ergospace M3 System Pole Star

Metod Localisation Magellium Navocap Skylab Sodit

14. M3 System Skylab LCPC

15. EADS Astrium Infoterra Ltd Nottingham Scienti�c Ltd

Table 5: Cliques of the simpli�ed MP+ network

clique, the more they will display a structural equivalence and the more the �ows of

knowledge between them will be dense. Obviously, as previously explained, the MP+

Network will display as many cliques as collaborative projects since naturally each

project is a clique. This problem can be circumvented if we use the bipartite network

in order to reconstruct the simpli�ed MP+ Network. Note that a clique is de�ned as

the biggest group of nodes having all possible ties present within the group. Using the

basic cliquishness assessment (Table 5) we obtain 15 cliques.

The biggest clique, clearly observable in the simpli�ed MP+ Network, is composed

of a set of local SMEs that interact frequently. It is worth noticing that TAS ap-

pears frequently in cliques composed of local organizations (CNES, TESA, Rockwell

Collins, M3 System, Skylab, . . . ) while EADS Astrium has in preference chosen to

interact with non local actors (Infoterra, Nottingham sc. Ltd). Here we obtain an

answer to our question about the networking strategies chosen by these two rivals; in

spite of their geographical proximity they have chosen not to interact with the same

pools of actors. TAS has preferred a local interaction strategy while EADS Astrium

has chosen an outward-oriented strategy. Nevertheless, it is worth noticing that TAS

and EADS Astrium belong to the same clique along with the CNES, the French Na-
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tional Spatial Agency, which is central in the standardization process of GNSS. This

situation is typical of the �co-opetition process�observed in many network industries;

while companies try to avoid competition and unintended knowledge spillovers by lim-

iting knowledge �ows between them as much as possible, they need to cooperate on

standardization since the extent of the potential market depends strongly on users�

and consumers�preferences for standards (Shy 1999). This �battle of standards� is

resolved by research units and public agencies which take on the role of intermediaries

in the standard setting process (Katz and Shapiro 1994).

2.5.3 Role and position: centrality, e¢ ciency and brokerage

In both geographical and relational dimensions an e¢ cient location is a critical pa-

rameter of the modern innovative �rm because it is the best way to gain access to

new pieces of knowledge and to ensure, at the same time, a good level of knowledge

appropriation.

Since the GNSS technological �eld is a composite one, the choice of relational and

geographical localizations is determined by a twofold challenge; there is a need to un-

derstand that organizations endowed with di¤erent knowledge bases must interact but,

at the same time, they need to design their innovations around a common technologi-

cal standard. This implies that some central organizations will develop a special kind

of absorptive capacity allowing them to detect complementary blocks of knowledge

and to integrate them. It also means that a GNSS network should be structured in

such a way that ensures (i) a good circulation of knowledge between the MP and other

places, (ii) a good circulation of knowledge between the di¤erent knowledge segments

and (iii) a central role for some organizations endowed with a knowledge integration

capacity.

Centrality and power: which actors in�uence the knowledge dynamics and
where are they located?

SNA proposes three main methods for understanding an organization�s centrality:

degree centrality, closeness centrality and betweenness centrality. We compute these
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centrality indexes with a focus on the twenty most central organizations within the

MP+ Network9 .

The left side of Table 6 presents the results relating to the closeness centrality

index based on path distances, i.e. the index that measures how close an agent is to

others in terms of average geodesic distance. The higher the index, the shorter the

average geodesic distance from the node to all the other nodes is. Here a central agent

is one that has knowledge accessibility because this agent is able to reach other agents

on shorter path lengths. It is not surprising that TAS displays the greater index of

closeness centrality. This in�uential position is due to the fact that TAS is involved

in many collective projects. TESA and the CNES, two research institutes, are also

very central, followed by a group of local GNSS SMEs. EADS Astrium, another major

worldwide company in the space and satellite industry located in Toulouse, presents

a smaller closeness centrality index.

While closeness centrality has allowed us to measure the knowledge accessibility

of an actor by the latter�s average (geodesic) distance to the knowledge of other ac-

tors, degree centrality, in the middle part of the table 6, gives us another concept of

knowledge accessibility which is based on the number of opportunities for access to

external knowledge. Indeed, the degree centrality index is just the total of each actor

i�s number of ties with the other actors. The results are close to the previous ones,

but it is worth noting EADS Astrium�s climb to seven steps higher in the ranking.

On the right side of Table 6 we compute the betweenness centrality index. In this

case the relational in�uence and the capacity to absorb new knowledge is drawn from

the position of a node as an intermediary between the other nodes, allowing this node

to be in�uential by brokering knowledge di¤usion between other nodes or by becoming

established as a �leading�intermediary. In this vision of in�uence, TAS keeps its place

as �leader�, but one can observe the increasing in�uence of EADS Astrium, its direct

local competitor.

Finally, some actors (TAS and the CNES) seek to access external knowledge by

shortening the distance to other actors, by multiplying the opportunities of contacts
9Note that the computation of the centrality indexes for the simpli�ed MP+ Network gives close

results that concern the ranking of the more central organizations, and so are not displayed here.
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and by positioning themselves as intermediaries. Others (EADS, Actia, France Tele-

com R&D) seem to have more speci�c networking strategies focused on the search

for betweenness centrality. Moreover, it is worth noting that, whatever the centrality

measure is, 20-25% of the top twenty most central organizations is made up of non

local nodes, which means that some external organizations are well positioned in the

network. By supposing �embedded clusters� rather than clusters per se, it becomes

possible to show the pathways of knowledge and the organizations that play a central

role in these pathways, even if some of them can be located outside the cluster. In

our particular case, this result is interesting, because by construction of the relational

database, local organizations are more likely to be central than external ones. It shows

clearly that the Midi-Pyrenees GNSS cluster is strongly embedded in a wider European

network. It is mainly explained by the geography of the space industry, which has for

long time developed research collaborations in Europe. It is especially true for the

GNSS industry, because research collaborations between organizations coming from

di¤erent countries are a strategic issue for the European Union, in order to develop

its own global navigation satellite system (Galileo) and become independent from the

American GPS. Thus it is not surprising that outside organizations display a certain

degree of in�uence in the MP network, due to the European pipelines that support

the development of the European infrastructure.

Brokerage

The above results provide an initial view of the position of the organizations in the

MP+ Network, but there is no consideration of the particular role these organizations

have within the structure. The basic geographical and knowledge attributes of the

nodes can help us to understand their so-called �broker�role (Gould and Fernandez

1989). The di¤erent brokering strategies we can analyze are particularly suited to

studying the consequences of the trade-o¤ between knowledge accessibility and appro-

priation. Gould and Fernandez (1989) provide a set of measures for these brokering

pro�les. Here we will undertake an initial analysis to distinguish the group of local

and the group of non local nodes, and a second analysis that di¤erentiates the four

technological segments as outlined above. According to the Gould and Fernandez�
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de�nitions (1989), nodes exhibit a high �coordination� score when they act as in-

termediaries for relations between members of their own group. They obtain a high

�gatekeeping/representative�score when they allow members of their group to contact

members of another group. They obtain a high �consultant�score when they broker

relations between the members of the same group but when they themselves are not

members of that group. Finally, they exhibit a high �liaison�score when they broker

relations between di¤erent groups and yet they themselves are not part of any group.

Table 7 displays a census of the highest (raw and normalized) brokerage scores10

concerning the relations between local and non local nodes11 . We can observe that

even if logically, the two main worldwide companies, TAS and EADS Astrium, exhibit

high gatekeeper scores when the un-normalized measure is used, the normalized mea-

sures indicate that they have a stronger preference for �consultant� roles that lead

them to broker relations between non local organizations. On the contrary, a group of

local innovative SMEs (M3 System, Pole Star, Navocap) seem to play an important

coordination role among local organizations in parallel with the public research orga-

nization TESA. The spatial research agency CNES exhibits a high level of all types of

brokerage because it is involved in many collaborative projects, but it seems to have

a slight preference for the gatekeeper role, chie�y because of its historical involvement

in the European Space research network.

These results show that it would be irrelevant nowadays to analyze clusters inde-

pendently of the technological �eld; �rstly, �rms embedded in local networks are also

involved in larger ones and secondly, non local �rms bring knowledge from outside and

capture knowledge from inside through gatekeeping strategies. Consequently, even if

we have identi�ed a GNSS cluster in the Midi-Pyrenees Region, the aggregate e¢ -

ciency of this local structure does not only depend on the internal relations, but also

10The scores are normalized since a node endowed with more relations than the others will auto-
matically obtain higher scores for any of the brokerage types. Moreover, depending on the number
and size of the attributes group, some types of brokerage will automatically be more frequent than
others, even if they are chosen at random. It is thus necessary to compare actual brokerage ties to the
expected ones obtained from a random sampling. The normalized brokerage scores are then de�ned
as the ratios of actual scores to expected scores
11We only computed the raw and normalized scores of the main brokers who had a total brokerage

score of at least 150. This is justi�ed by the fact that random sampling may not converge towards
the true distribution of ties when nodes have few ties.
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on the way the cluster connects itself to larger pipelines through a subset of nodes.

Table 8 brings supplementary information on why the MP+ Network is typical of

the current GNSS CKP. Here we use the same Gould and Fernandez indexes, but this

time on the GNSS knowledge segment. There is now a �liaison� role since we have

more than two groups. We also specify the size of the nodes in terms of number of

employees and we indicate whether the agents are local or non local.

If we �rstly focus our attention on the raw (un-normalized) scores we can observe

that the biggest organizations belong to the infrastructure segment and that they

naturally have high raw brokerage scores. TAS, Telespazio, the CNES and EADS

Astrium are big coordinators inside the infrastructure segment, but they also act as

intermediaries for many relations between nodes from the di¤erent knowledge seg-

ments. There is no coordination brokerage in the hardware group, which means that

outward relations are the priority for these �rms.

If we now focus on the relative (normalized) scores, the �rst striking result is that

all the organizations from the hardware and software segments have a marked prefer-

ence for �consulting�or �liaison�roles. This means that they prefer to interact with

partners from other knowledge segments. Gatekeeping strategies are more frequently

chosen (in comparison to random assignments) in the infrastructure segment, so that

technological standardization in the GNSS technological �eld is conducted by organi-

zations from the infrastructure segment rather than from the hardware and software

segments. Moreover, we see that CKPs are sustained by the two important research

organizations from the MP Network, TESA and the CNES; even though they are mem-

bers of the infrastructure group, they have a preference for �consultant�and �liaison�

roles over gatekeeping. This may be explained by their neutrality in the knowledge

appropriation con�ict and also by their special absorptive capacity allowing them to

manage relations between cognitively distant partners, as clearly demonstrated by

Owen Smith and Powell (2004) in their Boston Biotech Cluster.
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2.6 Discussion and concluding remarks

The starting point of this contribution was to consider clusters as particular interaction

structures that are embedded in technological �elds and di¤erent locations. With

regard to this we consider that the relations between cluster insiders (the MPNetwork),

and between insiders and those outsiders that have a relation with the former (the

MP+ Network), constitute an appropriate boundary. SNA �ts particularly well with

this kind of empirical study where many interacting organizations, by their relational

strategies, give rise to a particular structure. This methodological contribution to

cluster empirical identi�cation does not provide a normative approach for the analysis

of cluster aggregate e¢ ciency. Nevertheless, this approach leads to an understanding

of the complex geographical and technological organization of a particular cluster.

From the overall meso-properties of the aggregate structure to the role and position of

the organizations in the network, the �ndings raise both discussion points on cluster

theories and a research agenda.

Firstly, our MP+ Network displays a weak geodesic distance and a particular clique

structure. In particular, we observe that cliques overlap owing to the position of central

organizations that act as bridges between cliques, so that knowledge created in dense

cliques can di¤use e¢ ciently into the structure by way of these bridges. If we compare

these structural properties to the main typologies of clusters or localized industrial

systems (Markusen 1996, Iammarino and McCann 2006), it can be noted that our

GNSS network, in its �MP�or �MP+�form, traverses di¤erent forms of structure. On

the one hand, the strong cohesiveness of the structure consisting of the local hardware

and software SMEs recalls the structure observed in the �Marshallian districts�, while

on the other hand several large companies (TAS, EADS Astrium), public research

organizations and agencies (TESA, CNES) exhibit a hub position typical of the one

observed in the �hub and spoke districts�. A more systematic quantitative analysis

of di¤erent clusters in di¤erent technological �elds will be necessary to con�rm this

coexistence of di¤erent patterns of clustering processes.

Secondly, the methodology, consisting of the construction of a nested system of

public funded collective projects, gives some interesting empirical perspectives. In
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particular, by coupling knowledge and geographical features with structural ones, and

by matching local and local/non local relations, it o¤ers an interactions-based ap-

proach for the industrial organization of clusters and networks. Indeed, one of the

major issues for the organizations working in network industries is the need to set up

standards. For GNSS, as for the Internet and telecommunication industries, and in

particular when the emergent technologies and services display the economic proper-

ties of public utilities (Shy 1999), their di¤usion depends both on the ability of the

organizations to reach an agreement on a standard, and on the variety of new appli-

cations and services this new technology will potentially engender. When taking this

into consideration, the structural properties of our GNSS network seem to con�rm the

strong position of the MP in the European GNSS technological �eld. The �rst stake

is observable in the MP+ Network as well as in the simpli�ed MP+ Network. These

graphs show, �rstly, that the main competitors, EADS Astrium and TAS in the in-

frastructure segment, are tied directly or by the intermediary of the CNES which plays

the role of a standardization agency. Secondly, they show that pipelines have been

built between these local organizations and the German (Infoterra Ltd, Nottingham

Scienti�c Ltd mainly) and Italian (Telespazio, GMV mainly) GNSS infrastructure

companies. Obviously, this noteworthy structure is based on the strong incentives

from the European Commission for cooperation on standards, through the Framework

Programs Policies. The second stake is observable in the MP Network. The di¤usion

of a GNSS standard will depend on its compatibility and convergence with existing

systems, such as telecommunication systems (Wi-Fi in particular) and transport sys-

tems, and with a large as possible set of software-based applications and services in

traditional sectors (tourism, agriculture, transport, security, earth observation, and so

on). The knowledge heterophily we have discovered in the quantitative analysis of the

MP network is illustrative of this CKP and is organized around a knowledge platform

(Cooke 2006, Antonelli 2006), where geographical proximity between cognitively dis-

tant organizations favors learning processes and research coordination with a limited

risk of unintended knowledge spillovers (Boschma 2005). This platform organization

will help the GNSS companies to �nd new opportunities to impose their standards

in the economy, while the other companies can improve their market position by ex-

ploring and developing new services in their own sector. The study of the structural
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properties of clusters is thus a relevant and original way to understand the part played

by a location in the industrial organization of a technological �eld, in particular if we

consider that the long term viability of clusters depends on their ability to impose and

maintain technological standards (Suire and Vicente 2009a).

Thirdly, a cluster aggregates heterogeneous and complementary knowledge pro�les.

By knowledge pro�les we mean not only the cognitive base and technological segment

pertaining to each of the organizations, but also their strategic positioning in knowl-

edge networks. Obviously, the position of each organization depends on their size and

market power, but also on their particular broker roles in composite and geographical

knowledge dynamics. By indexing these broker roles, we see an interesting possibil-

ity for further theoretical and empirical research. Indeed, the literature stresses that

the co-location of �rms which are cognitively and technologically close can be collec-

tively under e¢ cient (Boschma 2005, Nooteboom and Woolthuis 2005). Our results

con�rm this outcome since the simpli�ed MP+ Network shows that the majority of

satellite companies are located in di¤erent places. They are connected via pipelines

in European projects; the proximity between their knowledge bases facilitates long

distance interactions and reduces the risk of unintended knowledge spillovers (Torre

2008). Nevertheless, we have emphasized the fact that two of the major satellite com-

panies, TAS and EADS Astrium, are located in the same place, so that this theoretical

argument suggests that their co-location might be ine¢ cient. Nevertheless, by ana-

lyzing the cliquishness properties and broker role, it does not appear to be so obvious.

Indeed, they belong to a small number of overlapping cliques and thus di¤erentiate

to some extent their neighborhoods and minimize their structural equivalence. More-

over, their broker roles di¤erentiate their geographical strategies, the former having

a stronger strategy of local coordination than the latter. Ultimately, this structural

complementarity renders their co-location not as risky. This result con�rms that the

level of knowledge spillovers does not depend only on the geographical proximity be-

tween organizations, but also on their intended e¤ort to connect knowledge between

them (Breschi and Lissoni 2001).

Fourthly, our empirical identi�cation of the GNSS technological �eld in the Midi-

Pyrenees demonstrates the particular role and position of public research organizations
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in the aggregate structure. Our �ndings con�rm the result obtained by Owen-Smith

and Powell in their study of the Boston biotech cluster. Since public research or-

ganizations (TESA here) or research and standardization agencies (CNES here) do

not face the same knowledge accessibility/appropriation trade-o¤, they position them-

selves within the structure in a very di¤erent way than private organizations. The

very signi�cant index of local coordination computed for TESA can be understood

as the willingness of this group to connect disconnected local organizations, whatever

their knowledge segment, in order to �water down�the whole of the local structure.

The geographical gatekeeper role of CNES marks its willingness to impose standards

in the technological �eld by ensuring the knowledge accessibility and �ow in the whole

of the MP+ Network. Once again, introducing non-structural features to the network

nodes �here, the geographical and knowledge attributes �highlights the di¤erentiated

and complementary roles organizations develop in the network.

Lastly, �rms external to the local GNSS cluster can play a key role in the CKP

as well as in the structuring of the local relations. The �outsiders� from our top

twenty central organizations and, to a lesser extent, their geographical gatekeeper

roles, give a clear illustration of this �nding. Since clusters are more or less embedded

in technological �elds, they cannot be analyzed without a focus on the structure of

knowledge �ows between the cluster and the technological environment to which it is

connected. In consideration of this, the [cluster/cluster+] protocol of data collection

initiated by Owen-Smith and Powell (1994) and used in this contribution is a promising

methodology for understanding clusters and pipelines structures, and how particular

places reach e¢ ciency from their outside connections.

The results we obtained on the structural properties and the role and position of

the organizations in the structure, along the lines of the methodological and theoretical

framework begun by Ter Wal and Boschma (2009), bring new research perspectives on

cluster theories in knowledge-based economies. Obviously these results should be re-

assessed in the future through theoretical research on knowledge clusters and aggregate

e¢ ciency within networks, as well through more systematic empirical research on

various CKPs. Moreover, one of the future issues for further research will be to collect

relational data spanning over a longer period in order to highlight, as suggested by
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Boschma and Frenken (2009) and Suire and Vicente (2009b), how clusters grow and

decline along the cycles of the technological �eld.
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Chapter 3

How do Clusters/Pipelines and
Core/Periphery structures work
together in Knowledge Processes?
Evidence from the European GNSS
technological �eld

Chapter 2 contributed to understand the patterns of local structure of knowledge net-

works, and more precisely it investigated how cognitive and geographical dimensions

shapes the interaction structure of clusters. Chapter 3 extends this analysis by taking

a larger perspective and analyzing the global structure of knowledge networks. While

chapter 2 started from the Midi-Pyrenees region as a GNSS cluster, chapter 3 goes

a step further in the aim to avoid postulating clusters, by reconstructing the di¤erent

European clusters from the relational structure of the GNSS technological �eld. Thus,

focusing on the identi�cation of structural, cognitive and geographical dimensions of

technological �elds, it contributes to a better understanding of the interplay between

geographical and relational concentration of knowledge �ows at a global level.
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3.1 Introduction

Technological innovations emerge according to complex micro-macro dynamics in which

networks play a critical role in the process that turns an emerging idea into a dominant

design. The complexity arises because, from the exploration of novelty to the e¤ec-

tive exploitation in markets, fragmented inputs of knowledge are combined in di¤erent

phases of the knowledge value chain (Cooke 2006). The chapter aims to introduce

a theoretical framework and an empirical assessment that grasps this complexity by

supposing that there are three essential dimensions of technological �elds.

Firstly, a technological �eld can be represented by a network structure (Owen-

Smith and Powell 2004, Cowan et al 2007), i.e. the relational matrix that links the

organizations that are involved in the �eld. Secondly, technological �elds are the

�locus�of a variety of organizations that contribute to the innovation process, each

one with its own particular strategies and knowledge bases (Asheim 2007, Asheim et al

2007). Thirdly, technological innovations emerge and are di¤used across geographical

space (Boschma 2005). Therefore, geography has an in�uence on innovation due to

the local dimension of knowledge spillovers (Anselin et al 1997). Taking the three

dimensions into account, knowledge spills over both network structures and geography

(Breschi and Lissoni 2009, Sunley 2008). Therefore, the way in which organizations

manage these knowledge �ows at a particular stage of the knowledge value chain

in�uences the structural as well as the geographical features of the network.

All these dimensions will be taken into account in an empirical study of the knowl-

edge process at work in the technological �eld of the Global Navigation Satellite Sys-

tems (GNSS). GNSS is a group of systems that provide positioning and navigation

solutions. Originating in the aerospace and defence industry, nowadays they are found

in a wide range of civilian applications in the context of consumers-driven innovations

for mobility. Following Braunschvig et al (2003), GNSS can be perceived as �a �fth

utility, on a par with water, gas, electricity and communication�(p. 158). This �eld is

purposefully bounded in terms of knowledge and geography, in order to have a clear-cut

frontier of the network. We chose to look at GNSS rather than the �space industry�

in general, because network dynamics are more observable in technological �elds than
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in industrial sectors (White et al 2004). And we chose to look at the Europe (EU-25)

since it corresponds to the area of the European Satellite Constellation developed in

the Galileo project (Rycroft 2003).

Section 3.2 develops the above-mentioned theoretical framework and combines the

three key dimensions of the structural, geographical and cognitive features of a tech-

nological �eld. Section 3.3 discusses the context of the study, the relational dataset

and some useful preliminary representations of the network. Section 3.4 introduces

the methodology used to study the cognitive, geographical and structural properties

of the network. Section 3.5 presents the results for each property of the network and

discusses the main �ndings. Section 3.6 focuses on the combination of these proper-

ties and discusses how and why the knowledge process at work in the European GNSS

technological �eld matches geographical cluster/pipeline and network core/periphery

structures in a particular way.

3.2 Theoretical background

3.2.1 Networks, structure and knowledge

Networks exist because most innovations result from a composite knowledge process

that combines fragmented knowledge inputs (Crevoisier and Jeannerat 2009). Under-

standing the structural properties of networks requires focusing �rst on the individ-

ual motives for shaping knowledge relations. The literature in management science

and knowledge economics has addressed these motives at the micro level, showing

that knowledge relations partly involve opportunities to access missing knowledge and

partly involve risk of weakening knowledge appropriability (Antonelli 2006). One of

the key parameters for the valuation of these risks and opportunities is the degree

with which the knowledge bases of partners complement each other. The literature

on technological alliances shows that a certain amount of cognitive distance between

partners produces opportunities of novelty, whereas an excess of cognitive proximity

impedes innovation and engenders a risk of unintended knowledge spillovers (Mowery

et al 1998, Nooteboom 2000). Organizations decide to form a knowledge partnership
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only when each one assumes that the bene�ts of knowledge accessibility will exceed

the costs and the risks of an under knowledge appropriability.

Knowledge networks represent the aggregation of these relations and can exhibit

interesting structural properties. First of all, the density of a network, de�ned as

the ratio of the actual relations to the number of possible relations, is a simple but

interesting marker of its connectivity. The density of a network and the level of

its connectivity thus give a good representation of the coexistence of arms-length

and embedded relations in technological �elds (Uzzi 1997). However, the trade-o¤

between accessibility and knowledge appropriability does not enable all connections.

Furthermore, high density produces redundancy and, because relations engender costs,

a slump in e¢ ciency for some organizations (Burt 1992).

In addition, the density of knowledge networks can be associated with properties

of cliquishness, i.e. when groups of nodes are more closely tied between themselves

than with other nodes. These properties can be �presupposed�, when cliques strictly

represent groups of n-lateral relations, for instance when public funded collaborative

projects bring together numerous organizations (Autant-Bernard et al 2007, Vicente,

Balland and Brossard 2010). In the latter case, the analysis can focus on a uni-

modal network, as in most network analysis. However, due to the strong presupposed

cliquishness of the network, it would be more relevant to construct and analyze a bi-

modal network, i.e. a network that considers ties between two sets of nodes at two

di¤erent scales: the ties between organizations and the ties between projects. In do-

ing that, additional properties can be studied by exploring how projects are linked

through a¢ liated organizations and result in a particular structure of interactions.

Another interesting structural property concerns the existence of a core/periphery

structure, meaning that a network can incorporate nodes that are highly connected

between themselves while others remain poorly connected. Such a structure shows

that relations are not randomly distributed within a network and can be interpreted

as a particular stage of its dynamics.
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3.2.2 Network, institutional & cognitive demography and the
knowledge value chain

Networks exist because innovations result from interactions between di¤erent institu-

tions involved in composite knowledge processes, with di¤erent focuses on knowledge

appropriability. Thus, the structural properties of knowledge networks are not inde-

pendent of the knowledge value chain along which pieces of knowledge are combined

in di¤erent phases and by di¤erent organizations. Following Cooke (2006) and Asheim

(2007), the knowledge value chain combines di¤erent categories of knowledge intro-

duced in di¤erent (and successive) phases of knowledge. Knowledge can be analytic,

when it concerns fundamental knowledge and formal models. It can also be synthetic,

when fundamental knowledge is turned into practical tests or engineering processes.

Finally, it can be symbolic when it concerns marketing, art and design for speci�c

applications.

Identifying �relevant�networks requires identifying all the institutions that bring

the knowledge that enables a new idea to be turned into a dominant design or a tech-

nological standard. Thus, networks are relational matrixes of various organizations

that get involved in di¤erent phases of the knowledge value chain. Public research

organizations, small and big �rms including their R&D departments, but also stan-

dardization and regulation agencies and other knowledge intensive business services

bring knowledge at di¤erent stages of the process and with di¤erent rationales of ap-

propriability. In the very upstream phase of knowledge exploration, public research

organizations will form partnerships with R&D departments of �rms in order to �nd

additional opportunities to promote their analytic knowledge. In the intermediate

phase of knowledge integration, �rms that have previously developed knowledge will

form partnerships, in order for each one to �nd new market opportunities and enlarge

the spectrum of their knowledge tradability, by developing new products or services

combining their respective knowledge. This phase requires mainly synthetic knowledge

and collaborative engineering for the integration and the compatibility of knowledge

modules, and can be supported and coordinated by normalization and standardiza-

tion agencies. At the last stage of the knowledge value chain, organizations also form

partnerships in order to reach mass markets and impose a dominant design. This
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exploitation phase is based on the relations between competing �rms which cooperate

in order to reduce market uncertainty, search for scale economies, or increase the con-

sumers�willingness to pay by de�ning a common standard in relation with agencies. It

can also be based on the relations between technological �rms and knowledge intensive

business services, which bring the symbolic knowledge of marketing and design that

favor the di¤usion of knowledge in the market.

3.2.3 Network and geography

Network geography exists because the fragmented pieces of knowledge are disseminated

across di¤erent points of geographical space. The geographical extent of knowledge

spillovers is the critical parameter that determines the spatial organization of networks.

Geographical proximity between institutions involved in a partnership has ambivalent

e¤ects on their respective innovation capabilities (Boschma 2005, Torre 2008). What

these e¤ects are will depend on at least two related criteria: the phases of the knowl-

edge value chain, and the gap between their absorptive capabilities (Nooteboom 2000).

Geographical proximity will be more appropriate between partners when they have to

favor mutual understanding, and when their core capabilities are su¢ ciently distant to

avoid the risks of unintended knowledge spillovers. Conversely, when partners share

close capabilities and compete in few di¤erentiated markets, the risk of unintended

spillovers is so high that geographical distance and temporary proximity are more com-

patible with cooperative agreements. In summary, knowledge partnerships between

public research organizations and �rms in the explorative knowledge phase are compat-

ible with geographical proximity, since (i) the singular mode of knowledge promotion

of the research organization favors knowledge spillovers, and (ii) there is a cognitive

gap to be reduced between analytic/abstracted knowledge and engineering/synthetic

knowledge. Geographical proximity facilitates the integration phase when the partners

are cognitively distant so that the combination of previous codi�ed knowledge requires

additional R&D. Along the same lines, knowledge interactions between technological

SMEs and big �rms can be compatible with geographical proximity when the former

concentrate their capabilities on technology and the latter on the market, and when

property rights are speci�ed so as to prevent opportunism. But geographical proxim-
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ity can also have negative e¤ects on knowledge partnerships when cognitive proximity

between partners increases the risks of unintended knowledge spillovers (Breschi and

Lissoni 2001, Boschma 2005), engenders a distrust climate (Suire and Vicente 2009a)

and con�icts on the local matching of cognitive resources (Torre 2008).

Networks in technological �elds will thus display a geographical structure that re-

�ects these ambivalent e¤ects of geographical proximity on knowledge partnerships.

Obviously, one of the most regular structures one could expect is the cluster structure.

Since Porter�s research (Porter 1996), clusters have been seen as e¢ cient structures

that favor innovation and growth. Nevertheless, thinking about innovation by focusing

only on geographical clusters is a narrow view of innovations occurring in most tech-

nological �elds. Thus, starting from the identi�cation of a technological �eld should

permit a better understanding of how networks are spatially organized. Moreover, if

clusters exist, they are generally embedded in larger geographical structures, and con-

nected through pipelines and knowledge gatekeepers (Bathelt et al 2004, Moodyson

2008, Rychen and Zimmermann 2008, Trippl et al 2009). Thus, the geography of

networks will correspond to the aggregation of relational strategies for geographically

distant or close knowledge along the knowledge value chain. For instance, Autant-

Bernard et al (2007) �nd that both local and distant connections interact in the

European network of micro and nanotechnologies, the respective e¤ect of each one

depending on individual variables such as the size and the absorptive capabilities of

the nodes of the network. Owen-Smith and Powell (2004) compare the same bio-

technological �eld dynamics on two di¤erent geographical scales. They show that the

local cohesive structure in the Boston cluster is dependent on the active participation

of public research organizations, whereas large companies and venture capitalists are

the central nodes of the geographically extended network.

3.3 Data

We will now deal with these ideas through an empirical assessment of the structural,

cognitive and geographical properties of networks in the particular case of the Euro-
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pean GNSS technological �eld. This section gives an overview of the main character-

istics of the �eld, and presents the process of data collection and some preliminary

descriptive statistics on the bimodal relational database. More details are given about

the secondary databases, i.e. the a¢ liation databases, with the network of projects

and the network of organizations.

3.3.1 The GNSS technological �eld

GNSS is a standard term used to describe systems that provide positioning and navi-

gation solutions. These technologies were mainly developed in the aerospace and de-

fence industry. Nowadays, in the consumers-driven technological paradigm of mobility,

GNSS are technologies that �nd complementarities and integration opportunities in

many other socio-economic contexts and have a large number of civilian applications

(Braunschvig et al 2003). The �eld requires collaborations between public and pri-

vate organizations, from di¤erent sectors, and so is characterized by a large variety

of knowledge backgrounds from transport, security, tourism, telecommunication, etc

(Vicente et al. 2010).

The organizations belonging to the GNSS technological �eld display heterogeneous

knowledge pro�les and institutional forms. We can �nd the biggest companies of the

space industry, SMEs, research centres, spatial agencies, and even non-pro�t organiza-

tions. Among them, big companies such as Thales Alenia Space and EADS Astrium,

national space agencies CNES (France) and DLR (Germany), and the European Space

Agency, collaborate on innovation projects with a large array of other organizations.

Governmental institutions are also involved in the knowledge process, in particular

when applications are dedicated to health, emergency and other public utilities. In

addition, the Egnos and Galileo programs are key political issues for the European in-

dependence on navigation satellite systems, especially considering the American GPS.

The geography of the GNSS industry is typi�ed by research collaborations among or-

ganizations from di¤erent European countries, originally from France and Germany,

and more recently from Spain, England, the Netherlands or Italy.
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Projects Organizations

Number of projects 72 Number of organizations 360

Average of organizations per project 8,2 Average of projects per organization 1,7

Standard error 6,6 Standard error 1,7

Minimum 2 Minimum 1

Maximum 32 Maximum 17

Table 9: Descriptive statistics of the bimodal network

3.3.2 The (primary) bimodal database

The �rst step consisted in gathering all the collaborative projects in the GNSS tech-

nological �eld that are funded by the European Union during the period under study

(2002-2007). Relevant information about knowledge collaborations can be found in

the Framework Programs (FPs) on research and technological development1 .

Data can be directly collected from the database of information services of the

European Commission, available on the Cordis2 website for all EU-supported R&D

activities, and more precisely on the GNSS Supervisory Authority (GSA) website3

for FP dedicated to the GNSS industry. Some projects, often the big ones, are de-

scribed in more detail than others, which led us to collect more precise information on

the project and partner�s websites: communication documents, work package reports.

This additional work was particularly useful for improving the identi�cation of the

knowledge phase of the projects.

We assume that two organizations are linked when they participate in the same

project. For the construction of the relational database, it is assumed that ties are

active from the beginning to the end of each project. Table 9 displays descriptive

statistics about the cumulated number of projects and organizations during the overall

period.

Figure 11 gives a bimodal visualization of the GNSS collaboration network. Blue

1Since 1984, FPs aim to fund transnational and collaborative R&D projects, in order to promote
a European research area

2http://cordis.europa.eu/home_en.html
3http://www.gsa.europa.eu/
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squares represent projects and red circles represent organizations. The bimodal net-

work is a rectangular data matrix of organizations (360 rows) by projects (72 columns).

Figure 11: The GNSS bimodal network

3.3.3 The (secondary) a¢ liation database

This primary database is mainly used to deduce two a¢ liation matrixes: The network

of projects, and the network of organizations. For the former, it is assumed that two

projects are linked when at least one organization participates in these two projects.

Relatively few network analyses focus on networks of projects. However, we consider

that it can be very useful, in particular when technological �elds are considered to

incorporate di¤erent knowledge phases. Moreover, our purpose is still focused on the

analysis of relations between organizations. So for the latter, we have converted the

primary bimodal matrix into a square matrix of relations between all the organiza-

tions. We assume that each project is fully connected (forming a clique), so that two
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organizations are linked if they participate to the same project. The network of or-

ganizations gives valuable information on the geographical features of the knowledge

network.

3.4 Methodology

Structural characteristics were investigated using social network analysis tools. We

use Ucinet (Borgatti et al. 2002) software in order to study structural properties,

roles and positions of organizations and projects. For that, the focus on cognitive and

geographical patterns requires determining additional factors. Thus, precisions are

given concerning the critical parameters discussed in the theoretical background: (i)

the knowledge phases of the collaborative projects (exploration, integration, exploita-

tion), (ii) the knowledge bases of organizations, de�ned according to the SAS model

(synthetic, analytic, symbolic), (iii) their location, following the NUTS24 classi�cation

of European regions.

3.4.1 Nature of the relations

R&D collaborative projects refer to a large variety of knowledge processes. In order to

provide a better understanding of the process of knowledge creation and di¤usion, we

focus on the cognitive nature of these projects, and so on the cognitive nature of the

relations, by considering the following typology (table 10) that typi�es the knowledge

phases of the collaborative projects according to their �nal goal and their distance to

the market.

This typology is an adaptation for R&D collaborative projects of an already ex-

isting classi�cation of the phases of the Knowledge Value Chain (KCV) (Cooke 2006,

Asheim et al 2007, Gisling and Nooteboom 2006). Explorative projects consist in

knowledge production far from clear market opportunities, even if prototypes or beta

tests can sometimes result from fundamental research and models. For instance,

4The Nomenclature of Territorial Units for Statistics (NUTS) was established by the European
Union (Eurostat) in order to provide a standard classi�cation of European spatial units
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Exploration Integration Exploitation

Main goal New knowledge for Combine pre-existing Develop GNSS-based

future technologies technologies applications and services

Distance to *** ** *

the market

Research Satellite + ICT Market

Key Mathematical model Technological standard Use

words Investigation Interoperability Applications

Concepts/theory Combination Design

Simulations Development

Table 10: Knowledge phases of the projects

projects that focus on the research of models of synchronization and optimization

of the GPS signal can be considered as belonging to this early phase. On the contrary,

a project where the dominant knowledge phase is exploitation uses existing knowledge

to develop a relatively new and speci�c technological application that corresponds to

a demand on the market. Collaborative projects that develop and design applica-

tions for transport regulation or air �eet management belong to this knowledge phase.

Finally, a project classi�ed under the integration phase is situated between the two.

It can be de�ned by the opportunity to create a new technology by combining two

already existing technologies in order to create a new market opportunity for each

organization. For instance, in the database, most of the integrative projects are dedi-

cated to the convergence and interoperability between the WIFI and the GPS signal.

The integration of the two technologies requires additional R&D in order to insure the

compatibility between the two. Obviously, for some projects, operating a classi�ca-

tion was not easy, particularly for projects in which the three phases can be identi�ed.

In this situation, we have focused on the dominant phase of the project. We obtain

the following distribution: 23 projects are dedicated to exploration, 25 projects to

integration, and 24 projects to exploitation.
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3.4.2 The knowledge bases of the organizations

The study of knowledge creation and innovation processes often requires information

about the kind of knowledge developed by the di¤erent organizations. In order to

improve the empirical identi�cation of the cognitive features of the GNSS technolog-

ical �eld, we use the SAS model (Asheim et al 2007) discussed above. This standard

classi�cation allows us to distinguish between the knowledge bases of the di¤erent

organizations involved in the GNSS FP 5 & FP 6. A large proportion of organiza-

tions developing synthetic knowledge are found (54%), with a balanced distribution of

organizations developing analytic (23%) and symbolic (23%) knowledge.

3.4.3 Identi�cation of clusters and pipelines

Recall that this contribution aims to provide a better understanding of the geograph-

ical patterns of technological �elds. The �rst step consisted in locating the organiza-

tions in the database. Unfortunately, the database of the GSA did not systematically

provide a su¢ cient level of geographical information (sometimes limited to the coun-

try, with the name of a contact person) and some projects were not yet available

on the Cordis database. In this cases, the size of the network permitted us to �nd

postal addresses for the organizations on their web sites, on the documents and work

packages of their projects or on specialized GNSS websites. Their location was often

immediately clear, especially for research centres and SMEs, but a doubt sometimes

remained for multi-establishment �rms. In that case, more thorough research was

undertaken in order to �nd the establishment of the engineers involved in the work

packages we were considering. If doubt still remained, the location of the organiza-

tion was considered as missing data (8%). The second step was the identi�cation of

geographical clusters. Starting from the square matrix of organizations (360X360),

we aggregated all the organizations according to region. This methodology is close

to the blocks models of White et al. (1976). Here, blocks are constructed on the

basis of geographical regions the NUTS2 level. Then we obtained a new matrix of

relations between regions, with the diagonal indicating the number of relations within

the region. Close to the de�nition of Porter (1998), we de�ned a cluster as the �ge-
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ographic concentration of interconnected companies and institutions in a particular

�eld� (p.78). Thus, three criteria were taken into account. The �rst one, the �par-

ticular �eld�, is obvious because we already focused on the particular technological

�eld of GNSS. The second one refers to a �concentration of companies and institu-

tions�, i.e. the number of organizations in the regions. The third one requires that

the organizations be �interconnected�, and thus de�nes the number of relations be-

tween organizations. Figure 12 represents the distribution of organizations among the

88 NUTS II European regions in which at least one organization is involved in the

GNSS collaboration network. If we plot the regions against their rank with a log-log

scale, it appears that this distribution follows a power law which in this case is quite

similar to Zipf law with a slope of -0,9576 obtained with a least square estimation. It

is interesting to note the non-monotonic shape of the plot for the �rst seventh values.

Conformably to a Zipf like relation, it appears that few regions (7/88) concentrate a

high number of organizations (more than 10) and a relational density higher than the

average density of the network as a whole (see below). We considered that the main

GNSS clusters are located in these seven regions. Then we drew a relational matrix

for each of these clusters (i.e. we removed all organizations outside of the clusters)

in order to study their cognitive structure. Pipelines were studied according to the

block matrix of relations between regions. These clusters are located in the regions of

Community of Madrid, Ile de France, Midi-Pyrenees, Lazio, Inner London, Lombardy,

and Upper Bavaria.

3.5 Main empirical results

This section presents the main empirical results and aims to distinguish structural

from cognitive and geographical properties of the GNSS network. Both the network of

organizations and the network of projects are used in a complementary way. We �rst

begin by describing the structural features of the GNSS collaboration network, em-

phasizing the core/periphery structure. Then we introduce the cognitive dimension,
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Figure 12: Distribution of organizations among 88 NUTS II European regions

using the SAS model, in order to characterize the knowledge bases of the organiza-

tions, and the KVC, in order to typify the knowledge phases of the projects. Finally,

the geography of the GNSS technological �eld is studied, with a particular interest

dedicated to the cognitive structure of clusters and pipelines. The following section

will introduce these �ndings in an overall discussion on the interactions and feedback

between these three dimensions.

3.5.1 Structural properties

Descriptive statistics on the network of projects and the network of organizations are

presented in Table 11. They show that both the network of projects (0,181) and the

network of organizations display a relatively high density (0,055). Density level is

calculated by dividing the proportion of actual ties (number of links dichotomized) by

the sum of all possible ties. However, the most interesting observation is that they

display high connectivity. Considering the network of projects, it displays a principal

component of 66 projects, and only 6 projects are isolated on the overall period. In

order to go beyond this simple �nding, Table 11 also uses the core/periphery model

(Borgatti and Everett 1999) 5. The core is formed by a group of densely connected

5The core/periphery partition is obtained thanks to a genetic algorithm. It maximizes the cor-
relation between the observed core/periphery partition matrix and an ideal core/periphery pattern
matrix where only core nodes are fully connected, while all peripheral nodes are isolated
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Network of projects Network of organizations

Descriptive statistics
Nb of nodes 72 360

Nb of links (valued) 1512 7842

Nb of links (dichotomized) 914 7144

Density 0.181 0.055

Main component 66 339

Core/Periphery
Core 19 -

Periphery 53 -

Table 11: Structural characteristics of the network of projects and the network of
organizations

projects. Inversely, it displays another group of projects more loosely connected and

forming the periphery of the overall network of projects.

A second major �nding concerning the structural dimension of the network is the

degree distribution of the organizations. Degree centrality indicates the number of

relations of each organization, and the distribution (Figure 13) shows that few nodes

have a high number of relations. On the left �gure we compute the probability for a

node to have a degree. As the distribution exhibits an asymmetrical shape, we test for

a possible scale free network property (Barabasi and Albert 1999). A scale free network

is a graph following a power law distribution de�ned by P (k)�k�y. On the right �gure
and with a log-log scale, it can be approximated by a straight line thanks to least

square estimation. The parameter y usually range from 2 to 3 in order to characterize

a power law distribution of degree as representative of a scale-free network. In our

case we estimate a y = 0:577, quite far away the acceptance interval. By consequence,

the usual explanations of Barabasi and Albert to justify the scale free network should

be taken carefully, since our data are �cross-sectional like� and do not permit to

deal with behavior of new entrants. Nevertheless, this statistical signature suggests

some interesting traits about the industrial structure of the GNSS sector. Indeed,

the European GNSS collaboration network exhibits a hub and peripheral structure

(few organizations with a high degree while mainly are poorly connected). This is in

coherence with the maturity degree of GNSS technological �eld and more generally
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with oligopolistic markets. A mature market is, among other variables, de�ned by

the settings and control of technological standards as well as e¢ cient cost strategies.

Vertical �rms and transnational corporation are often representative actors of this type

of market. In our case, these hubs are mainly �rms of big corporate groups (Thales,

Finmeccanica, and EADS) and spatial agencies (European and national) that develop

orbital and ground infrastructure (Vicente et al. 2010). More details are given in

table 12, where the twenty more central organizations are presented, according to the

degree centrality, but also according to the closeness and the betweenness centralities.

Figure 13: Degree centrality distribution among the 360 organizations

The third structural result gives more precisions about the centrality of organiza-

tions. In Table 12, the centrality of organizations is presented according to degree cen-

trality, but also according to closeness and betweenness centrality. Closeness centrality

indicates the geodesic distance of a given node from all others, and betweenness central-

ity measures the number of times each node connects to others. Basic degree centrality

highlights the key organizations of a network: Thales Alenia Space, Telespazio, GMV,

Nottingham Scienti�c Ltd and the European Satellite Services Provider. TAS and

Telespazio are both subsidiaries of Thales and Finmeccanica, and are the main Euro-

pean satellite constructors, with EADS Astrium. GMV develops critical subsystems6

6Integrity Processing Facility, Orbit Synchronization Processing Facility, Flight Dynamics Facility,
Service Product Facility, Mission Data Dissemination Network Element.
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, and Nottingham Scienti�c Ltd is a SME that provides reliability solutions for GNSS.

European Satellite Services Provider (ESSP) is a company with multiple European Air

Tra¢ c Control shareholders and set up to operate EGNOS. A comparative analysis

of degree centrality and betweeness centrality provides an interesting result. Research

institutions or space agencies, such as DLR, ISMB and the University of Warmia score

higher in betweeness than in degree centrality. This result con�rms previous �ndings

mentioned in the theoretical background on the intermediary role of research institu-

tions, and their ability to connect disconnected organizations (Owen-Smith and Powell

2004, Vicente et al. 2010).

3.5.2 Cognitive properties

Our review of the theoretical background emphasized the need to introduce a cognitive

dimension into structural mechanisms in order to provide a better understanding of

knowledge networks. Table 13 statistically combines the distribution of the knowl-

edge bases (of the organizations) with the knowledge phases (of the projects). Each

project displays a number of knowledge bases equal to its number of partners. We

studied the distribution of the knowledge bases in the di¤erent projects, according to

their knowledge phases. We found that di¤erent phases of knowledge require di¤erent

types of knowledge bases. The exploration phase requires mostly analytic knowledge

bases, since 52,5% of the organizations involved in the exploration phase develop an-

alytic knowledge, some develop synthetic knowledge (39 %) and few develop symbolic

knowledge (8,5%). On the other hand, the integration phase requires mostly synthetic

knowledge (70,3%) and very little analytic (15,8%) or symbolic knowledge (13,9%).

Finally, the exploitation phase also requires mostly synthetic knowledge (62,4%). Or-

ganizations that produce symbolic knowledge are mainly involved in the exploitation

phase (28,4%), while the share of analytic knowledge decreases dramatically in this

phase (9,2%). It follows results developed in the literature (Cooke 2006, Cooke et al.

2010) and as such it strengthens the reliability of our classi�cation about the nature

of knowledge involved in relationships.

In order to describe the cognitive features of the network, it is useful to assess

whether or not the network reveals the presence of preferential attachments between
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Exploration Integration Exploitation Total

Analytic

(Nb) 62 37 25 124

(%) 52.5 % 15.9 % 9.2 % 20%

Synthetic

(Nb) 46 163 169 378

(%) 39% 70.3 % 62.4 % 60.8 %

Symbolic

(Nb) 10 32 77 119

(%) 8.5 % 13.8 % 28.4 % 19.2 %

Total

(Nb) 118 232 271 621

(%) 100% 100% 100% 100%

Table 13: Knowledge bases and cognitive nature of collaborations

organizations sharing similar or complementary knowledge bases. We computed the

E-I index, which was proposed by Krackhardt and Stern (1988), in order to measure

�group embeddedness�, through a comparison of the numbers of within-group ties

with the number of between-group ties. This E-I index is de�ned as follows:

� 1 � E � I = Nb�Nw
N

� +1 (3.1)

where:

Nb =
P

iN
i
b

Nw =
P

iN
i
w

With being N i
b the number of ties of group i members to outsiders, and N

i
w the

number of ties of group i members to other group i members, and N is the total

number of ties in the network. The resulting index ranges from �1, when all ties
are internal to the group (homophily assumption), to +1, when all ties are external

to the group (heterophily assumption). Table 14 describes the results and shows

that organizations developing analytic (0,521) and symbolic (0.476) knowledge bases

are highly heterophile. This result means that a large majority of them try to form
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E-I index Internal External Total E-I

Analytic 24% 76% 100% 0.521

Synthetic 65% 35% 100% -0.291

Symbolic 26% 74% 100% 0.476

Table 14: E-I index

Core Periphery Total

Exploration

Nb of projects 1 22 23

% 4.4% 95.6% 100%

Integration

Nb of projects 8 17 25

% 32% 68% 100%

Exploitation

Nb of projects 10 14 24

% 41.7% 58.3% 100%

Total

Nb of projects 19 53 72

% 26.4% 74.6% 100%

Table 15: Core and Periphery

partnerships with complementary organizations. Conversely, we �nd that �synthetic�

organizations develop a more homophile relational behavior (-0.291).

Finally, Table 15 uses the core/periphery model again, but now in order to provide

information about the connectivity of projects according to their knowledge phase.

Using the network of projects, the main result is that projects in the exploration

phase are mostly peripheral, since only 4,4% of the projects that are in the exploration

phase are in the core of the GNSS network, against 32% of the projects dedicated to

the integration phase, and 41,7% of the projects involved in the exploitation phase.

As a consequence, the more projects move closer to the market, the more they

are connected between themselves, while the very upstream phase of knowledge value

chain remains �located�in the periphery of the network, as displayed in Figure 14.

This result can be strengthen by an econometrical test (see table 16). Recall

that we have shown above that organizations have not similar preferences for cogni-
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Figure 14: Core & Periphery structure and knowledge phases

tive nature of collaboration (exploration, integration, exploitation) according to their

knowledge bases. Thus, we will perform an econometrical test in order to estimate

if the knowledge pro�le of the partners (analytic, synthetic, and symbolic) in�uences

their probability to belong to the core of the network, with the size of the project as

a control variable. To that end, for each of the 72 projects we distinguish the respec-

tive level of organizations belonging to analytical, symbolic and synthetic categories.

Then, we use a continuous variable range from 1 to 10 regarding the level of presence

of each knowledge base7 . For instance, a project of size 19 with 2 �analytical�orga-

nizations, 16 �synthetic�organizations and 1 �symbolic�organization is coded (2, 9,

1). It means that respectively 10.53%, 84.21%, 5.26% of organizations are analytical,

synthetic or symbolic oriented ones. The following table displays the result of a probit

7For each project we code 1 if the project exhibits between 0% and 10% of organizations with a
knowledge pro�le, 2 if the project exhibits between 10% and 20% . . . to 10 if the project exhibits
between 90% and 100%.
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estimation8 with an explained variable which takes the value 1 if the project belongs

to the core or 0 else, as well as the marginal e¤ect of each variable9 .

As we suspected, the probability of a project to belong to the core of the network

is signi�cantly in�uenced by synthetic and symbolic knowledge bases. At the oppo-

site, increasing the level of analytical component has no e¤ect on the probability to

belong to the core of the network. The marginal e¤ect of analytical component has

no impact on the probability to belong to the core of the network. It also means that

if a collaborative project has to belong to the core for market purpose or standard-

ization consideration, increasing the level of analytical base within the project has no

e¤ect on the probability to belong to the core. The synthetic component is the most

in�uential determinant, as soon as a marginal positive variation10 of this knowledge

base increases the probability of belonging to the core of 0.7 point of percentage. Fi-

nally, an interesting result appears regarding the size of the project. Increasing the

size of the project has a positive e¤ect on the probability to belong to the core of

the network but at a decreasing rate, which means the existence of a threshold above

which the marginal actors in�uence negatively the probability to belong to the core.

As previously mentioned, one of plausible explanation relies on the limited capabilities

of various partners to manage e¢ ciently coordination costs. Once more, if the project

has to belong to the core for strategic and market considerations, an excessive size

could have a counterproductive e¤ect.

3.5.3 Geographical properties

The third category of features we highlight concerns the geographical properties of

the network. As previously said, clusters are identi�ed on the basis of the number of

organizations in the region that are involved in GNSS projects, but also according to

8We control for Heteroscedasticity with White correction.
9Formally, we test the following speci�cation: Pr(Core=1)=F(size, size^2, analytic, sym-

bolic,synthetic)+e. The marginal e¤ect is the slope of the probability curve relating each variable
X to Pr (Core=1jX), holding other variables constant. Detailed about the econometric test can be
found in Cameron and Trivedi (2005).
10Reminder that, following our codi�cation of knowledge bases, it is di¢ cult to interpret the mar-

ginal variation in terms of percentage. In that case, marginal variation refers to a switch from one
interval to another one.
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Explained variable : Probit estimation Marginal e¤ect

belonging to the core

Size 0.925*** .0044***

(0.204)

Size2 -0.019*** -.0000908***

(0.004)

Analytic 0.713 .003393

(0.725)

Synthetic 1.604* .0076339*

(0.758)

Symbolic 1.206* .0057391*

(0.620)

Constant -23.962**

(9.497)

N 72

Log pesudolikelihood -9.888918

Pseudo R2 0.7620

Note: *** p<0.01;**p<0.05; *p<0.1; robust standards errors in parentheses

Table 16: Probit estimation and marginal e¤ect
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the number of relations within the cluster. This methodology allows us to identify the

main GNSS clusters and the pipelines between them (Figure 15).

Figure 15: GNSS clusters and pipelines in Europe

Table 17 presents descriptive statistics concerning the seven main GNSS clusters.

Considering the number of relations, the biggest cluster is located in the Community

of Madrid (132 ties within the cluster), the second one in the Lazio Region (74) and

the third one in the Midi-Pyrenees Region (52). We can see that these three clusters

include the three main organizations (according to their degree centrality): Thales

Alenia Space (Toulouse), Telespazio (Roma) and GMV (Madrid).

Our geographical cluster analysis con�rms the coexistence of structural forms ob-

served empirically by others (Storper and Harrison 1989, Markusen 1996, Iammarino

and McCann 2006). The respective densities of the seven clusters highlight their dif-

ferent structural forms. Indeed, looking at the geographical patterns of the network

(table 17), three of them display a relatively high score of internal density, considering
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that the activation of more than 15% of possible relations represents a high cohesive-

ness of the clusters. The Madrid, Toulouse and Roma clusters exhibit features typical

of Marshallian clusters (Markusen 1996), meaning that the co-location of organiza-

tions is coupled with a structure of knowledge relations and exchange. Moreover, their

respective score of openness shows that one of them �the Toulouse cluster �is more

�embedded�in the European technological �eld than the others since it hosts the most

central organization (TAS) of the overall network. On the other hand, two clusters

display a level of density lower than 7.5% - the Inner London and Ile de France clus-

ters, two metropolitan regions �and so a weaker level of knowledge relations between

�insiders�, but with higher scores of openness. These two clusters are thus closer to

the �satellite platform�of Markusen (1996).

In order to provide information about the cognitive structure of the GNSS clus-

ters, each cluster�s relational matrix has been divided into three matrixes (nodes are

still organizations), according to the nature of relations: exploration, integration and

exploitation. Table 18 shows that 48% of the relations within the clusters belong to

the exploration phase, 30 % to the integration phase and only 22 % to the exploitation

phase. This result con�rms the literature, according to which geographical proximity

is of more bene�t to projects in the exploration phase.

Similarly, the pipeline relational matrix has been divided into three matrixes (nodes

are still the seven clusters), according to the nature of relations: exploration, integra-

tion and exploitation. Table 18 reveals a radically di¤erent distribution than the one

found for local interactions. Indeed, now only 35 % of the relations across the clusters

belong to the exploration phase, but 44,5 % to the integration phase and only 20,5

% to the exploitation phase. This result shows that organizations are more likely to

collaborate with others located in another dominant cluster when collaborating on a

project in the integration phase.
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Exploration Integration Exploitation Total

Within the clusters

Nb of links 178 116 84 378

% 47% 31% 22% 100%

Within the pipelines

Nb of links 462 588 274 1324

% 35% 44.5 % 20.5 % 100%

Clusters/others

Nb of links 1482 1610 890 3982

% 37% 40.5 % 22.5 % 100%

Others/others

Nb of links 210 376 478 1064

% 20% 35% 45% 100%

Table 18: Cognitive structure of clusters and pipelines

3.6 Discussion

This set of quantitative results and measures requires an interpretative discussion of

the main �ndings, In particular, the coexistence of a relational core-periphery struc-

ture with a geographical cluster and pipeline structure brings interesting and new

perspectives.

Structural properties of the European GNSS technological �eld:

What is new when structural properties are coupled with cogni-

tive features of an innovative network?

First of all, by using the bimodal network, the study of connectivity between

projects instead of the level of connectivity between organizations suggests that or-

ganizations that are not directly tied in a project can be tied through intermediaries

that connect separated projects, so that knowledge can spill easily over the network. If

arms�length relations exist �the network is far from being fully connected �knowledge

di¤usion and exchange seem to prevail in a cohesive structure of relations. This means

that most of the organizations are aware that GNSS are general-purpose technologies

that require a high level of interoperability and compatibility between applications
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and dedicated services. Such a result is typical of the �industry of networks� (Shy

2001), for which development and di¤usion require standardization. This relatedness

is also the result of the European Commission strategy that makes sure that research

in the �eld rests on the setting of standards, in order that innovations turn into mass-

market technologies. This relatedness was previously observed for the development of

the GSM in the mobile phone industry.

Moreover, the overall connectivity of the GNSS network exhibits an interesting

structural property of core/periphery, meaning that beyond the average level of con-

nectivity between collaborative projects, some of them are highly connected between

themselves while some others remain poorly connected. The core of the network is thus

the locus of a high level of knowledge combination due to organizations that mediate

between projects. The other projects, even if they are connected to the core, are more

or less �located�at the periphery, with a weaker level of connectivity. This property is

typical of many network structures and does not have to be interpreted as a limitation

of the structure of the technological �eld. On the contrary, as observed by Barabasi

(2005), many networks such as scienti�c ones do not evolve at random but following

a double trend of core reinforcement and growth through the periphery. The cohe-

sive structure of the core leads to a stabilization and an exploitation of conventions

and norms, and the peripheral �players�constitute a pool of more disruptive behaviors

that can bring fresh and new ideas into the network (Uzzi and Spiro 2005, Cattani and

Ferriani 2008). Concerning the European GNSS network, this core/periphery feature

can be explained by the structuring of the technological �eld. Even if the network

is analyzed statically over a six-year period, the interaction between the structural

properties and the phases of the knowledge value chain con�rms this power trend for

the considered period. Most of the projects of the core are dedicated to the exploita-

tion and integration phases of the navigation satellite systems while the main part

of the explorative projects remains in the periphery, as displayed in Table 15. This

structure is appropriate for the viability and development of the �eld. On one hand,

it is necessary for technologies that are integrated to be connected to a standard,

and the development of the market will be all the more extensive if organizations

exchange knowledge in order to set and stabilize the standard. Nevertheless, a full
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cohesive structure can engender some risks of lock-in. That is why, on the other hand,

exploration activities enter the network gradually through the periphery, in order to

maintain research and upstream technological solutions that can di¤use to the core

when market opportunities and demand conditions are favorable. When we study the

content of the projects more closely, we observe that many projects located in the

core focus on markets which are beginning to be stable, such as navigation systems for

transport, mobility, security; while projects located in the periphery are distant from

the market and concern research on new generations of more e¢ cient systems which

could engender new applications in the future.

Geographical properties of the European GNSS technological

�eld in relation to the knowledge bases and value chain: from

clusters to dispersed networks

If we now consider clusters in relation to the knowledge value chain, it is note-

worthy that the main geographical clusters of the GNSS network are typi�ed by a

high level of explorative relations and a decreasing share of relations from exploration

to exploitation (Table 18). This is not really a surprising result since the literature

shows that exploration phases compel a high level of analytic and tacit knowledge that

requires proximity between organizations and social network e¤ects between public re-

search organizations, spino¤s and companies. Moreover, as shown in Table 13, a large

part of explorative knowledge relations involves analytic organizations, which have a

highly heterophile pro�le (Table 14), so that they interact mostly with synthetic and

symbolic organizations. Geographical clusters are thus suited to �ll the cognitive gap

between organizations and insure the necessary convergence between their knowledge

capabilities. If we turn to pipelines, Table 18 shows that pipelines gather a large part

of knowledge relations in the integration phase. Considering the cognitive nature of

collaborations (table 13), these relations are mostly shaped by synthetic organizations

and concern engineering processes that turn analytic solutions and fundamental re-

search into prototypes and technological goods. Since integration phases involve the

combination of existing knowledge, the codi�cation of this knowledge can be su¢ -

ciently high for these organizations to be able to interact easily at a distance (Bathelt
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et al, 2004). Table 14 con�rms this result: �synthetic organizations�have a greater

propensity to interact between themselves than with other organizations (knowledge

relations of �synthetic organizations� display a weaker E.I index), so that distant

knowledge interactions are facilitated by the weak cognitive gap and the opportunities

of temporary proximity (Torre 2008). Moreover, considering that integration phases

are dedicated to an intermediate stage that succeeds when it turns new ideas and

research into mass-market products, an e¢ cient integration and combination process

requires cooperation between complementary as well as competing companies located

in di¤erent clusters in order to set up as wide as possible a technological standard.

The �space alliance� being composed by a couple of clusters in Europe (�gure 15),

the existence of these pipelines in the engineering process con�rms once again the

usefulness of the Galileo project. This project intends to organize the viability of the

technological �eld by creating incentives for cooperation, in order to guarantee the

di¤usion of GNSS-based applications and services (Braunschvig et al 2003). Finally,

knowledge relations in exploitation phases are poorly represented in the main clusters

as well as in pipelines. A large share of exploitation relations involves organizations

that are dispersed in Europe. This result is not a surprise since the main purpose

of collaborations in this phase concerns market tradability and di¤usion of techno-

logical applications. Nevertheless, the relational structure through which innovations

are turned from very early knowledge into mass-market products and services requires

paying close attention to this geographical dimension. These dispersed networks are

even more necessary when GNSS di¤usion, as well as ICT demand, is in�uenced by

network externalities (Shy 2001) and thus by an availability of applications and services

as geographically wide as possible.

Geographical and structural properties of the European GNSS

technological �eld: How do core/periphery structures co-exist

with cluster/pipeline structures?

If the analysis focuses now on the links between the core/periphery and clus-

ter/pipeline structures, new �ndings in economic geography and knowledge economics

emerge. Table 19 summarizes these �ndings, crossing the knowledge phases with the

cognitive, structural and geographical statistics of the GNSS network.
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Knowledge exploration Knowledge integration Knowledge exploitation

Cognitive Analytic and Synthetic and Symbolic and

properties fundamental knowledge engineering knowledge marketing knowledge

Geographical Highly clustered in Pipelines cluster Dispersed and covering

properties a couple of places relatedness the European area

Structural Periphery Core and periphery Core

properties

Table 19: Cognitive/geographical/structural properties and the phases of the knowl-
edge value chain

The most noteworthy result is the negative linear relationship between the geo-

graphical and structural concentration of knowledge interactions (Figure 16). This

means that the more projects are embedded in a highly cohesive structure, the less

knowledge relations are clustered in particular locations. The fact that geographically

clustered relations are �located�in the periphery of the network of projects does not

mean that clusters host organizations that are poorly connected among themselves.

Recall that Table 17 showed that the seven main clusters display an internal density

higher than the average density of the network as a whole. On the contrary, clusters

are highly cohesive sub-structures of knowledge relations focused mainly on explorative

projects that are poorly connected to the core of projects of the European network.

At the other extremity, the core of collaborative projects hosts organizations that are

scattered across the European area. Between these two extremes, an intermediate

level of geographical dispersion corresponds to the interconnection between clusters

that supports the integration knowledge processes.

This negative linear relationship can be explained by the industrial and spatial

organization that supports the viability of the GNSS technological �eld. If we suppose

the GNSS network in the period under investigation to be in a particular stage of

its endogenous dynamics, its core/periphery and cluster/pipeline structure will re�ect

its particular stage of maturity. If clusters have been considered in the literature as

e¢ cient structures of knowledge production, their existence and their high performance

are not su¢ cient conditions of high performance in the technological �eld as a whole.
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Figure 16: Geographical clusters/pipelines and network core/periphery

To reach maturity, a technological �eld needs to be supported by a high level of spatial

di¤usion supported itself by the existence of norms, compatibility and interoperability.

The existence of pipelines and the spatially dispersed core of the network is thus the

illustration that the GNSS technological �eld has reached a certain level of maturity

during the period under study. Nevertheless, an excess of cohesion in the network can

be interpreted as a lock-in condition that excessively scleroses the knowledge dynamics

at work within the network (Boschma 2005). That is why, as previously said, the

periphery of the network is a condition of its viability, because it can introduce fresh

ideas and new knowledge in order to strengthen and extend the increasing part of

the curve of the technological life cycle. The relationship between these geographical

and structural properties is insured by the most central organizations of the network.
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On the one hand, as displayed in table 12 and table 17, they belong to the main

identi�ed clusters in which they coordinate and mediate a large part of explorative

relations. Moreover, they posit themselves as geographical gatekeepers (Rychen and

Zimmermann 2008) between clusters by building the main pipelines in order to set up

technological standards and integrate applications and services. In doing that, they

connect the periphery to the core of the network. On the other hand, these central

organizations interconnect and mediate a large range of GNSS collaborative projects

dedicated to exploitation in the core of the network, in order to enlarge the potential

tradability in the European area.

3.7 Concluding remarks

Starting from the identi�cation of a technological �eld has permitted a better un-

derstanding of how networks are spatially organized and how clusters are generally

embedded in larger geographical structures. Network analysis represents nowadays a

powerful method for understanding the interplay between geographical and relational

structures in innovation processes (Boschma and Frenken 2009). This empirical contri-

bution, in a particular technological �eld and in a particular area, aimed to strengthen

this method and con�rm its reliability. For this purpose, we have underlined the cen-

tral role that the cognitive attributes of organizations and knowledge projects play in

the structural as well as geographical properties of innovative networks. The salient �

almost certainly original �outcome is the negative linear relationship found between

geographical cluster/pipeline and structural core/periphery structures.

By distinguishing and linking organizations and projects in the network analysis,

we have captured the structural dimensions of the network, by identifying its core,

its periphery, and the geographical properties of the network. This methodology has

led us to converge with the growing literature that shows that geographical clusters

are embedded in larger networks through pipelines, but also to introduce this signif-

icant property in the larger perspective of the structural organization of a particular

technological �eld. Thus, we have shown that clusters are critical loci for exploration

processes in the upstream phase of the knowledge value chain and contribute to the
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growth of the technological �eld. In the periphery of the network of collaborative

projects, clusters preserve a pool of new and upcoming exploitable knowledge. But

the technological �eld will display a long-term viability if, in the downstream knowl-

edge phase of integration and exploitation, tradable goods and technologies remain on

a high level of spatial di¤usion and technological standardization. This viability will

depend on the existence of a cohesive structure of relations in the core of the network

of knowledge projects that involve dispersed and distant organizations.

Obviously, this study concerns a speci�c technological �eld, which is far from ma-

turity and displays uncertainty on potential markets. It also concerns a particular

area, the European one, in which strategic issues and public funding systems play a

central role in the structuring of the technological �eld. Thus our �ndings need to be

developed in other technological domains. They should also be tested in the future by

enlarging or changing the geographical scale.
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Chapter 4

Proximity and the Evolution of
Collaboration Networks: Evidence
from R&D projects within the
GNSS industry

Chapter 3 contributed to understand the patterns of global structure of knowledge net-

works, and more precisely it investigated how di¤erent dimensions of proximity deter-

mine the interaction structure of technological �elds. Chapter 4 extends the analysis on

the in�uence of proximity on the structure of knowledge networks according to di¤erent

key issues. Firstly, contrary to chapter 2 and chapter 3, it does not take a static per-

spective, but a dynamic one by modeling the evolution of the GNSS knowledge network.

Secondly, not only geographical and cognitive proximity are turned into attributes for

the analysis like in chapter 2 and chapter 3, but also organizational, institutional and

social proximity. Standing from insights of the previous empirical chapters, it o¤ers

an original operationalization attempt of these �ve proximity dimensions. Thus, it

isolates the di¤erent e¤ects and evaluates their respective in�uence. In this sense, it

elaborates and tests directly propositions from the theoretical framework discussed in

the �rst chapter of this dissertation.
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4.1 Introduction

Increasing attention has been recently given to understand how networks a¤ect or-

ganizational performance in innovation studies (Ahuja 2000, Gay and Dousset 2005,

Schilling and Phelps 2007, Boschma and Ter Wal 2007). This interest has contributed

to a better understanding of innovative activity and clustering processes (Suire and

Vicente 2009a). Surprisingly, the main drivers of the evolution of innovation networks

have been neglected, and still remain unclear. By using network indicators, such as

centrality, reachability, brokerage or structural characteristics as independent vari-

ables, attention has been focused on organizational performance. This has strongly

contributed to consider the network as a black box, similarly to the localised knowl-

edge spillovers in the geography of innovation (Breschi and Lissoni 2001). Indeed,

the network is seen as an independent variable, with given structure and given posi-

tions of actors, but little attention is devoted to the underlying mechanisms of their

morphogenesis (Cohendet, Kirman and Zimmermann 2003).

Thus, even if di¤erent disciplines have recently contributed to identify patterns of

relational change in organizational networks, these mechanisms remain still unclear.

In�uence of individual characteristics of organizations on collaboration choices have

been analyzed in economics (D�Aspremont and Jacquemin 1988, Cassiman and Veugel-

ers 2002), and especially the importance of absorptive capacity (Cohen and Levinthal

1990) has been highlighted in recent empirical approaches (Giuliani and Bell 2005,

Boschma and Ter Wal 2007). Following the seminal contributions about endogenous

structural e¤ects of network changes in sociology and physics, Glückler (2007), Giuliani

(2008) and Ter Wal (2009) tried to analyze the path-dependent evolution of network

structures. Beyond individual and structural characteristics, the ambiguous e¤ects of

proximity needs to be clari�ed and begins to be investigated theoretically (Boschma

2005, Knoben and Oerlemans 2006) and empirically (Autant-Bernard et al. 2007,

Ponds et al. 2007, Ter Wal 2009, Scherngell and Barber 2010).

Boschma and Frenken (2009) identify this research question as crucial for evolu-

tionary economic geography and propose a theoretical framework, in order to link

proximity concepts (Bellet et al. 1993, Rallet and Torre 2001, Boschma 2005, Carrin-
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cazeaux et al. 2008) and the evolution of innovation networks (Snijders 2001, Glückler

2007). Other contributions relating proximity concepts and inter-organizational col-

laborations appeared with papers analyzing how geographical proximity facilitates

face-to-face interactions (Boschma 2005, Weterings 2006). In�uence of proximity is in

this sense close to the homophily e¤ect (McPherson et al. 2001, Powell et al. 2005),

where actors are supposed to interact more with other ones when they share simi-

lar attributes. Proximity researchers have produced many theoretical propositions in

order to de�ne various forms of proximity and their articulation. The chapter uses

the analytical distinction in �ve dimensions proposed by Boschma (2005). Proximity

between organizations can thus relate to their spatial area (geographical), their knowl-

edge bases (cognitive), their corporate group (organizational), their institutional form

(institutional) and �nally to their social network (social). The chapter contributes to

this ongoing debate by determining empirically how organizations choose their part-

ners according to their geographical, organizational, institutional, cognitive and social

proximity.

Measuring proximity (Nooteboom 2000, Bouba-Olga and Zimmermann 2004, Pow-

ell et al. 2005, Cantner and Graf 2006, Carrincazeaux et al. 2008, Massard and Mehier

2009) and obtaining appropriated data represents an empirical challenge for each form

of proximity. In order to explain the respective in�uence of the proximity dimen-

sions, a major issue of this chapter is dedicated to measure proximity and analyze

what happens when each form controls the e¤ect of the four others. Doing this, the

chapter aims to clarify the in�uence of each form of proximity on the evolution of the

Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) collaboration network. The relational

database is constructed from publicly available information about R&D collaborative

projects of the 6th European Union Framework Programme within the GNSS industry

(FP6). Patterns of evolution are determined according to a longitudinal study of the

relational changes occurred between four consecutive years, from 2004 to 2007. The

chapter models network changes as an evolutionary process, driven by the actors and

the overall structure. It uses a statistical model speci�cally designed to deal with the

complexity of network dynamics: the stochastic actor-based model SIENA (Snijders

2001) that has already provided new insights in economic geography (Giuliani and
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Bell 2008, Ter Wal 2009). More precisely, the GNSS collaboration network dynamic

is modeled as a realisation of a continuous-time Markov chain (Norris 1997) and pa-

rameters for underlying mechanisms of its evolution are estimated with the method of

moments, implemented by computer simulation1.

This chapter tests empirically the in�uence of proximity on the evolution of knowl-

edge networks, developed theoretically in chapter 1, section 1.5. Thus, section 4.2

elaborates �ve propositions about the respective in�uence of geographical, organi-

zational, institutional, cognitive and social proximity on the evolution of the GNSS

collaboration network. Section 3.3 describes the origin and the nature of the relational

data. It details speci�cities of the GNSS industry, but also how data are collected and

how the sample is constructed. Section 4.4 focuses on the methodology employed for

the longitudinal data analysis, describing how the network dynamic is modelled by

the stochastic actor-based model SIENA. Section 4.5 particularly insists on the oper-

ationalization of the forms of proximity and on the speci�cation of the model. Main

empirical results of the model are discussed in section 4.6. Open questions and future

research agenda conclude the chapter.

4.2 How proximity in�uences the evolution of
collaboration networks

The chapter follows the evolutionary approach of proximity dynamics, based on the

analytical distinction proposed by Boschma (2005). It distinguishes �ve dimensions:

geographical, cognitive, organizational, institutional and social proximity. Proposi-

tions about their respective in�uence are presented above, and detailed theoretical

framework can be found in chapter 1, section 1.5.

1In the stochastic model proposed, calculations for statistical inference are too complex to be
carried out analytically (Snijders et al. 2010).
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4.2.1 Geographical Proximity

This chapter adopts an approach where geographical proximity refers to the actors�

perception of their spatial area (Bouba-Olga and Grossetti 2008), often expressed

according to the boundaries of their country or their regions. Geographical proximity

is in this sense closer to a perspective of co-location of the organizations. Geographical

proximity refers to the spatial separation between actors (Gilly and Torre 2000), and it

is supposed to enhance face-to-face interactions (Boschma 2005). Following this idea,

a �rst proposition will be tested:

Proposition 1. Organizations are more likely to interact when they

belong to the same spatial area, i.e. when they share a geographical

proximity.

4.2.2 Cognitive Proximity

The chapter retains a de�nition of cognitive proximity based on the kind of knowledge

developed by the organizations, through a competencies matrix, in order to analyze if

organizations have a preference for same or di¤erent knowledge bases. This method-

ology has already been used for the GNSS industry by Vicente, Balland and Brossard

(2010). Cognitive proximity refers to the degree of similitude of the knowledge bases

of organizations (Nooteboom 2000), and it is necessary to communicate and transfer

knowledge between partners (Knoben and Oerlemans 2006). Testing the preference

for the same knowledge bases, a second proposition is elaborated:

Proposition 2. Organizations are more likely to interact when they

have the same knowledge bases, i.e. when they share a cognitive

proximity.
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4.2.3 Organizational Proximity

In the chapter organizational proximity does not refer to collaboration networks (the

dependent variable in the chapter), or social networks (social proximity in the chap-

ter), but to speci�c form of linkages among �rms of the same corporate group, i.e.

within parent companies, the subsidiaries and their di¤erent establishments. So, two

organizations can share an organizational proximity without any innovative, collabo-

rative or social interactions. Organizational proximity is de�ned as the membership

to the same group, and it reduces uncertainty about the behaviour of the future part-

ner (Boschma 2005), especially unintended knowledge spillovers. These considerations

lead to the third proposition:

Proposition 3. Organizations are more likely to interact with members

of their corporate group, i.e. when they share an organizational

proximity.

4.2.4 Institutional Proximity

Following research on science-industry collaborations (Levy, Roux and Wol¤ 2009),

the chapter considers institutional proximity as the belonging to the same institutional

form. This measure has already been proposed by Ponds et al. (2007), applying the

triple helix model (Etzkowitz and Leydesdor¤ 2000), in order to distinguish among

industry, academia and government. This chapter considers also the �public� as a

fourth helix (Leydesdor¤ and Etzkowitz 2003), in order to introduce the in�uence of

non-pro�t organizations in knowledge creation. Institutional proximity is de�ned by

the similarity of informal constraints and formal rules shared by actors (North 1990),

where common representations, routines and incentives. It facilitates communication,

especially for organizations that share and develop complex knowledge around collab-

orative projects. It leads to test a fourth proposition:
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Proposition 4. Organizations are more likely to interact when they

have the same institutional form, i.e. when they share an

institutional proximity.

4.2.5 Social Proximity

The chapter focuses on social proximity created through collaborations between orga-

nizations themselves (Autant-Bernard et al. 2007). It is supposed that their degree of

social proximity decreases with their geodesic distance, i.e. the shortest path between

two organizations in the overall network. More precisely, social proximity is considered

via the inverse of the geodesic distance separating two organizations (Boschma and

Frenken 2009). In this approach, social proximity is close to the structural mechanism

of transitivity (Davis 1970, Holland and Leinhardt 1971) which leads to network clo-

sure according to Boschma and Frenken (2009). Social proximity refers to the degree

of common relationships, where friendship and trust are central, and it is supposed to

di¤use informal knowledge and facilitates collaborations. Considering social proximity

induced by a weak geodesic distance, a last proposition is elaborated:

Proposition 5. Partners of partners are more likely to interact than

others, i.e. social proximity favour collaboration.

Each of these �ve propositions will be tested empirically in order to clarify the

respective in�uence of the di¤erent dimensions of proximity on the evolution of col-

laboration networks. The next section describes the longitudinal relational database.

4.3 The longitudinal network database

Adequate data are often di¢ cult to obtain for social network analysis (Ter Wal and

Boschma 2009), and it is obviously harder to gather longitudinal relational data (Baum

et al. 2003). Relevant information about knowledge collaboration, especially when
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Projects Organizations

Number of projects 66 Number of organizations 104

Number of organizations per project 5.47 Number of project per organizations 3.47

Standard error 4.66 Standard error 2.43

Minimum 1 Minimum 2

Maximum 23 Maximum 17

Table 20: Descriptive statistics of the longitudinal data

collaborations start and �nish, can be found in the database of the Framework Pro-

grammes (FPs) on research and technological development (Autant-Bernard et al.

2007). The chapter is based on the database developed in chapter 3, where only

projects of the FP6 are considered.

Otherwise, in spite of the completeness, the dating and the information about the

projects and the organizations given in these databases, extracting collaborations from

funded projects requires treating another kind of problem. Institutions which fund

these projects, in this case the European Commission, select the partners according to

scienti�c, technical, or economic reasons, but also for political reasons. Sometimes it

leads to the inclusion of organizations that would not be selected as partners without

the consideration of these guidelines. One solution is to think about the activity of

the organizations as an indicator of their legitimacy to participate in these projects,

focusing on relations between organizations which participate at least in two projects

on the overall period, similarly to Autant-Bernard et al. (2007). This approach is

certainly not free from criticisms, but it helps to reduce the confusion between partners

chosen for their competencies and partners chosen for political reasons.

Thus, a secondary dataset is constructed, and four relational matrixes are distin-

guished from 2004 to 2007 (one for each year), corresponding to the observed moments

in the model. Two organizations are linked when they participate in the same project.

For the construction of the longitudinal relational database it is assumed that ties

are active from the beginning to the end of each project. Relations are not directed,

because by nature ties are reciprocal in collaboration networks, and dichotomized.

Table 20 shows descriptive statistics about the cumulated number of projects and

organizations on the overall period.
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Observed period 0 to 0 0 to 1 1 to 0 1 to 1 Missing

2004-2005 4758 413 61 124 0

89% 8% 1% 2% 0%

2005-2006 4455 364 139 398 0

83% 7% 3% 7% 0%

2006-2007 4367 227 215 547 0

82% 4% 4% 10% 0%

Table 21: Network changes

The dynamic of the GNSS collaboration network is expressed by the number of

relational changes, i.e. when ties are created or dissolved. Numbers and shares of

changes are detailed in table 21.

Each year, more relations are created than dissolved, so it indicates that the net-

work is growing during all considered periods. Nevertheless, after a very quick ex-

pansion between 2004 and 2005, the network grew slowly in 2005-2006 and the last

period, 2006-2007 is a period of stabilization with more or less the same number of

ties created and dissolved. Figure 17. gives a bi-partite visualization of the GNSS

collaboration network for each year, from 2004 to 2007, where blue squares represent

projects and red circles represent organizations.

Structural characteristics of the network are described in table 22 for each year.

Density expresses the number of e¤ective linkages divided by the maximum number of

possible linkages. A density close to 0 indicates a poorly connected network, and when

it is close to 1 the network is very connected. Mean degree expresses, on average, the

number of organizations�partners.
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Figure 17: Evolution of the GNSS collaboration network

4.4 A stochastic actor-based model for net-
work dynamics

This part presents how the network dynamic is modeled in the chapter, using the

stochastic actor-based model SIENA (Snijders et al. 2010). This statistical model

simulates network evolution between observations and estimates parameters for under-

lying mechanisms of network dynamics by combining random utility models, Markov

processes and simulation (Van de Bunt and Groenewegen 2007).
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Observation time Nodes Links Average degree Density

t1 = 2004 104 185 3.592 0.035

t2 = 2005 104 537 10.427 0.100

t3 = 2006 104 762 14.796 0.142

t4 = 2007 104 774 15.029 0.145

Table 22: Structural network characteristics

4.4.1 Network changes as an evolutionary process

This model has been speci�cally designed to deal with the complexity of network panel

data and thus to provide statistical analysis of the evolution of networks. Thereby,

SIENA is complementary to mathematical models for network dynamics, but also to

standard econometric tools, for at least two crucial reasons. First, the model estimates

and tests parameters from empirical data, while mathematical models for network dy-

namics (Bala and Goyal 2000, Jin et al. 2001, Jackson and Rogers 2007) are di¢ cult

to use for this purpose (Snijders et al. 2010). Second, the model considers network

changes as an evolutionary process (Boschma and Frenken 2006), while traditional

econometric analysis of collaboration networks are often static (Autant-Bernard et

al. 2007, Paier and Scherngell 2008, Ahuja et al. 2009). Moreover, the framework

of econometric analysis of panel data (Batalgi et al. 2008) has not provided speci�c

models for network dynamics, and is often constructed on the basis of discrete time

models. Such discrete time models explain the totality of changes (i.e. the creation and

dissolution of ties) in a single regression model, which seems to be a severe limitation

to represent real change processes of networks structures. It seems to be more realistic

to model network structures as evolving and changing gradually, according to an iter-

ative process, between observed moments (Snijders et al. 2010), as a realisation of a

continuous-time Markov chain like proposed traditionally in models for social network

dynamics since Holland and Leinhardt (1977). It appears that providing estimation

from empirical data and considering network changes as an evolutionary process, sto-

chastic actor-based models (Snijders 1996, 2001) are today a very promising tool to

study the dynamic of networks in economic geography (Ter Wal and Boschma 2009).

Beside, the model has already provided new insights not only in economic geography
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(Giuliani and Bell 2008, TerWal 2009), but also in management (Checkley and Steglich

2007, Van de Bunt and Groenewegen 2007), sociology (De Federico 2004, Lazega et

al. 2008) and health studies (Steglich, Snijders and West 2006).

4.4.2 The Markov process

Network structures, organized as time series x(t); t 2 ft1; :::; tmg for a constant set of
organizations N = f1; :::; ng, are modeled as a continuous-time Markov chain X(t).
Each observation is represented by a n � n matrix x = (xij), where xij represents

the link from the organization i to the organization j(i; j = 1; :::n). Markov chains

are statistical techniques widely used in econometrics (Hansen and Scheinkman 1995,

Chib and Greenberg 1996) when time-dependent stochastic processes are analyzed. It

expresses the idea that the current state of the network determines probabilistically

its further evolution. Thus, t1 to tm are embedded in a continuous set of time points

T = [t1; tm] = ft 2 R j t1 � t � tmg. As speci�ed in Steglich, Snijders and West (2006,
p.3) the basic idea �is to take the totality of all possible network con�gurations on a

given set of actors as the state space of a stochastic process, and to model observed

network dynamics by specifying parametric models for the transition probabilities

between these states�. In our case, the size of this state space is f0; 1gn=(n�1)=2, and
it corresponds to all possible binary and undirected networks on the given set of

organizations.

SIENA deals with the complexity of network dynamics by modeling the change

process through two crucial components: the change opportunity process (rate func-

tion), and the change determination process (objective function). Formally, opportu-

nities for actor i to change one of the tie variables Xij(j = 1; :::; n; j#i) occur at a rate

�i, speci�ed below in equation 3. Collaboration choices are determined by fi, speci�ed

below in equation 4 as a linear combination of e¤ects, depending on the current state

(x0), the potential new state (x), individual attributes (v) and proximity (w). The set

of permitted new states, following on a current state x0, is C(x0) and the two model

components are put together with the transition rate matrix (Q-matrix), of which the

elements are given by (Snijders 2008):
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qx0;x = lim
dt#0

P fX(t+ dt) = x j X(t) = x0g
dt

(4.1)

where qx0;x = 0 whenever xij#x0ij for more than one element (i; j)

and qx0;x = �i(x0; v; w)pi(x0; x; v; w) for digraphs x and x0 which di¤er from each

other only in the element with index (i; j).

If there is an opportunity for change for actor i, the choice for this actor is to

change one of the tie variables xij , which will lead to a new state x; x 2 C(x0). For
this choice a traditional multinomial logistic regression model is used (Snijders et al.

2010) and the choice probabilities are given by:

P fX(t) changes to x j i has a change opportunity at time t;X(t) = x0g

= pi(x
0; x; v; w) =

exp(fi(x
0; x; v; w))X

x2C(x0)
exp(fi(x0; x0; v; w))

(4.2)

4.4.3 Speci�cation of rate function and objective function

Indeed, the dynamic of the network is modeled according to the idea that when there is

an opportunity for change (determined stochastically by the rate function), the proba-

bility of the change is assumed to be proportional to the exponential transformation of

the objective function obtained if this change is made (Snijders et al. 2010). The rate

function models the speed by which the dependent variable changes. This expected

number of relational changes per organization determines the opportunity for orga-

nizations to make a relational change. For each actor i, opportunities to collaborate

occur according to a Poisson process with rate �i. In the simplest speci�cation of the

model, all the organizations have the same opportunity of change, that is equal to a

constant parameter �i = pm. In more complicated models, heterogeneity is introduced

in the rate of the actors, in order to consider that individual characteristics , that can

be actor attributes or their network position, may considerably in�uence their oppor-

tunity to change their relations, i.e. to start more quickly than others new projects.
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Thus, when individual attribute vi and degree (
X

j
xij) are considered, rate function

is given by the following logarithmic link function:

�i(x
0; v) = pm exp(�1vi + �2

X
j

xij) (4.3)

As detailed above, when there is an opportunity for tie change, the second model

component speci�es the collaboration choice, as depending on preferences and con-

straints of the organization, represented by the objective function. As it is an actor-

oriented statistical network model, it can be interpreted as the idea that organizations

make rational choices to change their relations, myopically maximizing their objective

function:

fi(x
0; x; v; w) =

X
k

�kSki(x
0; x; v; w) (4.4)

In the objective function, fi(x0; x; v; w) represents the value of the objective func-

tion of the organization i 2 f1; :::; ng, at the state x; x 2 X of the network, weights

�k are statistical parameters that indicate the strength of the di¤erent variables Ski that

can relate to the current state (x0), the potential new state (x), individual attributes

(v) and proximity (w). Discrete choice models are applied in order to de�ne a proba-

bility set of choice where organizations can create, maintain or dissolve collaborations

with all others. It is interesting to note that creation and dissolution of ties are not

generally strictly inverse mechanisms, and it is often interesting to evaluate them sep-

arately. However, analyzing why ties are dissolved (endowment function modelisation

in SIENA) in the case of projects whose length is �xed from the beginning seems less

relevant.

The parameters are not estimated using the classical maximum likelihood according

to the complexity of the stochastic models (Snijders 2001), but with the method of

moments (Bowman and Shenton 1985) implemented by computer simulation. The

solution of the moment equation is obtained by a variation of the Robbins-Monro

(1951) algorithm (see Snijders 2001 for the detailed procedure).
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4.5 Model speci�cation and operationalization
of the objective function variables

For the analysis of non directed networks, SIENA proposes di¤erent kinds of speci�-

cations detailed in Snijders et al. (2007). The speci�cation matters in the simulation

phase, according to the rate function. The closest model to the reality for collabora-

tion networks (Van de Bunt and Groenewegen 2007), called unilateral initiative and

reciprocal con�rmation model, is the one used in the chapter. It expresses the idea

that an organization (randomly chosen) proposes to engage collaboration with another

one, on the basis of its expected amount of utility (de�ned by the variables of the ob-

jective function). Then the chosen partner has to con�rm if he agrees, also on the basis

of its expected amount of utility. Variables of the utility function are geographical,

organizational, institutional, cognitive and social proximity, together with two others

to control for structural e¤ects and individual characteristics. Variables of the model

are summarized in table 23.

Structural e¤ects are included with the density e¤ect (and with the transitivity

e¤ect through social proximity). Also called out-degree e¤ect in the literature of

longitudinal network analysis (Snijders et al. 2010) it refers to the cost induced by

the establishment of a relation, and explains why all nodes are not able to be fully

connected to all others (McPherson et al. 2001). This e¤ect is a control variable,

which should always been included in the speci�cations of the models using SIENA

in order to control for the observed density of the network and to explain the general

likelihood for organizations to collaborate. Theoretically, it refers back �rstly to the

fact that organizations have a limited capacity to start collaborations, which are time-

consuming, then to the higher probability of ties redundancy (Burt 2004) and �nally

because it increases the risk of unintended knowledge spillovers (Brossard and Vicente

2010). This risk is e¤ective each time organizations decide to share knowledge, and

even more when they operate on the same market or when their cognitive distance is

weak.

The level of absorptive capacity of organizations is also included in order to intro-

duce individual characteristics. It refers globally to the heterogeneity of the ability
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to exploit external knowledge. Organizations establish relationships in order to ac-

cess external knowledge according to their absorptive capacity. Absorptive capacity,

de�ned as the ability of organizations to evaluate, assimilates and exploits external

knowledge (Cohen and Levinthal 1990), will thereby determine the bene�t expected

from collaboration. Empirical studies have already shown that organizations with a

high absorptive capacity are more likely to establish collaborations (Giuliani and Bell

2005, Boschma and Ter Wal 2007, Morrison 2008). It leads us to include it as a control

variable in the model.

The way proximity concepts have been turned into variables and how they have

been measured will be described below. Note that proximity variables depend on pair

of organizations, and appear as �ve di¤erent and not directed nxn matrices, where a

binary measure of proximity is applied (1 if organizations share a proximity and 0 if

they do not), except for geographical proximity, where three degrees are distinguished.

Geographical proximity

Geographical proximity is determined according to the co-location within the same

spatial area. When missing in the GNSS Supervisory Authority database, or when

a project was not yet available on the Cordis database, small size of the sample per-

mitted to �nd postal addresses of the organizations mainly on their own web sites,

and sometimes directly on web sites of the projects. If doubts remain, it is coded as

a missing data (96 addresses were �nally found). Following the NUTS2 classi�cation,

three spatial areas are distinguished to determine the degree of geographical proximity,

i.e. same country (1), same NUTS 1 (2) or same NUTS 2 (3).

Cognitive proximity

Cognitive proximity occurs when organizations develop the same kind of knowl-

edge according the classi�cation proposed by Vicente et al. (2010). This typology

distinguishes four core competencies (knowledge segments) within the GNSS indus-

try: (i) the infrastructure segment with all the spatial and ground infrastructures; (ii)

the hardware segment, including all the materials and chipsets which receive, transmit

2The Nomenclature of Territorial Units for Statistics (NUTS) was established by the European
Union (Eurostat) in order to provide a standard classi�cation of European spatial units.
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or improve the satellite signal; (iii) the software segment, including all the software

applications that use navigation and positioning data; (iv) the whole of applications

and services segment, which concerns many heterogeneous agents and socioeconomic

activities where navigation and positioning technologies are introduced. Indeed, it is

assumed that two organizations share a cognitive proximity (scored 1) if they share

the same knowledge base (scored 0 if they do not).

Organizational proximity

Two organizations share an organizational proximity if they belong to the same

corporate group. A corporate group is composed by parent companies, their sub-

sidiaries and their di¤erent establishments. This information is available on the web-

sites of the di¤erent companies, most of the time directly signalled, like Telespazio as

�a Thales/Finmeccanica company�, or sometimes in a speci�c part dedicated to their

corporate governance or to the internal organization of the group they belong to.

Institutional proximity

Institutional proximity appears when organizations have the same institutional

form according to the triple helix model (Etzkowitz and Leydesdor¤ 2000), already

used as a measure of proximity by Ponds et al. (2007). The chapter distinguishes

among university (universities and public research centre), industry (the �rms), gov-

ernment (political organizations and spatial agencies) and a fourth helix (Leydesdor¤

and Etzkowitz 2003) with the public (civil society, represented by non-pro�t organi-

zations).

Social proximity

The chapter measures social proximity through the geodesic distance 2 between two

organizations (i.e. if they have a partner in common), closely to the structural mech-

anism of transitivity, which leads to network closure (Boschma and Frenken 2009).

Indeed, social proximity permits to control for transitivity, a major structural mech-

anism (Snijders et al. 2010) without using the transitive triplets e¤ect, inadequate
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Variable Operationalization Valuation

Density Out degree 0 to n-1

Absorptive capacity Size + RD 1 to 6

Geographical proximity NUTS classi�cation 0 to 3

Organizational proximity Financial link 0 or 1

Social proximity Geodesic distance 2 0 or 1

Cognitive proximity Knowledge bases 0 or 1

Institutional proximity Triple helix 0 or 1

Table 23: Operationalization and measurement of variables

to the structure of collaborative projects data3. Social proximity evolves each year,

so three matrices of geodesic distance 2 are distinguished in order to test if partners

of partners in the year t, i.e. who share a social proximity in t, are more likely to

collaborate in t+1.

Density e¤ect

The density e¤ect considers the number of relations of each organization, measured

by:

Si(x) =
X
j

xij (4.5)

where indicates presence of a relation from to and indicates that and are not linked.

Absorptive capacity

Absorptive capacity is measured according to the sum of scores of R&D sectoral

intensity [according to the OECD4 classi�cation: high-technology (4), medium-high-

technology (3), medium-low-technology (2) and low-technology industries (1)] and the

size [according to the number of employees: 1 to 10 (1), 11 to 50 (2), 51 to 250 (3),

251 to 500 (4) and more than 501 (5)], rescaled from 1 to 6.

3Accounting transitive triplets to measure transitivity is inadequate to a¢ liations networks con-
structed from bi-partite data (Robins and Alexander 2004) and leads to arti�cially high transitivity
parameter (by construction of the data, each project is a clique, where organizations are fully con-
nected).

4OECD, ANBERD and STAN databases, May 2003.
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4.6 Empirical results

All parameter estimations of the model are based on 2000 simulations runs, conditional

method of moments estimation is used, and convergence5 is excellent for all models

(t-values < 0:1). Table 24 summarizes the results of intermediate and �nal models6.

Discussion of the results is presented below in order to consider speci�cities of the

GNSS industry.

The rate function presented in the �rst part of table 24 models the temporal pro-

gression of the GNSS collaboration network. This rate is de�ned in the simulation

model as �the expected frequencies, between successive waves, with which actors get

the opportunity to change a network tie�(Snijders et al. 2010, p.51). The �rst result

about the network dynamic shows that the general parameter (�t;t+1) is decreasing

over the years. Its signi�cance only means that changes occur in the network during

the period. The decreasing expected number of changes induces the lower growth of

the collaboration network, and means that there are fewer opportunities to change re-

lationships in the last period than in the two previous ones. In order to consider that

organizations may change their relations at a di¤erent frequency according to their

positioning in the network, the last model tests the in�uence of the degree on this rate

function. A positive and signi�cant e¤ect is found, and it indicates that organizations

with a high degree have more opportunity to �nd new partners.

The second part of the table 24 is dedicated to explain the observed network

changes, through the speci�cation of the objective function. The density e¤ect is

negative and signi�cant, which is generally the case for social networks, except for

networks with an extremely high density. This structural control variable expresses

the idea that there is an opportunity cost in the establishment of each relation. Thus,

to decide to start collaboration, organizations have to be driven by other structural,

individual or proximity forces that compensate this cost.

In order to control for heterogeneity among individual characteristics of the orga-

nizations, the in�uence of the absorptive capacity is estimated. Results show that it
512. The convergence indicates the deviations between simulated values and observed values.
6For standards errors: *p<0.10; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01.
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is a strong parameter for collaboration. This e¤ect means that organizations prefer

to start partnerships when their absorptive capacity is high, converging with the �nd-

ings of other empirical studies (Giuliani and Bell 2005, Boschma and Ter Wal 2007,

Morrison 2008). This result con�rms the idea that organizations that absorb easily

knowledge from their environment are more interested to collaborate.

The �rst result about the in�uence of proximity shows that organizations prefer to

start collaborations when they share a geographical proximity. It clearly shows that

geographical proximity matters in the establishment of collaboration, because orga-

nizations are more likely to choose partners of the same spatial area. The chapter

con�rms here the �ndings of other empirical network studies (Autant-Bernard et al.

2007, Ponds et al. 2007), and more generally the idea that innovation and knowledge

creation processes require geographical proximity and face-to-face interactions. This

result is all the more interesting as one of the aims of the European Union in the FPs

is precisely to try to avoid massive collaborations between geographically close organi-

zations in order to promote a European Research area. This result demonstrates that

geographical proximity still remains a strong vector of collaboration for organizations

of the GNSS industry that are localised in few clusters in Europe, and even when this

e¤ect is controlled by the four other forms of proximity (see model 4 in table 24).

A second result con�rms the proposition about the role played by organizational

proximity, which is also positively correlated with the establishment of new linkages.

Organizations prefer to collaborate with other organizations of their corporate group

than with others. Besides the theoretical argument which explains that organizational

proximity develops trust and provides relevant information from the future partner,

and so avoids the risk of unintended knowledge spillovers, speci�cities of the GNSS

industry and collaborations within funded project are likely to increase the e¤ect

of organizational proximity. The GNSS industry is strongly dominated by the two

major competitors Thales Alenia Space and EADS Astrium, which have themselves

subsidiaries and many establishments in di¤erent European countries. This kind of

duopoly leads often, by nature, to �nd companies, subsidiaries or their establishment

as partners of the same projects. To collaborate preferentially with organizations of

the same group can also reveal a strategy to control knowledge creation and di¤usion
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within the projects, but also to get a maximum external R&D funding for the corporate

group.

A third result demonstrates that social proximity measured through transitivity

has a positive e¤ect, but the di¤erence with organizations that do not share social

proximity is not signi�cant. It means that organizations are not more likely to start

collaboration with partners of partners, so it does not con�rm the proposition about

the positive in�uence of social proximity. Indeed, even if we expect that collaborations

(geodesic distance = 1) develop social proximity between partners, it is not enough to

encourage partners of partners (geodesic distance = 2) to collaborate. Nevertheless,

the chapter does not conclude that social proximity does not in�uence the relational

changes in other collaboration networks. In fact, this result shows that friendship,

trust, or informal knowledge, i.e. the basis of social proximity, are less likely to happen

in multiple partners collaborations than in bi-lateral collaborations.

A fourth result demonstrates that the e¤ect of cognitive proximity is not signi�-

cant. Organizations do not necessarily prefer to collaborate when they share the same

knowledge base, in order to be able to access also to external di¤erent knowledge. It

is particularly true for this knowledge dynamic, characterized by the fact that GNSS

are technologies that �nd complementarities in many other technological and socio-

economic contexts, often interconnected around an emerging technological window or

standard (Vicente and Suire 2007). Thus, organizations of the navigation by satellite

industry de�nitively require access to various knowledge bases, from infrastructure,

hardware, software to more general application and services knowledge. This acces-

sibility of external di¤erent knowledge bases is decisive for organizations, in order to

be able to propose GNSS innovative solutions for a large variety of sectors and appli-

cations. However, it has to be noticed that this result is strongly dependent on the

way cognitive proximity is measured, and other type of measure could lead to di¤erent

results (Nooteboom et al. 2007; Paier and Scherngell 2008).

The last result concerns institutional proximity, and it is the third form of prox-

imity that has a signi�cant and positive impact on the probability to collaborate. It

means that organizations prefer to collaborate with partners which belong to the same

institutional form, as already shown by Ponds et al. (2007). Institutional proximity
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favours collaboration because it is easier to collaborate when actors share the same

mode of working. Institutional proximity will not only help to communicate and to

transfer knowledge between partners, but also it will improve their coordination (Kirat

and Lung 1999) and successful collaborations because �when institutional proximity

is high [. . . ] collaboration takes place within a common framework of incentives and

constraints�(Ponds et al. 2007, p.427).

4.7 Conclusion

This chapter analyzes the e¤ects of proximity on the evolution of the GNSS collabo-

ration network. This contribution follows a recently opened research area (Boschma

and Frenken 2009), dedicated to the articulation between research on proximity (Bel-

let et al. 1993, Rallet and Torre 2001, Boschma 2005) and research on patterns of

network evolution (Snijders 2001, Glückler 2007). Indeed, the central interest of this

study was to identify how organizations choose their partners, with a special interest

on their proximity or distance. The empirical investigation took place in an emerging

collaboration network, based on projects funded by the European Union (FP6) within

the navigation by satellite industry.

The contributions of this chapter to the thesis can be summarized in two points.

Firstly, a major issue was dedicated to the measurement of geographical, organiza-

tional, institutional, social and cognitive proximity. In fact, even if several typologies

dedicated to the de�nitions of di¤erent forms of proximity exist, relatively few papers

focus on the way to measure it. Thereby, this chapter contributes to give a quick

overview of existing measures and also tries to propose new ones, for the organiza-

tional and the cognitive proximity. Then, a second important e¤ort was in the way

the statistical model is constructed, with �ve forms of proximity included, but also

where each form controls for the e¤ect of each other furnishes original empirical results.

The empirical results on the evolution of the GNSS collaboration network can

be summarized as follows: organizations prefer to start partnership when they share

one or more forms of proximity, except for the cognitive and social proximity, which

have not a signi�cant e¤ect. Indeed, geographical, organizational and institutional
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proximity favour collaborations. Cognitive proximity has not a signi�cant e¤ect on

collaboration, because organizations need not only partners with the same knowledge

base but also to access to di¤erent knowledge in the GNSS industry. Otherwise social

proximity is less likely to happen in projects with multiple partners than in bi-lateral

collaborations.

This chapter studies how organizations choose their partners according to their

proximity. However, two crucial questions for the research agenda about proximity

dynamics are not developed in the chapter. First, the chapter does not investigate

how the di¤erent forms of proximity interact among each other. In fact, even if

the chapter proposes to control the e¤ect of each form of proximity on each other,

it does not show in what extent some forms can be substitutes (one form replaces

another one), or complementary (one form needs another one). Second, these di¤erent

forms are considered as given data, like explanatory variables of the evolution of the

collaboration network. Put di¤erently, the chapter does not explain where this degree

of proximity comes from, and how it evolves7. A future interesting research area may

be found in the co-evolution of proximity and networks (Menzel 2008, Ter Wal and

Boschma 2010, Ter Wal 2009). Thus, the central question will be to understand how

proximity contributes to create or dissolve collaborations, and at the same time, how

these relations contribute to increase or decrease the degree of proximity between

organizations. This issue requires an important theoretical contribution that will help

to unravel the complex linkages of co-evolution. Then, it is also an empirical challenge,

in order to provide and compare results from other industries.

7Except for institutional proximity, static by nature as measured in the paper, all dimensions of
proximity are dynamics. Organizations are moving (geographical), �nancial (organizational) as well
as social ties (social) are changing and knowledge (cognitive) is a dynamic process.
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Conclusion

The main objective of this thesis was to consider not only geographical proximity

between actors, their co-location on the same region or the resulting spatial clustering

of innovative activities, but also to analyze patterns of the main vectors of knowledge

creation and di¤usion. The present dissertation thus focused on relations between

actors in order to contribute to the opening of the black box of localized knowledge

spillovers. More precisely, it explored the structure of knowledge networks, de�ned as

a set of direct and indirect relations that organizations or individuals develop in order

to access external knowledge, either in clusters or global technological �elds.

The thesis provided theoretical developments and empirical achievements in a new

and particular technological �eld: the Global Navigation Satellite Systems industry

(GNSS) in Europe. By combining the proximity framework with social network analy-

sis theories and tools, the dissertation studied the interplay between geographical,

cognitive and structural dimensions of local knowledge networks in chapter 2 (Midi-

Pyrenean GNSS cluster), but also of global knowledge networks in chapter 3 (European

GNSS technological �eld). Then, the statistical modeling of the dynamic of the global

GNSS knowledge networks proposed in chapter 4 isolated and evaluated of the re-

spective in�uence of geographical, cognitive, social, organizational and institutional

proximity. The main result of the work presented in this dissertation is that the

structure of knowledge networks is determined by di¤erent dimensions of proximity.

First, this result is detailed, by distinguishing not only empirical, but also the-

oretical and methodological contributions in order to sum the main results of this

study. Second, di¤erent research implications for the analysis of knowledge creation

and di¤usion in economic geography are addressed. Third, some policy implications,
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especially concerning cluster policies and innovation networks policies are provided.

Finally, the research programme opened by limits of the present dissertation concludes

the dissertation.

Synthesis of the main results

First, the dissertation contributed to develop a conceptual relationship between prox-

imity and knowledge networks. Indeed, the thesis discussed the ability of the proximity

framework to o¤er an original approach of knowledge networks in economic geogra-

phy. More importantly, the three major approaches: institutionalist, interactionist

and evolutionist have been articulated, and the particular relevance of the latter to

analyze knowledge networks has been �gured out. From this, it has been argued that

geographical, cognitive, institutional, organizational and social proximity increase the

likelihood of organizations or individuals to collaborate in order to exchange or create

knowledge. As such, our argument held that proximity has a considerable in�uence

on the growth and the resulting structure of knowledge networks. It is important

to note here that the reverse mechanism has also been analyzed. Thus, the in�u-

ence of relationships on proximity dynamics has been elaborated in order to complete

the theoretical framework concerning the complex interplay between the structure of

knowledge networks and proximity dimensions.

Second, this dissertation o¤ered important methodological tools to connect the

theoretical framework developed above and its empirical evaluation, in order to study

the relation between proximity and the structure of knowledge networks. Using so-

cial network analysis methodological tools, the thesis allowed to construct and study

the structure of knowledge networks in clusters or global technological �elds. More

precisely, this methodological contribution stands on three major elements. First, the

dissertation displayed an original way to construct the GNSS cluster in Midi-Pyrenees,

from collaborative projects funded at di¤erent spatial levels, instead of traditional

methods based on survey or patent data. Second, it has proposed a new way to iden-

tify European clusters and their pipelines without postulating their existence, starting

from relations between organizations at a global level. Thirdly, the thesis proposed
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an original contribution, with the operationalization of the proximity dimensions, de-

scribed by numerous scholars as a crucial issue for researches on proximity. It measured

�ve forms of proximity, i.e. geographical, organizational, social, institutional and cog-

nitive proximity. This methodological contribution has allowed the study of a new

emerging technological �eld, and more precisely to show that the structure of GNSS

knowledge networks is determined by di¤erent dimensions of proximity.

Third, the thesis contributed to a better understanding of the interplay between

structural, cognitive and geographical dimensions of knowledge �ows in spatial clus-

tering of innovative activities. This result has been achieved by combining structural

analysis of the Midi-Pyrenean GNSS cluster, considered as a local knowledge net-

work, and proximity dimensions, turned into crucial attributes. It has contributed

�rstly to show that actors of this cluster are more likely to collaborate with others

when they have di¤erent knowledge bases, especially when they are geographically

close. Secondly, when actors display too much cognitive proximity in addition to

geographical proximity, they try to avoid structural equivalence in order to avoid un-

intended knowledge spillovers. On the contrary, they are more likely to form local

cliques when they have complementary knowledge bases. Thirdly, public research

organizations and standardization agencies display an important brokerage position

by bridging di¤erent knowledge bases, because they do not face the same knowledge

accessibility/appropriation trade-o¤ than private companies.

Fourth, the thesis revealed the coexistence of a relational core-periphery structure

with a geographical cluster and a pipeline one in technological �elds. Indeed, a global

approach of the structure of knowledge networks allowed to analyze the mutual in�u-

ence of the cognitive, structural and geographical dimensions on knowledge production

and di¤usion in the global (European) GNSS technological �eld. More precisely, the

thesis found that the nature of knowledge involved in these relationships is crucial for

understanding the spatial and relational organization of knowledge processes. Indeed,

knowledge exploration (upstream research) is mainly developed at the periphery of the

network, while knowledge exploitation (applied research and product development) is

mainly developed at the core of the network. At the same time, knowledge exploration

is mainly developed in clusters, while knowledge exploitation is more dispersed in the
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European area. Thus, this result shows an inverse relationship between relational con-

centration and geographical concentration related to the nature of knowledge involved

in relationships.

Fifth, the thesis isolated and evaluated the in�uence of geographical, cognitive,

organizational, social and institutional proximity on the evolution of the structure

of global knowledge networks. More precisely, the dynamic of the GNSS knowledge

network has been modeled as a realization of a continuous-time Markov chain, using

the stochastic actor based model SIENA (Snijders 2001). It permitted to consider

relational change as an iterative process, according to a sequence of events. Estimated

parameters for underlying mechanisms of its evolution show that geographical, organi-

zational and institutional proximity turned out to have a highly signi�cant impact on

collaboration choices. However, cognitive and social proximity have a positive but not

signi�cant in�uence. Empirical results, together with theoretical and methodological

ones, have several implications for knowledge networks researches and policies.

Research implications

The �rst research implication stresses the importance to consider relations as an im-

portant unit of analysis in economic geography (Bathelt and Glückler 2003, Boggs

and Rantisi 2003, Yeung 2005, Boschma and Frenken 2006, Sunley 2008, Boschma

and Frenken 2009, Suire and Vicente 2009a). More importantly, the results described

above suggest that economic geography should consider more systematically structural

patterns of collective knowledge processes. Taking relations as a crucial unit of analy-

sis, the present dissertation analyzed the structure of knowledge networks and showed

that clusters and technological �elds are more than a set of individual attributes.

Indeed, the present dissertation supports the idea that two knowledge networks can

display radical di¤erent structural properties, knowledge creation mechanisms and ef-

�ciencies even if they are composed by exactly the same individuals or organizations.

Thus, knowledge networks resulting from bilateral or multilateral collaborations ex-

hibit a speci�c structure di¤erent from the simple sum of their nodes. It contributes

to discuss the important issue for further researches that the particular way actors
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are linked, i.e. the way relations are organized is a crucial determinant of the global

performance of clusters and technological �elds. This is an important and complex

issue that has to be developed and assessed in further researches. It implies that not

only individual attributes of actors, or their location in a speci�c place matter for

knowledge processes, but also the particular way relations are organized as a whole.

The second research implication reveals the relevance to analyze di¤erent forms of

proximity in economic geography, especially non-geographical ones, in order to under-

stand uneven distribution of economic activities (Gilly and Torre 2000, Coenen et al.

2004, Pecqueur and Zimmermann 2004, Torre and Rallet 2005, Boschma 2005, Knoben

and Oerlemans 2006, Lagendijk and Lorentzen 2007, Carrincazeaux et al. 2008). This

idea is particularly important because literature in economic geography considers that

space is a critical variable in economics, which implies often an overvaluation of its im-

portance and sometimes a limitation to geographical proximity (Boschma 2005). The

present study is however far from supporting a �death of distance� thesis, because

it denotes as well the importance of geographical proximity. Indeed, it is important

to stress the fact that the spatial in�uence was �gured out in the di¤erent empirical

chapters, and even when its e¤ects were isolated from other dimensions. However,

the dissertation revealed that non-geographical dimensions of proximity are crucial to

explain the patterns of knowledge creation. Particularly organizational, institutional,

social and cognitive proximity appear to be relevant dimensions. Empirically, models

studying collaborations choices of organizations (Autant Bernard et al. 2007, Paier

and Scherngell 2008) could use this forms of proximity as important control variable.

Then, also cluster studies (Giuliani and Bell 2005, Boschma and Ter Wal 2007, Morri-

son 2008) or innovation network analysis (Breschi and Lissoni 2004, Cantner and Graf

2006) may be enriched by this approach in �ve forms of proximity as well.

The third research implication is related to an emerging literature studying dynam-

ics of spatial clustering of economic activities, and more precisely cluster life cycles

(Suire and Vicente 2009b, Crespo 2010, Menzel and Fornahl 2010). This literature

could bene�t from the dynamic perspective adopted in the theoretical part to study

the co-evolution of proximity and knowledge networks. Indeed, it can be interest-

ing to operationalize geographical proximity as a dependent variable, where the local
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knowledge network exert a cumulative force of attraction, i.e. two actors decides to be

co-located because they collaborate (or have the intention to). Furthermore, the origi-

nal interplay between structural, cognitive and geographical characteristics of clusters

and technological �elds studied in the dissertation may be useful. It could be worth

theorizing how this interplay can generate viability and survival of clusters in one

hand, and lock-in phenomenon in the other hand. This question can particularly be

highlighted around the results describing the co-existence of an inverse relationship

between relational and geographical concentration related to the nature of knowledge

involved in relationships. This idea is important, because the missing link between

local and global dynamics of clusters (Crespo 2010) can be �lled by the nature of

knowledge issue. Indeed, nature of knowledge is related to the phase of the knowledge

value chain (March 1991) for speci�c projects, as �gured out in the thesis, but also for

the industry life cycle (Klepper 1997), as �gured out recently (Ter Wal 2009).

Policy implications

The outcomes of this thesis have not only research implications, but also policy im-

plications. These policy implications relate to cluster policies (for example the French

pôles de compétitivité policy), and innovation network policies (for example the Frame-

work Programmes of the European Union). The global principle of these policies will

be discussed, without providing a critical evaluation. Such ambition is not the aim

of the present dissertation, and would have required additional researches, including

performance indicators and detailed case studies. Furthermore, our analysis focuses

on innovation, knowledge creation and competitiveness goals of the policy, leaving

aside other political issues, such as national planning for cluster policies developed at

a country level, and economic integration of central and eastern European countries

in European FPs. However, theoretical developments and empirical achievements of

the dissertation allow to start a discussion related to three main policy implications.

A �rst implication is that these two policies can be considered as two kind of funded

knowledge network policies, and as such they should both bene�t from coordination

between them. Indeed, by taking relations as the unit of analysis in the thesis instead
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of a pure spatial representation, cluster policies and FPs are closer than traditionally

presented by scholars and policy makers. They share a global aim to seek growth and

competitiveness via the stimulation of knowledge creation and di¤usion by fostering

collaborations between complementary actors. Indeed, following the framework of the

dissertation, these two policies can be considered as two kinds of funded knowledge

networks, where only the spatial scales di¤er. On one hand, the cluster policy aims

to foster collaborations between spatially closed actors. Generally, the spatial scale

is de�ned at a regional level, most of the time at the NUTS II level for European

countries. As such, the cluster policy can be considered as a local funded knowledge

network policy. On the other hand, the European FPs do not operate on a regional

or any other local spatial scale. It tries to contribute to the development of a Euro-

pean research area. Indeed, the European FPs can be considered as a global funded

knowledge network policy. Consequently, cluster policies and global funded knowledge

network policies appear to be complementary policy tools. Cluster policies try to stim-

ulate more importantly clusters�internal collaboration activities, while FPs propose to

concentrate on their external openness, through the development of pipelines. As such,

an integration of the di¤erent cluster policies and coordination with the European FPs

could be an interesting way to stimulate innovation.

As they are both funded knowledge networks, a second important implication for

these two policies should be to consider structural dimensions, rather than only indi-

vidual attributes. Indeed, these policies are not simply a way to support individual

R&D of private companies, but supported relations have to be potentially bene�c for

the overall knowledge dynamic rather than only for the partners involved. This is

strongly related to the structure of the resulting knowledge network. Thus, because

there is a limited funding capacity, as well as a limited capacity to collaborate for

actors, such a structure should be mapped and important brokerage positions should

be encouraged while redundant relationships should be avoided. Typical important

brokerage positions are at the interface of cognitively distant but related knowledge

segments and brokers leading to the existence of pipelines between clusters. Typi-

cal redundant relationships are multiple relations between the same actors, especially

when already facilitated by proximity dimensions, like collaborations between parent
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companies of the same group through organizational proximity. It leads to the third

implication.

A third implication follows the major theoretical and empirical insight of the dis-

sertation, i.e. that the structure of knowledge networks is determined by di¤erent

dimensions of proximity between actors. Indeed, policy makers could certainly ben-

e�t considering not only geographical proximity that they try to stimulate (cluster

policies) or avoid (framework programmes of the EU), but also non-geographical di-

mensions. These dimensions of proximity are at the same time resources that permit

to reduce collaboration costs and make actors connected, i.e. the basic of network

dynamics, but also constraints. Proximity in�uence may be considered as a constraint

when leading to a lack of innovativeness. More precisely, since the claim formulated

by Boschma (2005), it is largely acknowledged that too much proximity may be inef-

�cient for innovative activity, and it can lead to lock-in phenomenon. Therefore, an

important policy lever would be to identify non-geographical dimensions of proximity,

and avoid too much proximity. In this case, public funding is a way to balance collabo-

ration cost resulting from interactions between actors without proximity. A particular

issue is to promote collaborations between actors identi�ed as having high potential

complementarities near to an optimal cognitive distance but without necessarily other

proximity dimensions.

Limits and further research

The present dissertation is a �rst step toward the understanding of the in�uence of geo-

graphical, organizational, institutional, cognitive and social proximity on the structure

of knowledge networks. As such, the work presented is limited concerning di¤erent

challenges encountered in the thesis. Four major issues are discussed relating to the

nature of the relational data, the way the di¤erent forms of proximity are measured,

the missing question of performance and the absence of an empirical evaluation of

the co-evolution of proximity and knowledge networks. These di¤erent limits open by

consequence on a future exciting research agenda for economic geography and organi-

zational studies.
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First of all, the core of any analysis of the structure of knowledge networks is the

access to relevant relational data. The three empirical chapters are based on relational

data constructed from funded collaborative projects in a particular industry. In a gen-

eral sense, it permits to gather homogeneous data, but also to avoid missing relations

on the programme considered. Furthermore, it has been argued that it is especially

relevant for the particular case of the GNSS industry, where actors are not only used

working on collaborative projects, but also on publicly funded research programmes

because navigation by satellite is a strategic issue. Despite these arguments, a bias is

induced by the publicly funded nature of these projects. First, some actors may appear

in the set of organizations sometimes more for political reasons than for knowledge

creation related ones, but they are di¢ cult to identify. Second, as GNSS industry has

some military and defense objectives, some crucial secret relationships exist but do

not appear in publicly available informations about collaborative projects. In order to

validate and generalize the results, further researches are needed to study the relation

between proximity and the structure on knowledge networks with other kind of rela-

tional data. Indeed, depending on the industry, possible interesting relational data can

be constructed from co-patenting, survey data or collaborations for the development

of a speci�c product. In addition, it could be interesting to study not only other kind

of industries, but also non technological and scienti�c �elds.

The second limit is induced by the way the di¤erent dimensions of proximity are

measured. It appears that the dissertations managed to measure non-geographical

forms of proximity as well, i.e. organizational, institutional, cognitive and social prox-

imity. As such, it meets the expectations formulated by proximity scholars. However,

it may also appear as a too simple representation of the conceptual de�nition of these

dimensions, and could bene�t from a �ner scale in further studies. Organizational

proximity could include the degree of control, for example the percentage of shares.

The way institutional proximity is measured may appear very poor, especially for in-

stitutionalists, and may be complexi�ed by di¤erent organizational culture, from key

features identi�ed in management studies. Cognitive proximity is also more complex

than implemented in the thesis. For instance, it could be measured with a compe-

tency matrix, listing the key knowledge bases trough the help of an expert of the �eld
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studied. Finally, one can learn from the in�uence of social proximity measured not

only with transitivity, but also with interindividual interactions, as in the study of in-

terlock directorates, or the identi�cation of alumni scholarships of the di¤erent CEOs

or director of research centres.

The third limit is related to the fact that our dissertation has not furnished empir-

ical evidences concerning the in�uence of the structure of knowledge networks on the

evolution of proximity dimensions. Indeed, even if it provided a longitudinal analysis,

it was di¢ cult to investigate a long term study required to notice an evolution of

proximity forms, given the fact that the GNSS industry is an emergent technological

�eld. Further researches are possible with the theoretical framework developed, but

also according to the stochastic actor-based model used. Indeed, as it is now imple-

mented, Siena is designed to separate social selection and social in�uence (Snijders et

al. 2010). Thus, it is possible to determine statistically in what extent the observed

level of proximity between interacting actors results from the in�uence of proximity

(actors are more likely to interact because they are similar) or knowledge networks

(actors are similar because they interact). Thus, further studies aiming to investi-

gate these questions require longitudinal relational data from a more mature industry,

where proximity forms have evolved. It can relate to relocation of �rms (geographical),

fusion, acquisition and spin-o¤s (organizational), modi�cations of organizational cul-

ture (institutional), evolution of knowledge bases (cognitive) or mobility of individuals

(social).

The fourth limit is that the present dissertation does not introduce the in�uence of

performance. Performance of organizations can relate to successful projects, patents,

publications, or turnover. This is the �nal goal of organizations when seeking for ex-

ternal knowledge. This issue has begun to be addressed with the concept of proximity

paradox (Boschma and Frenken 2009, Broekel and Boschma 2009). This concept de-

scribes the paradox resulting from the fact that proximity may positively in�uence

the evolution of innovation networks by making actors more connected, but without

necessarily increasing innovation performance of organizations. Although related to

the work presented in this dissertation, this question is another limit of our study, be-

cause it introduces a new level of complexity in the co-evolution of proximity and the
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structure of knowledge networks. Indeed, performance can be explained by networks

(i.e. studies on the in�uence of centrality), by proximity (or not, as investigated by the

proximity paradox) but it can also be an independent variable. Thus, performing ac-

tors may be more attractive for knowledge linkages, as an identi�ed interesting source

of external knowledge. Furthermore, performing actors can also in�uence attributes

of others, wishing to be similar to "leaders", and as such their resulting proximity (for

instance in their geographical proximity, as shown by Vicente and Suire 2007).

By showing the in�uence of proximity, the present dissertation contributed to an

emerging theory of knowledge networks in economic geography, as outlined by Boschma

and Frenken (2009). Furthermore, the research agenda opened by the di¤erent limits

listed above could be more generally pursued in an evolutionary economic geography

framework (Boschma and Frenken 2006). Indeed, in addition to proximity dynam-

ics, an evolutionary approach of economic geography could conceptualize two other

essential mechanisms for the evolution of knowledge networks, i.e. structural and

individual mechanisms. Indeed, endogenous mechanisms of network growth, describ-

ing how the structure of the network reinforces itself in time may be conceptualized

trough the path dependence process (Martin and Sunley 2001). Then, the natural

selection reasoning is based on the individual characteristics of actors, and organiza-

tional routines are considered as a competitive advantage that can de�ne the relevant

individual characteristics relevant for the nodes in knowledge networks. Evolutionary

economic geography provides an interesting framework to construct a theory of knowl-

edge networks in economic geography, which has been considered today as a key issue

by numerous scholars (Grabher 2006, Sunley 2008, Hess 2008).
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Summary in French-Résumé
substantiel

La thèse propose non seulement de s�intéresser à la proximité géographique entre les

acteurs et à la concentration spatiale des activités d�innovation, mais aussi d�analyser

les caractéristiques des principaux vecteurs de création et de di¤usion des connais-

sances. Ainsi, nous nous focalisons sur les relations que les individus développent pour

accéder à de la connaissance externe, dans les clusters comme dans des domaines tech-

nologiques plus larges. Plus précisément, nous analysons comment di¤érentes formes

de proximité in�uencent la structure des réseaux de connaissance. La thèse propose des

développements théoriques et une étude empirique basée sur un domaine technologique

nouveau et particulier : les systèmes globaux de navigation par satellites (GNSS) en

Europe. En combinant une approche en termes de proximité avec des théories et des

modèles d�analyse de réseau, nous analysons l�in�uence de la proximité sur la struc-

ture locale des réseaux de connaissance dans le cluster GNSS en Midi-Pyrénées, mais

aussi sur la structure globale en Europe. L�articulation complexe entre les dimensions

géographique, cognitive et structurelle est dévoilée, tandis que la modélisation statis-

tique de la dynamique du réseau de connaissance global permet d�isoler et d�évaluer

l�in�uence de la proximité géographique, cognitive, sociale, organisationnelle et insti-

tutionnelle. Le résultat principal est que la structure des réseaux de connaissance n�est

pas seulement in�uencée par la proximité géographique, mais aussi par d�autres di-

mensions de proximité. Ce résultat apporte de nouveaux éclairages sur l�organisation

spatiale des activités innovantes en économie géographique.
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Proximité et Structure des Réseaux de Connaissance:
Le cas de l�industrie GNSS

Introduction

Ouvrir la boîte noire des externalités localisées de connais-
sances

En se focalisant sur l�inégale répartition des activités économiques dans l�espace,

l�économie géographique (Krugman 1991, Martin et Sunley 2001, Boschma et Frenken

2006) est aujourd�hui une discipline majeure pour comprendre la prospérité et les

écarts de développements entre villes, régions et pays (World Bank 2009). Les vingt

dernières années, une attention toute particulière a été portée aux phénomènes de con-

centration spatiale des activités innovantes (clusters), qui a concerné non seulement

la recherche académique, mais aussi les responsables politiques à l�échelle mondiale

(Martin et Sunley 2003). Nous avons notamment pu observer cet intérêt à un niveau

Européen, lors de notre participation au projet EURODITE, �nancé par l�Union Eu-

ropéenne et visant à mieux comprendre les trajectoires régionales de l�économie de

la connaissance. A un niveau national, nous constaterons, pour ne parler que du

cas français, de l�initiative des « pôles de compétitivité » prise par le gouvernement

pour assurer croissance et emploi par le biais de l�innovation régionale et faire face au

nomadisme des �rmes (Zimmermann et al. 1995).

L�idée sous jacente de l�explication des phénomènes de concentration des activ-

ités innovantes réside dans l�existence d�un certain nombre d�externalités, dont béné-

�cieraient les �rmes localisées dans un cluster. On trouvera notamment l�accès à un

tissu de fournisseurs spécialisés, à un marché du travail quali�é et �nalement à des

externalités de connaissances. Ces dernières ont passionné la littérature en économie

géographique, qui s�est essayée à identi�er les situations les plus propices à l�existence

de ces externalités (Glaeser et al. 1992), à travers la spécialisation (MAR), la di-

versi�cation (Jacobs 1969), ou la variété reliée (Frenken et al. 2007). La littérature

empirique conclut généralement à l�existence de ces externalités (Feldman et Massard
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2002), mais tend à ne pas considérer les principaux canaux de di¤usion de la connais-

sance, i.e. les relations, et par ce fait à les considérer comme une boîte noire (Breschi

et Lissoni 2001). Les réseaux inter-organisationnels et inter-individuels sont, avec la

mobilité du travail et les spin-o¤, les principaux canaux de di¤usion de la connaissance

(Boschma et Frenken 2006).

A la suite de cette littérature, nous porterons une attention toute particulière

dans cette thèse à ne pas seulement considérer la concentration spatiale des activités

innovantes, ou la proximité géographique, mais à analyser les principaux vecteurs de

création et de di¤usion de la connaissance. La thèse se focalisera sur les relations

entre acteurs a�n de contribuer à ouvrir la boîte noire des externalités localisées de

connaissance, et ainsi à mieux comprendre les �ux de connaissance, les processus

d�innovation et le changement technologique.

Les réseaux de connaissance en économie géographique: des
clusters au virage relationnel

La thèse cherche à étudier les réseaux de connaissance, plutôt que d�autres formes

de réseaux (�gure 1). Distinguer un réseau de connaissance de ce qu�il n�est pas

s�avère en e¤et aussi important que de le dé�nir (Holton 2005). Si l�on prend comme

élément clé de distinction les motifs essentiels des acteurs lorsqu�ils créent un lien,

il est possible d�opérer une distinction analytique entre trois types de réseaux, que

sont les réseaux de connaissance, les réseaux de production et les réseaux sociaux.

Nous reconnaissons que de la connaissance peut circuler dans ces deux autres formes

de réseaux, mais son accès n�est pas le but principal de l�acteur. Les réseaux de

production sont plutôt caractérisés par des relations verticales reliant donneurs d�ordre,

sous-traitants, di¤érents fournisseurs et distributeurs. Les réseaux sociaux quant à

eux sont caractérisés par des relations entre amis, famille ou anciens élèves. Notre

dé�nition des réseaux de connaissance admet en outre que la connaissance est un bien

systémique et complexe, dispersé dans l�économie globale (Antonelli 2006, Sorenson

et al. 2006). Ainsi, un réseau de connaissance peut être dé�ni comme un ensemble de

relations directes ou indirectes que les individus développent dans le but d�accéder à

la connaissance.
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La nature de cette connaissance a fait l�objet d�une grande attention en économie

(Foray 2004), notamment depuis la contribution séminale d�Arrow (1962) en consid-

érant qu�elle avait des propriétés similaires à celles d�un bien public. Les contributions

des économistes évolutionnistes en particulier sont venues modérer ces considérations,

en introduisant la dimension tacite de la connaissance. La connaissance tacite, à

la di¤érence de la connaissance codi�ée, est moins facilement transférable an raison

du fait qu�elle est principalement encastrée dans les routines organisationnelles ou le

savoir faire des individus eux-mêmes (Nelson et Winter 1982, Levitt et March 1988,

Nonaka 1994). Pourtant essentiel pour comprendre la structure de réseaux, ou les

phénomènes de concentration spatiale des activités innovantes, le contenu des rela-

tions est cependant souvent négligé dans les travaux sur les réseaux. Nous chercherons

à certains moments à introduire cette complexité dans la thèse, mais pas au travers

de la distinction tacite/codi�ée, qui nous semble plus di¢ cile à opérationnaliser. Nous

mobiliserons une approche en termes de chaîne de valeur de la connaissance, en distin-

guant notamment l�exploration de la connaissance et l�exploitation de la connaissance

(March 1991).

En somme, la thèse cherchera à analyser les réseaux de connaissance plutôt que

les réseaux sociaux ou les réseaux de production, résultant de l�ensemble des relations

mobilisées par les acteurs pour accéder à la connaissance. Ainsi, non seulement les rela-

tions des organisations seront étudiées, mais plus globalement la structure d�interaction

dans laquelle ils sont encastrés. L�objet global de notre recherche sera d�étudier la

structure des réseaux de connaissance, dans les clusters mais aussi dans des domaines

technologiques plus larges.

En dépit du fait que les clusters soient immédiatement appréhendés par leur di-

mension géographique, c�est-à-dire la concentration d�acteurs sur un même espace, les

réseaux de connaissance sont la pierre angulaire du concept de cluster. Martin et Sun-

ley (2006), nous rappelle à ce titre que pour Porter (1998, p.26) : « un cluster est une

forme de réseau » . Ceci est vrai pour l�ensemble de la littérature sur la concentration

des activités économiques, les districts industriels (Beccatini 1979), mais aussi chez

Storper (1997) et Saxenian (1994), dans la littérature sur les « learning regions »

(Asheim 1996), ou pour les systèmes régionaux d�innovation (Cooke 2001).
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Même si nous soutenons l�idée que les réseaux sont présents et importants dans

la littérature sur les clusters, et qu�ils constituent en ce sens les racines des réseaux

de connaissance et économie géographique, nous considérons aussi que leur concep-

tualisation est relativement implicite et abstraite (Sunley 2008, Hess 2008). Cette

dimension quasi-métaphorique résulte de trois éléments. Le premier est sémantique,

puisque le terme réseau est rarement spéci�é dans le but qu�il soit su¢ samment vague

pour embrasser une multiplexité de relations. Ensuite, leur existence est souvent plus

postulée que démontrée, dans le sens où des relations emblématiques sont souvent con-

sidérées, tandis que la cartographie de la structure relationnelle est elle-même moins

étudiée. En�n, les mécanismes de transfert de connaissance sont souvent absents, et

relativement peu d�éléments permettent de comprendre l�accessibilité à la connaissance

relative à di¤érentes positions. Cette métaphore du réseau dans les clusters a un rôle

extrêmement important, dans le sens où elle est un intermédiaire essentiel dans la

formalisation des réseaux de connaissance en économie géographique. En e¤et, cette

métaphore prolonge et donne une certaine cohérence à l�idée Marshallienne de la cir-

culation de la connaissance dans l�air, tout en ouvrant la voie à une formalisation plus

e¤ective, amenée par la suite par l�introduction de l�analyse de réseau en économie

géographique.

En e¤et, l�introduction de l�analyse de réseau en économie géographique a contribué

à concrétiser les réseaux de connaissance en économie géographique, en o¤rant notam-

ment un cadre analytique intéressant à travers di¤érentes théories et méthodologies

(Wassermann et Faust 1994). La combinaison de la théorie des graphes en mathéma-

tiques et de l�analyse structurale en sociologie permet à la fois d�apporter l�idée que

les réseaux de connaissance sont une structure, et donc un objet de recherche aux pro-

priétés particulières, mais aussi les moyens de l�analyser. Plus précisément, l�utilisation

des réseaux en économie géographique découle du concept d�encastrement développé

par Granovetter (1985), et considère le réseau comme une forme d�organisation, de

même que le marché et la hiérarchie. La prise en compte du contexte particulier dans

lequel les individus sont encastrés a permis récemment de dépasser la métaphore du

réseau dans des analyses de clusters, en étudiant leur structure d�interactions locales

(Giuliani et Bell 2005, Boschma et Ter Wal 2007, Vicente et al. 2010).
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Cette conception en termes d�architecture relationnelle, appelée pour la première

fois « réseau » par les anthropologues de l�école de Manchester (Barnes 1954) considère

que les relations entre individus deviennent une unité d�analyse fondamentale. Cela

renvoie par ailleurs à une idée déjà présente chez des penseurs comme Marx, Weber,

Durkheim et Comte et en particulier chez Simmel. Cette idée est d�autant plus capi-

tale dans un monde où les innovations sont de moins en moins conduites isolément. En

e¤et, comme développés dans la littérature sur le capital social, les trous structuraux

ou la théorie de la force des liens faibles les relations sont des ressources que les acteurs

peuvent utiliser de di¤érentes manières pour accroitre leur performance économique,

à travers leur accessibilité à la connaissance. Les théories sur les petits mondes, en

montrant que les réseaux humains sont caractérisés par l�apparent paradoxe de concen-

tration relationnelle et d�une faible distance moyenne entre individus, ont grandement

contribué à comprendre la circulation de la connaissance dans les clusters, notamment

à travers les rôles des «gatekeeper» de connaissance (Giuliani et Bell 2005, Morrison

2008, Rychen et Zimmermann 2008).

De manière générale, l�introduction de l�analyse de réseau en économie géographique

a considérablement contribuée à accroitre le caractère explicatif des réseaux de con-

naissance, en permettant précisément de comprendre leur l�impact sur l�innovation par

l�accès aux connaissances externes et les mécanismes de fonctionnement des structures

d�interaction des clusters. Notre thèse va fortement mobiliser les théories et modèles

de l�analyse de réseau pour construire et analyser les structures des réseaux de con-

naissance. En outre considérer les relations comme unité d�analyse majeure a conduit

à ce qui a été appelé le virage relationnel en économie géographique (Boggs et Rantisi

2003). Ce virage relationnel, et même la tentative de reconceptualisation de l�économie

géographique autour des relations (Bathelt et Glückler 2003), est d�autant plus im-

portant qu�il renvoie à un débat fondamental entre les « places » et les réseaux en

économie géographique (Castells 1996). A travers une approche en termes de « places

» l�accès à la connaissance se fait par la localisation dans l�espace, tandis qu�une

approche relationnelle considère le positionnement dans un réseau.
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Question de recherche

Malgré la dimension prometteuse du virage relationnel pour la compréhension des

processus de création de connaissance en économie géographique, de nombreux chercheurs

soutiennent aujourd�hui l�idée que ces approches doivent s�encastrer dans des théories

plus larges, comme les cadres évolutionnistes ou institutionnalistes (Sunley 2008). De

manière plus générale, une théorie qui viserait à expliquer la structure des réseaux elle-

même, plutôt que de l�utiliser pour expliquer des comportements comme l�innovation

ou la performance économique semble manquer en économie géographique (�gure 2).

De premiers éléments ont été apportés dans ce sens récemment, en soulevant notam-

ment l�importance de la proximité (Boschma et Frenken 2009). A la suite de cette

littérature émergente, la principale question de recherche de notre thèse sera de com-

prendre l�in�uence de la proximité sur les réseaux de connaissance. La proximité

permet une approche originale de la relation entre espace et interactions, développée

à l�origine par l�école française de la proximité depuis près d�une vingtaine d�année

(Bellet et al. 1993, Rallet et Torre 2001, Pecqueur et Zimmermann 2004) et rejointe

aujourd�hui par d�autres chercheurs Européens (Coenen et al. 2004, Boschma 2005,

Knoben et Oerlemans 2006). Son approche originale de l�espace est extrêmement

utile pour l�étude des réseaux de connaissance, en prenant notamment en compte des

dimensions de proximité non géographique.

Ainsi, la thèse soutenue ici est la suivante : la structure des réseaux de connaissance

est déterminée par di¤érentes dimensions de proximité entre acteurs. Ces formes sont

la proximité géographique, cognitive, sociale, organisationnelle et institutionnelle. Par

conséquent, l�objectif principal de cette thèse sera de combiner le cadre théorique de la

proximité avec les outils et modèles de l�analyse de réseau pour évaluer l�articulation

entre des dimensions structurelles et de proximité. Un intérêt particulier sera porté à

l�analyse des structures locales (clusters) et globales (domaines technologiques), ainsi

qu�à la modélisation de la dynamique des réseaux de connaissance a�n d�isoler et

d�évaluer l�in�uence respective de ces di¤érentes formes de proximité.

Pour atteindre cet objectif, nous analyserons la structure des réseaux de connais-

sance dans un domaine technologique particulier. Un domaine technologique peut
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être représenté par un ensemble d�organisations concernées par des intérêts com-

muns, comme le développement d�une technologie, et être ainsi transversal à di¤érents

secteurs. En nous appuyant sur des données collectées dans le cadre des work pack-

age 5 et 6 du projet EURODITE, nous nous intéresserons plus particulièrement au

domaine de la navigation par satellite (GNSS) en Europe. Ce domaine technologique

concerne les organisations qui développent des solutions de positionnement ou de nav-

igation liées par exemple au GPS ou à Galileo. Nous ne nous appuierons pas sur

des co-brevets, des co-publications ou encore des entretiens directs pour collecter des

données, mais sur des projets de recherche et de développement �nancés à une échelle

régionale, nationale ou Européenne.

Organisation de la thèse

L�étude de l�e¤et de di¤érentes formes de proximité sur la structure des réseaux de

connaissance sera conduite le long de quatre chapitres dans cette thèse. Ces di¤érents

chapitres sont basés sur des articles publiés dans des revues à comité de lecture ou

sur documents de travail. Deux d�entre eux (chapitre 2 et 3) sont le fruit d�une ac-

tivité de collaboration scienti�que avec respectivement Olivier Brossard et Jérôme

Vicente, et avec Raphaël Suire et Jérôme Vicente. Le premier chapitre développe le

cadre théorique général dédié à l�étude de l�articulation entre proximité et réseaux

de connaissance, tandis que les trois autres se concentrent sur la mise en évidence

et l�analyse de cette relation complexe. Ainsi, les trois chapitres empiriques étudient

le domaine technologique GNSS avec des approches di¤érentes et complémentaires,

selon une séquence basée sur une progression logique. Alors que le premier (chapitre

2) analyse les propriétés structurelles, cognitives et géographiques des réseaux de con-

naissance à travers l�analyse d�un seul cluster, le second (chapitre 3) le prolonge en

étendant l�étude à une analyse multi-cluster, ce qui permet d�éclairer l�organisation

spatiale et structurelle de ce domaine technologique. En outre, alors que les deux précé-

dents proposent une analyse statique, le troisième essai empirique (chapitre 4) propose

d�approfondir en modélisant la dynamique du réseau GNSS global a�n d�estimer pré-

cisément l�in�uence des di¤érentes dimensions de proximité.
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1. Proximité et réseaux de connaissance : perspec-
tives théoriques en économie géographique

Ce chapitre contribuera à construire le cadre théorique soutenant la thèse selon laquelle

la structure des réseaux de connaissance est déterminée par di¤érentes formes de prox-

imité. Nous porterons donc une attention toute particulière à comprendre pourquoi les

proximités géographique, cognitive, organisationnelle, sociale et institutionnelle sont

importantes pour la création et la di¤usion des connaissances. Ainsi, les développe-

ments conceptuels relatifs à l�articulation entre proximité et réseaux seront utilisés

dans les trois chapitres empiriques suivants pour l�analyse de la structure locale des

réseaux de connaissance (chapitre 2), mais aussi leur structure globale (chapitre 3) et

leur évolution (chapitre 4).

1.1 Introduction

Un des faits majeurs en économie géographique depuis les vingt dernières années est

probablement le recours massif à l�étude des réseaux et de la dimension relationnelle

comme unité d�analyse, que l�on retrouve sous la terminologie de « virage relationnel

» (Boggs et Rantisi 2003). Dans ce contexte académique, une question cruciale au-

jourd�hui est d�étudier la relation entre proximité et réseaux de connaissance (Boschma

et Frenken 2009). Ce chapitre théorique s�inscrit dans cette perspective, et contribuera

à soutenir l�idée que la réponse à de telles questions peut servir de base à la construc-

tion d�une théorie des réseaux de connaissance en économie géographique.

Cette approche consiste à expliquer ses caractéristiques structurelles plus que

leurs e¤ets en termes de performance organisationnelle. L�idée sous jacente du cadre

théorique de la proximité est particulièrement intéressante, dans le sens où l�espace

est un construit plus qu�un postulat, et que par conséquent la proximité géographique

doit être analysée en articulation avec d�autres dimensions. Cette idée a conduit à

l�émergence d�une pluralité d�approches et de typologies des dynamiques de proximité,

que l�on peut dé�nir selon trois courants majeurs que sont l�approche institutionnal-

iste (Bellet et al. 1993, Kirat et Lung 1999), interactionniste (Rallet et Torre 2001) et

l�approche évolutionniste (Boschma 2005).
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Nous mobiliserons dans ce chapitre l�approche évolutionniste, qui opère une distinc-

tion analytique en introduisant la proximité cognitive et sociale, tout en contribuant

à clari�er d�autres formes plus classiques telles que la proximité organisationnelle et

institutionnelle. Ce chapitre va étudier la relation entre proximité et réseau de connais-

sance à travers une approche originale dans la mise en évidence de leur co-évolution.

Nous montrerons que les acteurs ayant des attributs similaires (i.e. ceux qui sont

proches) sont plus à même de collaborer dans un premier temps. Ensuite nous exam-

inerons pourquoi les réseaux de connaissance exercent une in�uence sur la proximité

des acteurs. Cette approche permet d�éviter de postuler une causalité linéaire et uni-

directionnelle et ainsi d�en introduire une circulaire, plus réaliste à notre sens.

1.2 Une approche des réseaux de connaissance par la proximité

Au-delà des di¤érentes typologies de proximité développées, les principes généraux des

dynamiques de proximité sont un terreau fertile pour l�étude des réseaux de connais-

sance. En e¤et si l�on considère que les réseaux de connaissance peuvent être dé�nis

comme un ensemble de relations directes et indirectes que les individus développent

pour accéder à de la connaissance, un positionnement théorique vis-à-vis de quatre

éléments est requis. Premièrement, comme l�unité d�analyse est la relation, l�approche

doit laisser su¢ samment de place à l�étude des interactions vis-à-vis de l�espace.

Le cadre théorique est précisément fondé sur la volonté d�articuler une notion géo-

graphique et une notion relationnelle, pour reconnaitre que l�espace est un construit.

Ensuite, considérer que les individus créent des relations dans le but d�accéder à de la

connaissance nous questionne sur leur rationalité. L�approche en termes de proximité

suggère de considérer que l�acteur est rationnel dans une certaine mesure, et peut donc

essayer d�être stratégique, mais de façon limitée, ce qui semble réaliste pour des réseaux

dont la structure est complexe et où l�information sur l�agencement particulier des liens

est délicate à obtenir. Puis, la nature essentielle du processus de création/destruction

de relations dans les réseaux confronte l�approche à la façon dont elle appréhende le

temps. Ici, les di¤érents concepts ne sont pas développés dans le cadre d�approches en

termes d�équilibre statique, mais dans le cadre d�une approche dynamique, comme le

suggère le nom du groupe « dynamiques de proximité » . En�n, parce que les acteurs
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des réseaux sont plus que des n�uds mais des organisations et des individus, il est

essentiel de se positionner vis-à-vis de la question de leur hétérogénéité. C�est précisé-

ment l�ambition du groupe que d�expliquer que les acteurs sont hétérogènes en termes

d�attributs, et donc de proximité, ce qui introduit une complexité supplémentaire à

l�analyse des réseaux. Les riches débats autour des formes pertinentes de proximité

ont conduit à trois approches principales.

1.3 Les approches institutionnaliste, interactionniste et évolu-
tionniste

L�approche institutionnaliste se focalise sur la façon dont l�environnement institu-

tionnel conditionne les interactions, et distingue trois types de proximité, que sont

la proximité géographique, la proximité organisationnelle et la proximité institution-

nelle. L�approche est macro, et s�intéresse au contexte qui entoure les réseaux de

connaissances, c�est-à-dire les règles du jeu dans une certaine mesure. Les dimensions

de proximité cognitive et de proximité sociale sont présentes, mais encastrées respec-

tivement dans les dimensions de proximité organisationnelles et institutionnelles (voir

�gure 3). En e¤et, la proximité institutionnelle est le concept central, qui renvoie

de manière générale au partage d�un système commun de représentations, mais aussi

à l�encastrement des individus dans un système relationnel (proximité sociale). La

proximité organisationnelle renvoie quant à elle à la fois au support relationnel (prox-

imité organisationnelle) et à l�idée de ressources complémentaires (proximité cognitive)

comme élément majeur de la création de relations.

L�approche interactionniste se positionne davantage sur les interactions que sur leur

contexte, et suit de manière générale le courant interactionniste en économie (Kirman

1998) qui se dé�nit en opposition à l�idée néoclassique selon laquelle les acteurs pren-

nent leurs décisions de manière isolée par rapport aux autres. Le plus important ici,

c�est de distinguer une dimension géographique d�une dimension relationnelle (Rallet

et Torre 2001). De manière générale, la proximité géographique est ainsi distinguée

de la proximité organisée, qui se dé�nit comme la capacité d�une organisation à faire

interagir ses membres. La proximité organisée est elle-même composée de deux sous

dimensions, la logique d�appartenance et la logique de similarité (Torre et Rallet 2005).
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La logique d�appartenance renvoie à l�appartenance à une structure relationnelle en-

tendue dans un sens très large, pouvant être des groupes ou des réseaux sociaux et

par là fait référence à la proximité organisationnelle mais aussi à la proximité sociale.

La logique de similitude est de nature non relationnelle, et fait référence à la fois

au partage de mêmes systèmes de représentations (proximité institutionnelle) et au

partage de même connaissances, ce qui renvoie à l�idée de proximité cognitive.

L�approche évolutionniste des dynamiques de proximité (Boschma 2005) est un

héritage de l�économie évolutionniste en économie. Elle est considérée comme évolu-

tionniste dans le sens où elle peut être envisagée comme une extension du concept

de distance cognitive (Boschma et Frenken 2009). Ce dernier est un élément clé de

la compréhension des réseaux de connaissance, dans le sens où c�est la seule forme

de proximité qui soit un pré-requis à l�apprentissage et aux interactions. En outre,

la proximité sociale est aussi spéci�ée, ce qui aboutit à une approche en cinq dimen-

sions avec les proximités géographiques, organisationnelles et institutionnelles. Cette

distinction est d�autant plus importante qu�elle clari�e les autres dimensions (Vicente

et al. 2007) et permettra ainsi plus aisément leur opérationnalisation dans les études

empiriques.

1.4 Une typologie évolutionniste des dynamiques de proximité

Ainsi l�approche évolutionniste autorise à procéder à une distinction analytique entre

les dimensions géographique, organisationnelle, institutionnelle, sociale et cognitive.

La proximité géographique renvoie à la distance spatiale entre les acteurs (Gilly et

Torre 2000), ainsi qu�à la co-localisation dans la même région, ou encore dans sa

version temporaire à des meetings, réunions ou conférences. La proximité cognitive

renvoie à la similitude des bases de connaissance des organisations (Nooteboom 2000),

nécessaire à l�apprentissage mutuel et au transfert de connaissance. La proximité

organisationnelle peut être dé�nie par l�appartenance à un même groupe tel que le

dé�nit déjà Simmel, et ainsi comme le degré d�interdépendance stratégique entre deux

acteurs qui tend notamment à réduire l�incertitude. La proximité institutionnelle,

dé�nie par la similarité des contraintes informelles et des règles formelles (North 1990),

facilite donc en ce sens la coordination. En�n la proximité sociale est relative aux
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relations communes entre les acteurs, ce qui a pour e¤et d�augmenter la con�ance

entre ces acteurs. Ces di¤érentes dimensions de proximité sont chacune un moyen de

faciliter les interactions et donc in�uencent la structure des réseaux de connaissance.

1.5 Comment la proximité in�uence-t-elle les réseaux de con-
naissance

L�idée défendue ici suit le concept d�homophilie en sociologie (McPherson et al. 2001)

et considère que les organisations qui partagent les mêmes attributs, à travers leur

proximité, sont plus à même de collaborer et d�échanger de la connaissance (Boschma

et Frenken 2009). Les di¤érentes dimensions sont une forme de ressource, qui réduit

les coûts liés à l�établissement d�une collaboration, et in�uencent donc fortement les

structures des réseaux de connaissance (voir �gure 4). Ainsi, la proximité est un mo-

teur qui permet la croissance du réseau en facilitant les interactions. Au-delà de la

diminution de coûts comme le partage de plateforme technologique ou de transport,

la proximité géographique semble être in�uente tout particulièrement pour l�échange

de connaissances tacites mais aussi de manière plus indirecte en dynamisant les autres

dimensions. Tandis que la proximité géographique ne semble pas être cependant une

condition absolument nécessaire au transfert de connaissance, la proximité cognitive

joue un rôle plus décisif et complexe. En e¤et, un certain degré de distance cog-

nitive est requis pour rendre une collaboration potentiellement attractive, puisque

c�est l�existence d�une dissimilarité entre les bases de connaissances des acteurs qui

est la base de l�existence de réseaux de connaissance. En revanche un certain degré

de proximité est requis pour la rendre e¢ cace, puisque la proximité cognitive aug-

mente la capacité à capter la connaissance de l�autre. La proximité organisationnelle

a dans ce cas un rôle important permettant d�éviter les fuites de connaissance, ou du

moins même si elle ne les rend pas moins probables elle les rend moins dangereuses

puisqu�internalisées dans le groupe. La proximité institutionnelle permet d�accroitre

les collaborations entre individus qui partagent les mêmes normes et valeurs, puisqu�il

est plus facile de partager des structures d�incitations et des objectifs communs. La

proximité sociale renvoie à l�idée de transitivité, dans le sens où les acteurs, connectés

indirectement par d�autres acteurs, ont plus de chance d�être eux-mêmes connectés par
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la suite. Toutefois, la relation entre proximité et réseau ne se limite pas à la simple

in�uence de la proximité si l�on considère une fenêtre temporelle large. En e¤et, les

réseaux de connaissance in�uencent eux-aussi la proximité entre acteurs.

1.6 Comment la proximité est-t-elle in�uencée par les réseaux
de connaissance

Les di¤érentes dimensions de proximité peuvent décrire le positionnement relatif d�acteurs

dans des espaces géographiques et non géographiques à un certain moment, mais

ne sont pas �gées dans le temps et possédant tout comme les réseaux, la capac-

ité d�évoluer. Plus précisément, nous développons l�idée que les réseaux in�uencent

l�évolution de ces formes de proximité (voir �gure 5). Cette idée n�a pas encore été

développée en économie géographique en raison de l�inertie plus forte des attributs

des acteurs que de leurs relations, ce qui conduit généralement à une stabilité de la

proximité à court terme. De plus, nous défendons l�idée que si la proximité est béné-

�que à la croissance des réseaux parce qu�elle facilite les interactions, le fait que les

réseaux rapprochent les acteurs peut conduire à des e¤ets de lock-in. L�évolution de

la proximité géographique renvoie au degré de mobilité des organisations et des in-

dividus dans l�espace. Ici, les acteurs peuvent décider de se co-localiser pour rendre

une collaboration déjà existante plus e¢ cace, ce qui peut générer des e¤ets de com-

pétition locale, et di¤érents coûts de congestion. En outre, l�évolution de la proximité

cognitive est le fondement de l�idée d�apprentissage mutuel qui découle d�une collab-

oration. Ainsi, au fur et à mesure que les acteurs interagissent, ils apprennent les

uns des autres et diminuent leur distance cognitive, ce qui peut tendre à rendre à

long terme la collaboration de moins en moins e¢ cace. La proximité organisationnelle

est certainement de nos jours la dimension qui est susceptible d�évoluer le plus vite

dans le cadre de l�industrie à travers les restructurations �nancières et la mobilité du

capital �nancier. Se rapprocher organisationnellement est une façon de protéger une

collaboration existante a�n d�éviter les fuites de connaissance, ce qui peut nuire à la

circulation de la connaissance dans le réseau. L�évolution de la proximité institution-

nelle peut aussi intervenir quand des acteurs décident de changer de pays pour changer

de cadre légal a�n de collaborer, ou encore quand une relation mène à la modi�cation
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de leurs normes et valeurs. La proximité institutionnelle renvoie à la façon de créer de

la connaissance, et un rapprochement trop important peut s�avérer nuisible, puisque

enfermer les acteurs dans un unique mode de production de la connaissance. De même,

la proximité sociale est en constante évolution. Ainsi, les collaborations passées en vue

d�échanger de la connaissance peuvent engendrer une proximité sociale su¢ samment

forte qui serait nuisible à un nouvel échange de connaissance. La proximité sociale est

le meilleur exemple du phénomène de causalité circulaire entre proximité et réseaux de

connaissance. Un lock-in ici serait possible, puisqu�au fur et à mesure de l�évolution

du réseau, les acteurs collaborent plus par habitude que pour la particularité des bases

de connaissance du partenaire.

1.7 Conclusion

Ce chapitre se proposait d�étudier l�articulation complexe entre réseaux de connais-

sance et proximité. D�une part, nous avons montré dans quelle mesure l�approche

théorique de l�école de la proximité était adaptée aux réseaux en tant qu�objet d�étude.

Ensuite, nous avons montré l�intérêt d�adopter une approche en cinq dimensions, dis-

tinguant proximité géographique, organisationnelle, institutionnelle, cognitive et so-

ciale. Il nous a alors été possible d�examiner la façon dont la proximité in�uence les

réseaux de connaissance, en rendant les collaborations plus attractives et moins coû-

teuses, mais aussi comment les relations contribuent à rapprocher les individus. Ce

cadre théorique sera mobilisé pour étudier la structure des réseaux de connaissance

empiriquement à travers les trois chapitres suivants. En e¤et, il nous sera possible de

mettre en évidence non seulement les articulations entre proximité et structures des

réseaux à une échelle locale (cluster Midi-Pyrénées dans le chapitre 2), mais aussi à

une échelle globale (domaine technologique en Europe dans le chapitre 3), et �nale-

ment d�étudier l�évolution globale du réseau en considérant la proximité comme un

mécanisme clé de croissance du réseau (modélisation statistique dynamique dans le

chapitre 4).
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2. A l�interface des réseaux et des clusters : le cas
du réseau de collaboration GNSS en Midi-Pyrénées

Ce chapitre mobilise le cadre théorique développé précédemment pour appréhender les

clusters comme une construction relationnelle plutôt que comme un postulat de départ,

et comme encastré dans un environnement technologique plus large. De plus, cette

approche est combinée aux modèles et théories de l�analyse structurale puisque les

formes de proximité géographique et cognitive vont permettre de dé�nir des attributs

cruciaux pour l�étude de la structure d�interaction du cluster GNSS en Midi-Pyrénées.

A l�interface des clusters et des réseaux, cette étude empirique propose d�analyser

l�articulation complexe des dimensions structurelles, cognitives et géographiques dans

les clusters.

2.1 Introduction

Les clusters et les réseaux sont sujets à une attention grandissante dans l�économie de

la connaissance, en raison de l�observation croissante de la dimension collective (Cooke

2002) et de la concentration spatiale (Porter 1998) des processus de création de con-

naissance. Dans ce chapitre, nous proposons que les réseaux de connaissance et les

clusters découlent de l�agrégation complexe de multiples stratégies relationnelles (Pow-

ell and Grodal 2005, Cowan, Jonard and Zimmermann 2007) entre des organisations

visant à accéder à des connaissances externes, et dans laquelle l�espace compte. En

intégrant la dimension géographique aux dimensions structurelles et cognitives, nous

suivons une littérature soucieuse d�étudier l�impact de la dimension spatiale sur les

processus de connaissance (Breschi and Lissoni 2001, Bathelt, Malmberg and Maskell

2004, Boschma 2005, Rychen and Zimmermann 2008, Crevoisier and Jeannerat 2009).

Ainsi le chapitre propose une étude empirique à l�interface des clusters et des réseaux

de connaissance, a�n d�analyser de manière originale l�articulation complexe des di-

mensions structurelles, cognitives et géographiques dans les clusters.

Les outils d�analyse de réseau (Borgatti et al. 2002) seront mobilisés dans cette

étude pour l�identi�cation du cluster, dans la mesure où ils se révèlent être extrême-

ment e¢ caces et prometteurs en économie géographique (Ter Wal and Boschma 2009,
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Rychen and Zimmermann 2008). Ceci est d�autant plus vrai quand les dimensions

structurelles des réseaux visent à être couplées avec des dimensions non structurelles

(Owen-Smith and Powell 2004). Plus précisément, ce chapitre va étudier un clus-

ter appartenant au domaine technologique de la navigation par satellite (GNSS), qui

a l�intéressante particularité de mobiliser une dynamique de connaissance composite

(Antonelli 2006). En e¤et, ce domaine technologique croise di¤érentes bases de con-

naissance, des infrastructures orbitales à une large variété d�applications, en même

temps qu�il est transversal à di¤érents secteurs, tels que les télécommunications, le

tourisme, le transport ou la sécurité. La méthodologie consiste à reconstruire le clus-

ter GNSS en région Midi-Pyrénées à partir des données relationnelles disponibles dans

les projets collaboratifs de R&D �nancés publiquement à di¤érentes échelles spatiales

(régionale, nationale, européenne).

2.2 Réseaux et clusters comme tissus de processus de connais-
sance composite

Les domaines technologiques (ou non technologiques) peuvent être représentés comme

des structures re�étant des processus de création de connaissance composite, où dif-

férents fragments de connaissance sont combinés dans le but d�en produire de nouveaux

(Antonelli 2006). Les clusters sont en ce sens une partie locale de ce tissu relationnel

de connaissance, liés à un domaine particulier. En e¤et, comme dé�ni par Porter, un

cluster traduit « la concentration géographique de �rmes et d�institutions interconnec-

tées, dans un domaine particulier » (Porter 1998, p.78, notre traduction). Dépasser

la perspective locale pour ne pas isoler le cluster reviendra plus concrètement dans

ce chapitre à analyser le réseau collaboratif qui le traverse a�n de prendre en compte

l�encastrement d�un cluster particulier dans un domaine technologique plus large.

Cette approche permettra d�identi�er l�articulation des dimensions structurelle,

cognitive et géographique des structures locales des réseaux de connaissance. Cette

articulation est complexe, et fait l�objet d�une attention toute particulière dans la lit-

térature en économie géographique. En e¤et, l�e¢ cacité des processus de concentration

spatiale des activités innovantes résulte de la combinaison de bases de connaissances

entre acteurs ayant une certaine distance cognitive (Nooteboom 2005, Boschma 2005)
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tout en étant transversale au domaine technologique étudié, comme exprimé récem-

ment par le concept de variété reliée (Frenken et al. 2007). Cette combinaison est

génératrice d�externalités de connaissances que les acteurs cherchent à capter, sans

nécessairement désirer les di¤user à leur tour dans un climat de compétition locale.

Ainsi, l�étude des structures relationnelles permettra de mieux comprendre la façon

dont s�agencent les relations entre acteurs pour dépasser ce paradoxe apparent. Notre

approche vise en ce sens à considérer les clusters comme une structure locale de réseau

de connaissance dans laquelle l�agencement particulier des relations interorganisation-

nelles est supérieur à la somme des parties.

Les outils de l�analyse de réseau (Wassermann and Faust 1994) vont nous per-

mettre d�e¤ectuer empiriquement ce croisement entre propriétés structurelles et non-

structurelles. Les travaux d�Owen-Smith et Powell (2004), Giuliani et Bell (2005),

Boschma et Ter Wal (2007) et Morrison (2008) constituent autant d�approches visant à

éclairer la compréhension des structures d�interactions dans les clusters. Les théories et

outils de l�analyse de réseau permettent notamment d�étudier la densité de la structure

locale, mettant ainsi en évidence l�existence de clusters, en décrivant les proportions

plus ou moins fortes de relations observées par rapport aux nombre de lien possibles.

Les e¤ets de cliques, c�est-à-dire les sous groupes d�acteurs parfaitement inter-reliés

entre eux permettent d�étudier les e¤ets de transitivité et de cohésion sociale. Aussi,

l�observation non seulement de la forme d�arrangements de liens, c�est-à-dire la struc-

ture, mais aussi les positions occupées par les acteurs dans cette structure est aussi

possible grâce aux di¤érentes mesures de centralité et d�intermédiarité (« brokerage » ).

Ces derniers indicateurs permettant notamment d�identi�er les « gatekeeper » (Allen

1977, Giuliani et Bell 2005, Morrison 2008, Rychen et Zimmermann 2008), acteurs

clés reliant la dynamique locale du cluster et globale du domaine technologique.

2.3 Contexte, données et méthode

Le terme GNSS est utilisé pour décrire les systèmes qui fournissent des solutions de

positionnement et de navigation transmis par satellites. Ce domaine technologique,

principalement dirigé vers des applications militaires à l�origine, s�est ouvert aux ap-

plications civiles depuis près de dix ans, irriguant ainsi di¤érents secteurs (voir �gure
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6). A une échelle européenne, Balland, Suire et Vicente (2010) ont notamment iden-

ti�é les sept principaux clusters GNSS dans les régions Midi-Pyrénées (Toulouse),

Haute-Bavière (Munich), Ile de France (Paris), la région intérieure Londonienne, la

communauté de Madrid, la Lombardie (Milan) et le Latium (Rome). Dans cette

étude, nous nous concentrerons sur l�analyse des relations locales et externes des or-

ganisations de Midi-Pyrénées. Cette région a une riche histoire spatiale et abrite des

acteurs très importants de la GNSS, tels que le CNES, Thales Alenia Space (TAS) ou

EADS Astrium.

La construction de la base de donnée relationnelle dérive du lien issu de la par-

ticipation de deux organisations à un même projet collaboratif de R&D, à partir du

moment où ce dernier est �nancé en totalité ou en partie par des fonds publics. Cette

méthode a permis d�identi�er 30 projets pour la période 2005-2008, dans lesquels 130

acteurs sont engagés (tableau 2). Ces projets ont été identi�és grâce à des bases de

données publiquement consultables, telles qu�un site développé par la communauté

d�agglomération Toulousaine pour la promotion de la GNSS en Midi-Pyrénées recen-

sant les projets régionaux et nationaux, et la base de donnée de la GNSS Super-

visory Authority (GSA) pour les projets GNSS des programmes cadres de l�Union

Européenne. Plus de détails ont été trouvés sur les sites web des projets eux-mêmes,

des organisations et des sites techniques spécialisés dans la GNSS. Pour éviter un biais

liés à la surestimation des relations extra locales du au fait que les projets européens

sont en moyenne plus grands que les projets régionaux et nationaux, seules les or-

ganisations participantes au mêmes work-packages sont considérées comme ayant une

relation.

Une telle méthode o¤re une opportunité intéressante pour l�étude des clusters en

même temps qu�elle sou¤re de certaines limites. Tout d�abord, le �nancement public

des projets permet un accès à des bases de données existantes et une certaine ho-

mogénéité des données relationnelles. Cependant, même si la GNSS est par nature

un domaine technologique dans lequel la dimension publique est cruciale (Galileo, Eg-

nos) les partenariats purement privés, militaires, ou secret défense ne sont pas inclus.

Ensuite, le fait que les projets aient été acceptés permet de supposer de la légitimité

(en termes de compétence) des acteurs y participant. En revanche, il est possible que
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certains puissent être inclus pour des raisons politiques qui dépassent le cadre de notre

analyse.

Outre les données relationnelles, deux types d�attributs sont considérés a�n d�introduire

l�hétérogénéité interindividuelle qui permettra d�articuler les dimensions structurelles,

géographiques et cognitives. La dimension géographique est simplement liée à l�appartenance

ou non au cluster GNSS en Midi-Pyrénées, conduisant à un attribut binaire. La dimen-

sion cognitive est considérée à partir de l�appartenance aux segments de connaissance

suivants : infrastructures (que se soit sols ou espace), hardware à travers les di¤érents

matériels et récepteurs GNSS, software pour les logiciels de positionnement et de nav-

igation et les autres applications et services.

2.4 Statistiques descriptives et visualisation du cluster GNSS

Nous utiliserons respectivement les logiciels d�analyse de réseau Ucinet et Netdraw

(Borgatti et al. 2002) a�n d�étudier les propriétés structurelles du cluster GNSS de

visualiser la structure relationnelle. Plus précisément, di¤érents réseaux seront mo-

bilisés pour cette étude. Le « MP+ network » (�gure 8) correspond à une matrice

relationnelle comprenant acteurs locaux (triangles) et non locaux (cercles). Le graphe

est valué en fonction du nombre de projets en commun auxquels ils participent. On

note particulièrement que la densité du réseau « MP+ network » s�élève à 0,094, et

la distance géodésique moyenne est de 2,39. Ces indicateurs sont relativement élevés

mais di¢ cilement interprétables en raison du fait que chacun des projets représente

une clique en lui-même, et élève ainsi arti�ciellement le niveau de clustering. Le « MP

network » (�gure 9) quant à lui représente uniquement les relations entre acteurs lo-

caux, et permet un zoom sur la structure locale déconnectée du domaine technologique.

On note particulièrement l�importance de certains acteurs du cluster Midi-Pyrénées,

ainsi que de certaines cliques. Ici encore, la densité (0,164) et la distance géodésique

moyenne sont élevées (2,22) mais toujours di¢ cilement interprétables. En�n, l�étude

du dernier réseau permet d�éviter le biais lié à la nature essentiellement transitive des

données relationnelles. Ainsi, le « Simpli�ed MP+ network » (�gure 10) représente

les relations entre acteurs ayant participé au moins à deux projets en commun. On

note encore une fois une densité élevée (0,2) et une distance géodésique moyenne faible
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(2,19), ce qui démontre une certaine accessibilité à la connaissance dans le réseau qui

traverse la région Midi-Pyrénées. Outre ces considérations générales, une analyse plus

�ne des rôles et positions des acteurs permettra de mieux comprendre l�articulation

espace, réseaux et connaissance.

2.5 Structure, rôle et positions dans le réseau GNSS : princi-
paux résultats empiriques

Le premier résultat empirique concerne l�étude de l�attachement préférentiel relatif aux

bases de connaissance, c�est-à-dire l�in�uence de la proximité cognitive sur la propen-

sion à collaborer dans le cluster de Midi-Pyrénées. Pour cela, nous calculons l�E-I

index (Krackhardt et Stern 1988) qui permet de comparer la proportion de relations

entre organisations appartenant au même segment de connaissance (homophilie) et

celle qui n�y appartiennent pas (hétérophilie). L�analyse des collaborations locales

nous indique que les organisations ont une préférence marquée pour les connaissances

de type composite de manière générale. Lorsque l�on intègre les acteurs externes à

l�analyse, les acteurs montrent toujours cette préférence pour des bases de connais-

sances di¤érentes aux leurs, mais à un degré nettement moindre. Ce premier résultat

suggère que les acteurs sont plus à même d�échanger des connaissances hétérogènes

(i.e. une situation de distance cognitive) lorsqu�ils sont issus du même cluster (i.e. une

situation de proximité géographique).

Le second résultat empirique investit la question des équivalences structurales liées

aux similarités cognitives des acteurs. Ici, nous cherchons à identi�er des e¤ets de

proximité sociale à travers l�établissement de cliques dans le « Simpli�ed MP network

» a�n d�éviter le biais de transitivité lié à la structure de nos données. La clique la plus

importante est donnée par di¤érentes PME locales qui compensent leur distance cog-

nitive par de la proximité géographique et sociale. Nous mettons en avant di¤érentes

stratégies relationnelles entre les deux acteurs majeurs de l�infrastructure GNSS en

Midi-Pyrénées, TAS et EADS Astrium. Le premier a une préférence pour les interac-

tions locales et le deuxième pour les interactions extra-locales. Ici, la di¤érenciation

relationnelle est un moyen d�éviter la compétition et les externalités de connaissance

liées à la présence cumulée de proximité géographique et cognitive.
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Le troisième résultat empirique est lié à l�étude de la centralité des di¤érentes

organisations du réseau. Les centralités de degré, d�intermédiarité et de proximité des

vingt acteurs les plus centraux sont analysées. Le résultat le plus intéressant résulte du

fait que la forme institutionnelle semble être importante dans la place occupée dans

le réseau, puisque les acteurs industriels sont plus centraux en termes de centralité

de degré, tandis que les acteurs publics (scienti�ques) sont plus centraux en termes

d�intermédiarité.

L�étude de cette intermédiarité à travers les calculs de di¤érentes formes de «

brokerage » (Gould et Fernandez 1989) permet une progression dans la compréhen-

sion des rôles et positions des di¤érents acteurs. Tournée en attributs, la proximité

géographique et la proximité cognitive permettent d�éclairer les rôles et positions des

di¤érents acteurs. En e¤et, les « brokerage » géographique permettent d�identi�er les

acteurs qui relient les locaux entre eux (coordinateurs), les locaux avec les externes

(«gatekeeper» ) ou les externes entre eux (consultants). De même, les « brokerage »

cognitif permettent d�identi�er ceux qui sont des ponts entre bases de connaissances

identiques ou di¤érentes. Etant donné que quatre catégories de connaissance sont

distinguées, un quatrième rôle reliant un acteur de type A des acteurs de types B

et C est distinguée. Les «gatekeeper» géographiques sont principalement les grosses

organisations de l�infrastructure (TAS, CNES, EADS Astrium), alors que les PME lo-

cales ont plus un rôle de coordinatrices tandis que certains acteurs externes relient des

acteurs locaux. D�un point de vue du « brokerage » cognitif, les organismes publics

de recherche et les agences spatiales ont un rôle primordial dans la liaison des bases

de connaissances di¤érentes des leurs.

2.6 Remarques de conclusion

Ce chapitre proposait de construire et d�analyser les clusters à partir de relations

de collaboration encastrées dans des domaines technologiques plus larges. Ainsi, les

clusters ont été analysés comme des réseaux locaux de connaissance plutôt que comme

des agglomérations spatiales d�acteurs seulement. Cette analyse a permis d�inclure

notamment les organisations non-locales comme des acteurs cruciaux de la dynamique

locale de création de connaissance. De plus, l�analyse de ses propriétés structurelles a
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été éclairée par une approche en termes de proximité, particulièrement géographique

et cognitive. Ainsi, plus précisément, ce chapitre a analysé l�articulation entre les

dimensions structurelle, cognitive et géographique des �ux de connaissance dans le

cluster GNSS en Midi-Pyrénées. Cela a permis de mettre en évidence les rôles et les

positions de di¤érentes organisations dans la dynamique de création de connaissance.

Ce chapitre permet d�alimenter la ré�exion globale de la thèse, en analysant comment

di¤érentes formes de proximité participent à construire et à déterminer la structure

des réseaux locaux de connaissances. Cependant, il est nécessaire d�aller plus loin

dans l�encastrement des clusters dans des domaines technologiques plus larges a�n

d�en identi�er leur organisation spatiale et structurelle. C�est ce travail que propose

d�e¤ectuer le chapitre 3.

3. Comment les structures de clusters/pipelines et
de coeur/périphérie s�articulent dans les processus
de création de connaissance ? Le cas du domaine
technologique GNSS en Europe

Ce chapitre poursuit le travail entamé dans le chapitre précédent, et le prolonge en

abandonnant l�échelle d�analyse �ne d�un cluster particulier, pour adopter une perspec-

tive plus globale à travers un domaine technologique. Il poursuit en ce sens la volonté

d�encastrement des clusters dans un système relationnel plus large suggéré précédem-

ment. Le point de départ est désormais le domaine technologique lui-même, ce qui

permet d�étudier comment sa dimension cognitive (à travers les bases de connaissances

des acteurs, mais aussi la nature de la connaissance) in�uence son organisation spatiale

(en termes de clusters et de pipelines) et son organisation structurelle (en termes de

c�ur et de périphérie).

3.1 Introduction

Les innovations technologiques résultent d�une dynamique micro-macro complexe,

dans laquelle les réseaux jouent un rôle important pour faire d�une idée émergente un
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standard dominant. Cette complexité résulte de la combinaison de di¤érentes bases

de connaissance, qui vont de l�exploration séminale de nouvelles idées, de nouvelle

connaissance amont à son exploitation e¤ective pour irriguer les marchés. Ce chapitre

considère que les domaines technologiques croisent trois dimensions essentielles pour les

dynamiques complexes de connaissances. En premier lieu, les domaines technologiques

peuvent être appréhendés comme une structure globale de réseau de connaissance.

En second lieu, ces réseaux existent parce que les domaines technologiques sont des

espaces cognitifs, constituées d�un ensemble de bases de connaissances diverses que les

organisations cherchent à atteindre en tissant des relations. Finalement, les domaines

technologiques s�appuient sur une organisation spatiale nécessaire à leur dynamique,

c�est-à-dire qu�ils peuvent être représentés comme un ensemble de clusters reliés entre

eux (pipelines).

L�analyse peut alors être considérée ici comme « multi-clusters » . Ces dimensions

structurelles, cognitives et géographiques et leur articulation seront étudiées dans le

domaine technologique de la navigation par satellite en Europe. Les outils d�analyse

de réseau (Borgatti et al. 2002) seront mobilisés dans ce chapitre aussi a�n d�identi�er

cette articulation d�une manière di¤érente de celle utilisée dans le chapitre précédent.

En e¤et, ces outils serviront moins à l�étude des rôles et positions des acteurs, qu�à

l�analyse des structures cognitives des clusters et des pipelines. De plus, ces outils

seront aussi mobilisés pour construire ces clusters et pipelines. La reconstruction du

domaine technologique GNSS en Europe sera e¤ectuée à partir des données relation-

nelles disponibles dans les projets collaboratifs du 5ème et du 6ème Programme Cadre

de Recherche et de Développement de l�Union Européenne.

3.2 Cadre théorique

Un domaine technologique peut être appréhendé comme un réseau où les acteurs tis-

sent des relations avec d�autres a�n d�accéder à de la connaissance externe. Au-delà de

l�accès à cette connaissance, chacune de ces relations bilatérales engendre le risque de

fuites de connaissances. Cela représente un coût qui complexi�e fortement les straté-

gies relationnelles entre organisations. Ce tissu relationnel résultant de l�agrégation

des ces relations possède des propriétés structurelles particulières, qui permettent de
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mieux comprendre les dynamiques de création de connaissance dans les domaines

technologiques. Nous considérons que l�organisation structurelle des domaines tech-

nologiques est liée à leur dimension cognitive. Au-delà des indicateurs de densité, de

connectivité ou de centralité, un intérêt tout particulier sera dédié à l�identi�cation

d�une structure de c�ur/périphérie. Cela permettra de mettre en avant les n�uds qui

sont extrêmement connectés entre eux (c�ur), et ceux qui le sont moins (périphérie).

Un domaine technologique se caractérise aussi par l�ensemble des bases de con-

naissances qui le compose, et la façon dont elles s�articulent. Dans ce chapitre, nous

considèrerons la dimension cognitive des domaines technologiques non seulement à

travers les bases de connaissances des organisations, mais aussi à travers la nature

de la connaissance contenue dans leurs relations. En e¤et, la distance cognitive est

un facteur déterminant de la propension à collaborer, ce qui a¤ecte la structure des

réseaux de connaissance. En outre, la nature de la connaissance engagée est également

importante, dans le sens où certaines connaissances se prêtent plus à une concentra-

tion relationnelle, tandis que d�autres se développent à travers des structures moins

cohésives.

En�n, un domaine technologique se caractérise par son organisation spatiale. Ainsi,

les activités d�innovation se trouvent être particulièrement concentrées dans l�espace,

à travers les phénomènes de clustering spatiaux (Porter 1998). Les domaines tech-

nologiques peuvent donc être formalisés comme un ensemble de clusters interconnec-

tés entre eux. Nous considérons que la nature des connaissances échangées in�uence

fortement l�organisation spatiale des domaines technologiques.

3.3 Données et méthode

Comme le chapitre précédent, ce chapitre se base sur une étude dans la GNSS, mais

cette fois ci à une échelle européenne. Les données relationnelles sont issues des projets

collaboratifs de R&D �nancés par l�Europe dans le cadre du 5ème et du 6ème PCRD

concernant la GNSS. La base de donnée de la GNSS Supervisory Authority (GSA) ainsi

que celle du Cordis nous ont permis d�identi�er 72 projets pour la période 2002-2007,

dans lesquels 360 acteurs sont engagés (tableau 9). Plus de détails ont été trouvés sur
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les sites web des projets eux-mêmes, des organisations et des sites techniques spécialisés

dans la GNSS.

Un réseau bi-modal a été construit (�gure 11), c�est-à-dire comprenant des n�uds

« projets » et des n�uds « organisations » . A partir de ce dernier, deux réseaux

d�a¢ liation ont été déduits pour construire un réseau uni-modal de projets et un

réseau uni-modal d�organisations. La construction de ces deux sous réseaux est basée

sur l�idée que deux organisations ont une relation à partir du moment où elles par-

ticipent à un même projet collaboratif de R&D, et deux projets sont reliés si une

même organisation y participe. En outre, trois attributs vont nous permettre d�étudier

l�articulation entre les dimensions cognitives, structurelles et géographiques dans les

domaines technologiques. Le premier concerne les projets, à travers la phase de la

chaîne de valeur à laquelle ils appartiennent, tandis que les deux autres concernent les

organisations, à travers leur base de connaissance et leur localisation.

La nature des connaissances contenues dans les relations sera intégrée à travers

la chaîne de valeur de la connaissance. Nous utiliserons une distinction simple à

partir des abstracts longs des projets (voir tableau 10). Plus précisément, nous dis-

tinguerons exploration et exploitation de la connaissance (March 1991), ainsi qu�une

phase d�intégration pour dé�nir les attributs des projets. La phase d�exploration est

relative à la recherche de connaissances nouvelles pour des technologies futures (phase

amont de la R&D). La phase d�exploitation vise à utiliser de la connaissance déjà

existante pour développer des technologies immédiates (phase aval de la R&D). La

phase d�intégration est une phase intermédiaire qui vise à combiner des technologies

déjà existantes.

Nous ferons référence à trois bases de connaissances essentielles à toute innovation

technologique, à travers le modèle SAS (Asheim, Boschma et Cooke 2007). Ces bases

seront les attributs cognitifs des acteurs. Ainsi, la connaissance analytique est rela-

tive à la connaissance fondamentale, et concernera donc les acteurs de la recherche

académique. Puis, la connaissance synthétique est relative à la connaissance plus

appliquée, et concernera plus particulièrement les �rmes d�ingénierie. En�n, la con-

naissance symbolique a une dimension plus artistique, et concernera les acteurs qui ne

font ni de la recherche académique ni de l�ingénierie mais apporte de la connaissance
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faisant l�interface avec l�usager, comme le marketing ou le design par exemple.

L�identi�cation des clusters et pipelines débute par la localisation de chaque or-

ganisation, à un niveau NUTS II. Ensuite, des « blocks » résultants de l�agrégation

de l�ensemble des organisations de chaque région sont construits, ce qui conduit à une

matrice carrée régions/régions où la diagonale représente les relations intra régionales.

Cela nous permet de construire la distribution des organisations dans 88 régions en

Europe (voir �gure 12). Les 7 régions montrant une concentration organisationnelle

anormalement élevée seront considérées comme les principaux clusters GNSS en Eu-

rope, tandis que les relations entre ces régions seront considérées comme les pipelines.

3.4 Principaux résultats empiriques

Le réseau de projets ainsi que le réseau d�organisations seront utilisés de manière com-

plémentaire pour étudier les caractéristiques structurelles, cognitive et géographique

du domaine technologique GNSS à une échelle européenne.

Prises isolément, les propriétés structurelles sont assez descriptives de ce à quoi

ressemble le réseau (voir tableau 12). Elles montrent que les densités des deux réseaux

sont assez élevées, 0,181 pour le réseau de projets, et 0,055 pour le réseau d�organisations.

De plus, le réseau de projet a¢ che une composante principale de 66 projets, et seule-

ment 6 sont isolés. Un c�ur/périphérie est cependant mis en avant. Ensuite, con-

cernant le réseau d�organisations, nous retrouvons un résultat classique montrant que

peu d�organisations possèdent un nombre élevé de relations tandis que beaucoup ont

une centralité de degré faiblement élevé (�gure 13). Finalement, la comparaison des

scores de centralité nous montre que de manière générale, les organismes publics de

recherche ont une centralité d�intermédiarité relativement plus forte qu�une centralité

de degré (tableau 12), de manière similaire au résultat trouvé dans le chapitre 2.

Croisées entre elles, les propriétés cognitives des n�uds (organisations) et des re-

lations (projets) montrent que la phase d�exploration nécessite principalement des

acteurs ayant des bases de connaissances analytiques (52,5%), moins de synthétiques,

et �nalement très peu de symboliques (tableau 13). La phase d�intégration nécessite

quant à elle une grande majorité de bases synthétiques (70,3%), puis des bases analy-
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tiques et symboliques en proportions équivalentes. Finalement, la phase d�exploitation

se base également en majorité sur des bases synthétiques (62,4%), puis symboliques

et par contre très peu sur des bases analytiques. Ce résultat converge avec la lit-

térature théorique sur ce sujet (Cooke 2006), ce qui con�rme la robustesse de notre

classi�cation des projets en termes de phase de connaissance.

Cette introduction de la nature de la connaissance dans l�analyse de réseau présen-

tée ici nous apporte un premier résultat original relatif au croisement des dimensions

cognitives et structurelles (tableau 15). En e¤et, les projets d�exploration sont majori-

tairement situés à la périphérie (96,6%) du réseau, tandis que c�est moins le cas pour la

phase d�intégration (68%), et encore moins pour la phase d�exploitation (58,3%). Un

test économétrique simple (tableau 16) con�rme ce résultat, en montrant que le fait

d�avoir une majorité d�acteurs aux bases de connaissance synthétique et symbolique

in�uence de manière positive et signi�cative la probabilité qu�un projet soit au c�ur du

réseau. En contrôlant par la taille du projet nous montrons également l�existence d�un

e¤et de seuil, à partir duquel des acteurs supplémentaires in�uencent négativement la

probabilité d�être au c�ur.

L�organisation spatiale du domaine technologique montre l�existence de sept clus-

ters GNSS en Europe (�gure 15), les plus importants étant localisés dans la commu-

nauté de Madrid, le Latium et Midi-Pyrénées. Ce sont aussi les régions dans lesquelles

sont situées les organisations les plus centrales : TAS (Toulouse), Telespazio (Rome) et

GMV (Madrid). Lorsque l�on croise les caractéristiques géographiques et structurelles,

nous montrons l�hétérogénéité des sept clusters, qui se révèlent avoir des structures

d�interaction relativement di¤érentes (tableau 17). Les clusters de Toulouse, Rome et

Madrid ont une densité relationnelle interne forte, et un degré d�ouverture modéré, ce

qui les rapprochent du type « district Marshallien » décrit par Markusen (1996). A

l�inverse, les clusters de Paris et Londres ont un degré d�ouverture très fort et une den-

sité interne faible, ce qui les rapproche du type « plateforme satellite » . La Bavière et

la Lombardie sont des structures intermédiaires. Le résultat le plus intéressant appa-

rait lorsque l�on étudie les structures cognitives des clusters et des pipelines (tableau

18). En e¤et, la majorité de la connaissance développée dans les clusters est de la

connaissance d�exploration, tandis que c�est en priorité de la connaissance de type
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intégration entre les pipelines, et de la connaissance d�exploitation dispersée ailleurs

en Europe. Ce résultat montre que plus la connaissance est éloignée du marché, plus

elle est concentrée dans l�espace.

3.5 Conclusion

Lorsque l�on croise les dimensions structurelles et géographiques, éclairées par notre

approche considérant la nature de la connaissance, on remarque que l�exploration

de la connaissance nécessite de la concentration spatiale et de la dispersion relation-

nelle, tandis que l�exploitation de la connaissance requiert de la concentration rela-

tionnelle et de la dispersion spatiale, et que l�intégration est intermédiaire dans les

deux cas. Le résultat majeur qui se dessine est donc la coexistence d�une structure de

c�ur/périphérie et d�une structure de clusters/pipelines dans le domaine technologique

GNSS en Europe, en fonction de la connaissance échangée. Ces résultats sont présen-

tés puis discutés à partir du tableau 19 et de la �gure 16, insistant sur l�intérêt d�une

approche structurelle, cognitive et géographique des réseaux pour analyser la produc-

tion et la di¤usion de nouveaux standards technologiques. Nous montrons d�une part

que cette coexistence de structures correspond à une phase particulière dans le cycle

de maturité des GNSS où la recherche de standardisation, appuyée par la Commis-

sion Européenne, requiert des processus de mise en compatibilité et d�interopérabilité

entre les technologies développées dans les di¤érents clusters, ainsi que l�ouverture

d�applications et de marchés dans l�ensemble de l�espace Européen, justi�ant ainsi la

forte cohésion de la structure des projets d�intégration et d�exploitation. L�existence

d�une périphérie de projets peu connectés au c�ur, elle, marque l�existence d�un pool

de projets d�exploration susceptibles de venir alimenter le c�ur le long du cycle de

développement des GNSS, projets essentiellement muris dans le cadre de relations

développées au sein des clusters. Ce chapitre, comme le précédent nous a éclairé

sur les articulations des dimensions cognitives, géographiques et structurelles, cette

fois à l�échelle globale. Cependant, ils sou¤rent tous deux d�une approche statique,

et n�évaluent pas l�in�uence précise des di¤érentes formes de proximités développées

dans le chapitre 1. Ce dernier point sera l�objet du chapitre 4 de cette thèse.
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4. De l�in�uence de la proximité dans l�évolution des
réseaux de collaboration : une analyse longitudinale
basée sur des projets de R et D dans la GNSS en
Europe

Contrairement aux deux chapitres empiriques précédents, ce chapitre n�analyse pas

la structure d�un réseau pour étudier son articulation avec des dimensions liées à

di¤érentes formes de proximité (géographique et cognitive). Cependant il les prolonge

en isolant et en évaluant l�in�uence de di¤érentes formes de proximité sur l�évolution du

réseau de connaissance GNSS. Ainsi l�approche est cette fois non seulement dynamique,

mais elle s�étend en plus à l�étude de l�in�uence respective des cinq formes de proximité.

4.1 Introduction

Une attention grandissante a été portée récemment à l�analyse de l�in�uence des

réseaux sur les performances organisationnelles dans les études sur l�innovation (Ahuja

2000, Gay et Dousset 2005, Schilling et Phelps 2007, Boschma et Ter Wal 2007). Ainsi,

au travers de di¤érents indicateurs tels que la centralité, le « brokerage » ou d�autres

variables structurelles, le réseau a été utilisé comme variable indépendante, pour ex-

pliquer un phénomène particulier, tel que la propension à innover. Par contre, la

compréhension de l�évolution des réseaux de connaissance a largement été négligée

empiriquement, et les principaux mécanismes de leur morphogénèse (Cohendet, Kir-

man et Zimmermann 2003) restent �ous.

Au-delà des e¤ets structurels endogènes (Giuliani 2008, Ter Wal 2009) et des mé-

canismes individuels récemment mis en avant (Giuliani et Bell 2005, Boschma et Ter

Wal 2007), l�in�uence de di¤érentes formes de proximité sur l�évolution des réseaux

de connaissances nécessite tout particulièrement d�être clari�ée (Autant-Bernard et

al. 2007, Ponds et al. 2007, Ter Wal 2009, Scherngell and Barber 2010). Boschma et

Frenken (2009) identi�ent d�ailleurs cette question comme cruciale en économie géo-

graphique et proposent un cadre théorique reliant proximité et évolution des réseaux.

L�in�uence de la proximité s�apparente en ce sens là à l�homophilie décrite en sociolo-
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gie notamment. Ce chapitre vise précisément à déterminer comment les organisations

choisissent leurs partenaires en fonction de leur proximité géographique, organisation-

nelle, institutionnelle, cognitive et sociale.

La principale di¢ culté liée à ce type d�étude est d�une part la mesure des di¤érentes

formes de proximité (Bouba-Olga et Zimmermann 2004, Carrincazeaux et al. 2008),

et d�autre part l�accès à des données longitudinales (Baum et al. 2003). Ce chapitre

propose une opérationnalisation originale de ces cinq formes de proximité, et la base de

données relationnelle longitudinale est construite à partir des projets du 6ème PCRD

dans la GNSS. Les changements relationnels sont étudiés entre quatre années (de

2004 à 2007) avec le modèle stochastique SIENA (Snijders 2001), récemment utilisé

en économie géographique (Giuliani 2008, Ter Wal 2009). Contrairement aux autres

modèles statistiques développés jusqu�à présent dans la littérature sur les réseaux, il

se base sur des processus de Markov et permet en ce sens de modéliser l�évolution du

réseau collaboratif GNSS.

4.2 Comment di¤érentes formes de proximité in�uencent l�évolution
des réseaux de collaboration ?

Les cinq propositions relatives aux cinq formes de proximité décrites dans Boschma

(2005) élaborées ici seront testées empiriquement.

La proximité géographique renvoie à la co-localisation dans le même espace, et elle

est supposée favoriser le transfert de connaissance dans la littérature. En ce sens, une

première proposition est élaborée :

- les organisations ont plus de chances de collaborer quand elles appartiennent à la

même aire spatiale, c�est-à-dire quand elles sont proches géographiquement.

La proximité cognitive au degré de similitude des bases de connaissance des ac-

teurs, et elle est nécessaire à la communication et au transfert de connaissance des

partenaires. A�n de tester la préférence pour les mêmes bases de connaissances, une

seconde proposition est élaborée :
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- les organisations ont plus de chances de collaborer quand elles ont les mêmes

bases de connaissances, c�est-à-dire quand elles sont proches cognitivement.

La proximité organisationnelle renvoie à une forme spéci�que de liaison entre les

�rmes du même groupe, leurs �liales ou leurs établissements, et permet de réduire

l�incertitude sur le comportement du partenaire et les fuites de connaissances. Une

troisième proposition est élaborée :

- les organisations ont plus de chances de collaborer avec les membres de leur

groupe, c�est-à-dire quand elles sont proches organisationnellement.

La proximité institutionnelle renvoie à la même forme institutionnelle (science,

industrie, politique, usagers), et permet une meilleure communication et coordination

à travers le partage de valeurs, d�intérêt et de structures d�incitations communs. Une

quatrième proposition est élaborée :

- les organisations ont plus de chances de collaborer quand elles ont la même forme

institutionnelle, c�est-à-dire quand elles sont proches institutionnellement.

La proximité sociale est ici proche du mécanisme de transitivité, en ce sens qu�elle

renvoie à la distance géodésique de degré 2. Les relations communes sont sensés

faciliter la di¤usion de connaissance informelle et la con�ance et ainsi faciliter les

collaborations. Une cinquième proposition est élaborée :

- les partenaires de partenaires ont plus de chances de collaborer, c�est-à-dire quand

les organisations sont proches socialement.

4.3 Données

Les données relationnelles sont généralement d�un accès di¢ cile (Ter Wal et Boschma

2009), et c�est encore plus vrai en ce qui concerne les données relationnelles longitudi-

nales (Baum et al. 2003), c�est-à-dire celles dont le début et la �n de la relation sont

datées. A la suite de travaux émergents (Autant-Bernard et al. 2007, Paier et Sch-

erngell 2008) le chapitre se base sur des données issues des projets PCRD de l�Union

Européenne, dans la navigation par satellite. Plus précisément, il se focalise sur la
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base de données développée dans le chapitre 3, mais en se concentrant uniquement sur

les projets du 6ème PCRD pour plus d�homogénéité et de stabilité du réseau.

D�autre part, malgré la richesse des informations contenues dans ces bases de don-

nées, un biais pour l�étude des choix de collaboration est issu du fait que certains

acteurs sont impliqués plus pour des raisons « politiques » que pour des raisons rela-

tives à leurs compétences et connaissances. A�n de réduire ce biais qui pourrait nuire

à nos estimations, nous nous basons sur la méthode développée par Autant-Bernard

et al. (2007), et nous ne retenons que les acteurs ayant participé à au moins deux

projets sur l�ensemble de la période.

Une seconde base de données est donc construite, dans laquelle 104 et non plus 360

acteurs sont présents et où quatre matrices relationnelles sont distinguées, correspon-

dant aux moments d�observation pour le modèle. Deux organisations sont liées si elles

participent au même projet, et ce lien est supposé actif du début à la �n du projet. De

plus, les relations sont non dirigées et dichotomisées (voir tableau 20 pour des statis-

tiques descriptives). La dynamique du réseau, c�est-à-dire la di¤érence entre nombres

de relations crées et dissoutes est présentée dans le tableau 21. Nous en déduisons que

sur la période étudiée, le réseau est dans une croissance permanente (voir �gure 17),

même si cette dernière a tendance à se ralentir et même à se stabiliser pour la période

2006-2007. Des caractéristiques structurales, telles que la densité ou le degré moyen

sont données dans le tableau 22.

4.4 Un modèle stochastique orienté par l�acteur pour la dy-
namique des réseaux

La dynamique du réseau de connaissance est modélisée à l�aide de SIENA (Snijders

et al. 2010), un modèle stochastique de la classe des modèles orienté par l�acteur,

c�est-à-dire où l�acteur essaye d�établir la relation qui maximisera son accessibilité à

la connaissance. Le modèle simule l�évolution du réseau entre les observations, et

estime les poids des di¤érentes variables expliquant les changements relationnels en

combinant des modèles d�utilité aléatoire, de simulation et des processus de Markov

(Van de Bunt et Groenewegen 2007).
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Le modèle est issu d�une longue tradition de modèles statistiques développés spéci-

�quement pour prendre en considération la particularité des données de réseau, et en ce

sens c�est un complément intéressant aux modèles mathématiques et économétriques

traditionnels. En e¤et, les modèles mathématiques sont �exibles mais ne permet-

tent pas d�estimation empirique, tandis que les modèles économétriques sont souvent

statiques, ou du moins basés sur de la modélisation en temps discret dans le cas de

l�économétrie de panel. Dans ce chapitre, la dynamique du réseau est modélisée comme

un processus de changement relationnel évolutionniste, c�est-à-dire itératif, à partir de

processus de Markov.

En e¤et, les observations de la structure relationnelle en quatre moments distincts

(2004, 2005, 2006, 2007) est modélisée en temps continu. Les processus de Markov

expriment l�idée que l�état actuel du réseau détermine son évolution future. Le modèle

est basé sur deux composantes principales, que sont la fonction de vitesse (équation

5) et la fonction objectif (équation 6). La fonction de vitesse détermine les oppor-

tunités d�un acteur de changer un de ses liens (c�est à dire le créer, le maintenir ou

le dissoudre) et exprime la dynamique du réseau. La fonction objectif contient les

variables relatives à la structure du réseau, aux caractéristiques individuelles et à la

proximité. Quand l�acteur a l�opportunité de faire un changement, alors la fonction

objectif lui permet d�exprimer ses préférences (par exemple créer un lien avec un acteur

proche géographiquement). La probabilité qu�un acteur e¤ectue un changement est

donnée par un modèle de régression logistique multinomiale (équation 4), c�est-à-dire

que cette probabilité est proportionnelle à l�exponentiel de la fonction objectif obtenue

si le changement relationnel était e¤ectué.

4.5 Spéci�cation du modèle et opérationnalisation des variables

La spéci�cation choisie pour l�analyse des réseaux non dirigés est « l�initiative uni-

latérale et la con�rmation réciproque » , qui est la spéci�cation la plus réaliste pour

l�étude des réseaux de collaboration (Van de Bunt et Groenewegen 2007). Elle exprime

l�idée qu�un acteur propose un lien, sur la base de son utilité espérée (sur la base de

la fonction objectif), et qu�ensuite l�autre acteur doit accepter, également sur la base

de son utilité espérée. Les variables de la fonction objectif sont les cinq formes de
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proximité, ainsi que deux variables de contrôle. La première variable de contrôle est

structurelle, elle est appelée « densité » ou « degré extérieur » dans la littérature, et

est mesurée à partir du nombre de relations émise par les acteurs. La seconde variable

de contrôle tient compte de l�hétérogénéité des acteurs et donc des caractéristiques

individuelles à travers la capacité d�absorption, qui est quant à elle mesurée à partir

de dépenses R&D sectorielles et de la taille de l�organisation.

La proximité géographique est opérationnalisée à partir de la co-localisation sur

un même espace géographique, c�est-à-dire même pays (1), même région NUTS1 (2)

et même région NUTS 2 (3). La proximité cognitive est une variable binaire, ou deux

acteurs sont proches s�ils partagent la même base de connaissance, dé�nies comme

dans le chapitre 2 (infrastructure, hardware, software, applications et services). La

proximité organisationnelle est elle aussi binaire, et renvoie à l�appartenance à un

même groupe, comme peuvent l�être Thales et Telespazio, ou Astrium Toulouse et

AstriumMunich. La proximité institutionnelle est binaire, et résulte de l�appartenance

à la même forme institutionnelle (science, industrie, politique, usagers). En�n, la

proximité sociale est binaire, et proche de la transitivité, où deux organisations qui

ont un partenaire en commun sont proches socialement.

4.6 Résultats empiriques

Les estimations du modèle sont basées sur 2000 runs de simulations, la méthode des

moments conditionnels est utilisée, et la convergence est excellente pour tous les mod-

èles. Les résultats sont synthétisés dans le tableau 24, et doivent être interprétés à

travers une lecture tenant compte non seulement de l�éclairage théorique apporté dans

le chapitre 1 de cette thèse, mais également avec un recul nécessairement lié à la nature

des données et aux spéci�cités du domaine technologique GNSS.

La première partie du modèle considère la fonction de vitesse. Elle montre la

progression temporelle du réseau, avec un paramètre au poids de plus en plus faible.

Cela signi�e qu�il y a de moins en moins de possibilités de changer ses liens, ce qui

conduit à une croissance du réseau qui se ralentie au �l des années. Outre cette

tendance générale, nous notons que les individus qui ont un degré plus élevé ont plus
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d�opportunités de changer leurs liens.

La deuxième partie du modèle concerne la fonction objectif, qui nous intéressera

plus particulièrement dans le cadre de ce chapitre. On trouve conformément à la

littérature sur les modèles statistiques de réseau que la variable de contrôle densité a

un e¤et négatif. Cela signi�e simplement que le fait de créer une relation est coûteux,

et que cette décision doit être motivée par d�autres paramètres. Un de ces paramètres

est la capacité d�absorption, qui a un e¤et positif sur la probabilité de collaborer.

Ce résultat converge avec des précédents en économie géographique (Giuliani et Bell

2005, Boschma et Ter Wal 2007, Morrison 2008) et implique que les acteurs ayant une

capacité d�absorption élevée estiment béné�cier plus favorablement de la connaissance

issue d�une collaboration.

La proximité géographique a également un e¤et positif, ce qui montre que les

organisations préfèrent collaborer avec d�autres organisations appartenant à la même

aire spatiale. Même lorsque l�on contrôle avec les quatre autres formes de proximité

(modèle 4), l�espace compte toujours dans le transfert de connaissance. Ce résultat

converge avec ceux d�autres travaux basés sur les PCRD (Autant-Bernard et al. 2007,

Paier et Scherngell 2008), et il est d�autant plus intéressant que c�est un e¤et que

l�Union Européenne tente précisément de freiner.

La proximité organisationnelle joue favorablement sur la probabilité de collaborer,

puisque les organisations issues du même groupe préfèrent collaborer ensemble. Cela

s�explique à la fois par la volonté d�éviter les fuites de connaissances, mais cela révèle

également une stratégie de contrôle de la connaissance. D�autre part, il est probable

que ce n�est pas un e¤et désiré par l�UE, puisque les collaborations entre �rmes du

même groupe ne montrent pas d�intérêt particulier à être facilitées.

La proximité sociale, telle qu�elle est mesurée dans ce chapitre, ne semble quant à

elle ne pas avoir d�e¤et sur la propension à collaborer. En e¤et, l�impact est positif,

mais pas signi�catif. Ainsi, les partenaires de partenaires ne sont pas plus à même

de collaborer. Ainsi, nous concluons que les collaborations étudiées ne génèrent pas

su¢ samment de proximité sociale pour se di¤user à une distance géodésique de degré

2.
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La proximité cognitive ne semble pas avoir non plus d�e¤et sur la propension à

collaborer. Ici encore l�impact est trop faible pour être signi�catif. Ce résultat est

assez en accord avec ceux des précédents chapitres, où l�on constatait que la GNSS

était un domaine technologique extrêmement composite. Ainsi, l�accès à des bases de

connaissance diverses semble o¤rir des béné�ces qui compensent les problèmes liés à

la distance cognitive.

La proximité institutionnelle par contre a un e¤et positif. Les organisations préfèrent

collaborer avec d�autres qui revêtent la même forme institutionnelle. Ici, le partage de

normes, de valeurs ou de structure d�incitations communes à créer de la connaissance

semblent être un vecteur important de collaboration.

4.7 Conclusion

Ce chapitre a analysé l�in�uence de di¤érentes formes de proximité sur l�évolution des

réseaux de connaissance, à un niveau global. Un modèle stochastique, modélisant les

changements relationnels comme un processus évolutionniste, c�est à dire comme une

structure relationnelle changeant graduellement a été utilisé. Plus précisément, les cinq

formes de proximité ont été opérationnalisées et mesurées. Les résultats statistiques

montrent que la proximité géographique, organisationnelle et institutionnelle in�uence

la probabilité de nouer des relations. Par contre, ces mêmes relations ne créent pas

su¢ samment de proximité sociale pour susciter des collaborations entre partenaires de

partenaires. En outre, nous con�rmons que la GNSS est extrêmement composite, en

ce sens que la proximité cognitive ne joue pas non plus de manière signi�cative. Les

limites de ce chapitre sont liées à la façon dont sont mesurées les formes de proximité,

aux e¤ets d�interactions entre formes de proximité qui ne sont pas pris en compte, et

à la fenêtre temporelle courte de l�analyse qui ne permet pas d�étudier l�évolution des

formes de proximité elles mêmes.
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Conclusion

Le principal objectif de cette thèse était de ne pas s�intéresser seulement à la proximité

géographique entre les acteurs, à leur co-localisation ou à la concentration spatiale des

activités innovantes qui en résulte, mais surtout d�analyser les principaux canaux de

création et de di¤usion de la connaissance. Notre thèse s�est donc focalisée sur les

relations que créent les acteurs pour accéder à la connaissance, et plus précisément

sur la structure d�interaction qui en résulte. Nous avons donc analysé la structure des

réseaux de connaissance dans les clusters, mais aussi dans les domaines technologiques

plus globalement. Notre thèse a amené de nouveaux développements théoriques et des

études empiriques dans un domaine technologique nouveau et particulier : les systèmes

globaux de navigation par satellite (GNSS) en Europe. Plus précisément, en combinant

le cadre théorique de la proximité avec des modèles et théories de l�analyse de réseau,

la thèse a étudié l�articulation entre les dimensions géographiques, structurelles et

cognitives pour les réseaux de connaissance locaux dans le chapitre 2 (cluster GNSS

en Midi-Pyrénées), et globaux dans le chapitre 3 (domaine GNSS en Europe). La

modélisation de la dynamique du réseau GNSS dans le chapitre 4 a permis d�isoler

et d�évaluer l�in�uence respective des dimensions géographiques, cognitives, sociales,

organisationnelles et institutionnelles. Le principal résultat du travail présenté ici est

que la structure des réseaux de connaissance est déterminée par di¤érentes formes de

proximité.

Synthèse des principaux résultats

Plus précisément, notre thèse a amené tout d�abord une contribution théorique, en

développant la conceptualisation du lien complexe entre proximité et réseaux de con-

naissance. Ensuite, elle a permis d�apporter des méthodologies originales pour con-

necter ce cadre théorique avec son évaluation empirique dans les clusters et les do-

maines technologiques. Cela nous a notamment permis d�analyser l�enchevêtrement

entre les dimensions géographiques, structurelles et cognitives dans les phénomènes

de concentration spatiale des activités d�innovation à partir du cas du cluster GNSS

en Midi-Pyrénées. Ensuite, nous avons aussi mis en évidence la coexistence d�une
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structure de c�ur/périphérie de clusters/pipelines dans le domaine GNSS en Europe.

Finalement, l�impact des cinq formes de proximité sur l�évolution du réseau global

GNSS a permis d�estimer l�in�uence forte de la proximité géographique, organisation-

nelle et institutionnelle.

Implications en termes de recherche

La première implication de ces résultats souligne l�importance de prendre en compte

les relations comme unité d�analyse, et suggère que l�économie géographique considère

de manière plus systématique la dimension structurelle des dynamiques de création

de connaissance. En e¤et, nous avons montré que les clusters et les domaines tech-

nologiques sont plus que la somme des individus qui les composent à travers la façon

dont sont organisées leurs relations. La seconde implication révèle la nécessité de con-

sidérer di¤érentes formes de proximité entre acteurs, en particulier non géographique.

Nous avons tout particulièrement souligné que les dimensions cognitives, sociales, in-

stitutionnelles et organisationnelles sont extrêmement importantes pour comprendre

les activités d�innovation. Finalement, la troisième implication est relative à la lit-

térature émergente sur les cycles de vie des clusters, qui peut béné�cier de l�approche

dynamique de co-évolution des formes de proximités et des réseaux prise dans la thèse.

En e¤et, nous avons montré que les réseaux peuvent être une force d�attraction qui

peut modi�er la distance géographique entre les acteurs.

Implications en termes de politiques publiques

Même si elle ne permet pas de faire une évaluation critique à proprement parler

des politiques de clusters et de soutien aux réseaux d�innovation, notre thèse permet

d�engager une discussion sur leurs principes globaux. La première implication en ter-

mes de politique publique de notre thèse est le rapprochement qui peut être fait entre

les politiques de type clusters et de type PCRD, qui apparaissent éloignés si une per-

spective spatiale est prise, mais proches si une perspective relationnelle est prise. En

e¤et, elles peuvent être considérées comme des réseaux locaux publiquement �nancés

(clusters) et comme des réseaux globaux publiquement �nancés (PCRD), et en ce
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sens ils apparaissent comme des outils de politique publique complémentaires pouvant

béné�cier d�une coordination. La seconde implication est la nécessité de considérer

une approche structurelle plutôt qu�une approche où seuls les attributs des acteurs

sont considérés. Cela permettrait par exemple de dé�nir des relations prioritaires à

soutenir �nancièrement et ayant du mal à se développer, comme par exemple les re-

lations d�intermédiarité entre des domaines cognitifs identi�és comme potentiellement

innovants. En�n, la troisième implication est relative à l�importance des di¤érentes

formes de proximité, qui facilite les interactions mais peut aussi déboucher sur des

phénomènes de lock-in. Ici aussi, les relations entre acteurs trop proches doivent être

évitées (parce que pouvant amener à du lock-in et parce que ne nécessitant pas de

support �nancier pour se développer. Ici encore, les relations entre acteurs ayant une

proximité cognitive potentiellement optimale mais sans nécessairement d�autres formes

de proximité qui faciliterait leur établissement doivent être soutenues.

Limites et prolongements

La première limite de ce travail est liée à la nature des données relationnelles que

nous avons mobilisées pour construire les matrices relationnelles. En e¤et, le car-

actère publiquement �nancé de nos projets collaboratifs de R&D permet l�accès à

des données relationnelles longitudinales de qualité, mais génère aussi certains bi-

ais. En outre nous devons étendre notre étude à d�autres domaines que la GNSS

pour généraliser les résultats. La seconde limite concerne la façon dont les di¤érentes

formes de proximité ont été mesurées. En e¤et, même si nous avons proposé une

mesure originale des cinq formes, elles pourraient parfois béné�cier d�une mesure à

une échelle plus �ne pour rendre compte de la complexité des concepts. La troisième

limite est relative à la fenêtre temporelle de court terme qui a été choisie, et qui n�a

pas permis d�observer une évolution des formes de proximité. Nous n�avons pas pu

étayer l�argument théorique d�une co-évolution des formes de proximité et des réseaux

de connaissance. La quatrième limite est liée à l�absence de la prise en compte de

la performance des organisations, qui aurait introduit un niveau de complexi�cation

supplémentaire à l�articulation réseau/proximité.
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En montrant l�in�uence de la proximité, notre thèse a contribuée à une théorie

émergente sur les réseaux de connaissance, telle qu�esquissée par Boschma et Frenken

(2009). De plus, l�agenda de recherche ouvert par les limites de notre thèse pourrait

être poursuivi dans le cadre de l�économie géographique évolutionniste. En e¤et, au-

delà des dynamiques de proximité, une approche évolutionniste pourrait permettre de

conceptualiser deux mécanismes de l�évolution des réseaux de connaissance que sont

les dynamiques structurelles et individuelles. En e¤et, les mécanismes endogènes de

croissance du réseau, où sa structure se renforce elle-même au cours du temps pourrait

être enrichie par une approche en terme de path-dependence. Ensuite, la richesse des

développements théoriques liés à l�hétérogénéité des acteurs (capacité d�absorption

notamment) peuvent permettre d�établir d�intéressantes caractéristiques individuelles

in�uençant l�évolution des réseaux. L�économie géographique évolutionniste est un

cadre théorique pertinent pour recueillir une théorie des réseaux de connaissance,

nécessaire aujourd�hui en économie géographique (Grabher 2006, Sunley 2008, Hess

2008).
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Proximité et Structure des Réseaux de Connaissance:
Le cas de l�industrie GNSS

La thèse propose non seulement de s�intéresser à la proximité géographique entre les acteurs
et à la concentration spatiale des activités d�innovation, mais aussi d�analyser les caractéristiques
des principaux vecteurs de création et de di¤usion des connaissances. Ainsi, nous nous focalisons
sur les relations que les acteurs développent pour accéder à de la connaissance externe, dans les
clusters comme dans des domaines technologiques plus larges. Plus précisément, nous analysons
comment di¤érentes formes de proximité in�uencent la structure des réseaux de connaissance.
La thèse propose des développements théoriques et des études empirique basées sur un domaine
technologique nouveau et particulier : les systèmes globaux de navigation par satellites (GNSS)
en Europe. En combinant une approche en termes de proximité avec des théories et des modèles
d�analyse de réseau, nous étudions l�in�uence de la proximité sur la structure locale des réseaux
de connaissance dans le cluster GNSS en Midi-Pyrénées, mais aussi sur leur structure globale
en Europe. L�articulation complexe entre les dimensions géographique, cognitive et structurelle
est dévoilée, tandis que la modélisation statistique de la dynamique du réseau de connaissance
global permet d�isoler et d�évaluer l�in�uence de la proximité géographique, cognitive, sociale,
organisationnelle et institutionnelle. Le résultat principal est que la structure des réseaux de
connaissance n�est pas seulement in�uencée par la proximité géographique, mais aussi par d�autres
formes de proximité. Ce résultat apporte de nouveaux éclairages sur l�organisation spatiale des
activités innovantes en économie géographique.
Mots clés: Réseaux de connaissance, proximité, économie géographique, clusters, modèles de

réseaux dynamiques, GNSS

Proximity and the Structure of Knowledge Networks:
Evidence from the GNSS Industry

The main objective of this thesis is not only to consider geographical proximity between actors
and spatial clustering of innovative activities, but also to analyze patterns of the main vectors
of knowledge creation and di¤usion. As such, the present dissertation focuses on relations that
organizations or individuals develop in order to access external knowledge, either in clusters or
global technological �elds. More precisely, we analyze how di¤erent forms of proximity in�uence
the structure of knowledge networks. The thesis provides theoretical developments and empirical
achievements in a new and particular technological �eld: the Global Navigation Satellite Systems
industry (GNSS) in Europe. Combining the proximity framework with network analysis theories
and models, the dissertation analyses the in�uence of proximity on the structure of local knowl-
edge networks in the Midi-Pyrenean GNSS cluster, but also on the global one in Europe. The
complex interplay between geographical, cognitive and structural dimensions is �gured out, and
the statistical modeling of the dynamic of the global knowledge network isolates and evaluates
the respective in�uence of geographical, cognitive, social, organizational and institutional proxim-
ity. The main result of the work presented in this dissertation is that the structure of knowledge
networks is not only in�uenced by geographical proximity, but also by other dimensions of proxim-
ity. This result provides new insights on spatial organization of innovative activities in economic
geography.
Key words: Knowledge networks, proximity, economic geography, clusters, dynamic network

models, GNSS
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